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ABSTRACT

Architecture is the expression of human action in the world, and to ask

of meaning in architecture is to ask what it means to be, as humans.

The first investigation of this work explores the Body and its
relationship to the world in order to gain a phenomenological

understanding of how we are, in the world. Based on the primary
experiences of stasis and motility the Body, in Being, is shown to
perceive the world with the perceptual awareness of things Become or
things Becoming. Culture, as the sharing of individual meaning and

experience, is shown to express these perceptions in either the
paradigm of the settler or of the traveller.

The second investigation describes how culture expresses its Being
symbolically, and how cultural mythologies support either the paradigm

of the settler or of the traveller.

The third is a hermeneutical investigation of the cultural artifacts of the
Medieval and the Modern eras of Western culture which tries to
understand the Being-in-the-world of these two eras. Although there
are no overt cultural mythologies describing the relationship of these

eras to stasis or motility, the cultural manifestations of the Medieval
indicate that it was a culture of settlers, while those of the Modern are of

a culture of travellers. Understood phenomenologically, we can see
how cultural manifestations are all poetic moments where we can gain

access to the truths of our Being.

The fourth investigation compares the Medieval and the Modern house

to show how architecture, as a cultural manifestation, gains its meaning
as a cultural mediator through which we can know ourselves, poetically,

in Being.

The fifth investigation looks to contemporary cultural manifestations to
see what perceptual paradigm is being represented today. ls the
Modern over? ls there a Post-Modern? The inner-city Village indicates
that the discontent with the Modern stems from a desire for
embeddedness within the paradigm of the traveller. Two Houses in the
Village are presented as examples of today's umbilical traveller
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a phenomenological inquiry into Meaning



O.O PREAMBLE

My experience, growing up in Western Canada, has always included
movement. When I was young my family moved every three or four

'.. ... '. ..' ." .. .

Abe:said, mtan you must be puttin' me on!
God said, Do what you want but next time you see me
you beiár runt '"'
lbe said, wlere d'y-ou want this kitling done? family or old friends involved
God said, Out on Highway 61.
: : .'
' hours by car each way. As an

adult I have maintained this tradition; moving regularly and always
wanting to get to know new places. For a Westerner my experience is

not unusual, most people I know have moved to where they are from

somewhere else, and I assumed that this was the common experience
of all Canadians. Until I moved to the east.

It was the houses. Walking the narrow winding streets of the walled
city of Quebec on a cold winter afternoon I couldn't get over the
houses. These were not built from the same tradition as those in the
west. Ïhick stone walls facing cobbled streets curved away into the ice

haze. Through the rippled window glass the heavy plaster and beams
of the interiors
attested to the hand

of the craftsman; the

mark of an adze, the

line where the wall

and ceiling meet. The

old houses of
Quebec City give
such a presence, such a thickness of meaning. . . yet a meaning which

was veiled to me. I could feel it, but I could not describe what it was.
What gives this presence? How are these houses different from
today's? What was the tradition in which these houses were built and
why does it call so strongly to me in my tradition? What is my tradition

anyway? And how and why is it so different from this older one?

There is no doubt that the tradition in which these houses were built is



old. Quebec City was founded in 1608. René Descartes was only
twelve years old in 1608. Louis XIV wouldn't be born for another thirty
years. The French revolution wasn't going to happen for almost two
hundred years. These are houses built in the French Medievaltradition.

This knowledge answers one question but opens more. For instance,
what is the Medieval tradition? lt is obvious that there is a difference
between a Medieval house and a Modern house, but why? ls there a
Modern tradition? What is it? Are not we in the West the heirs of the
Medieval? Don't we trace our heritage to those continuous European
societies which date back to the Roman Empire and before? What is
different about the Modern tradition? All these queries are asking the
same larger question: What do these houses mean?

The houses of Quebec stand cheek to cheek, sharing common walls
with their neighbours and creating a street wall with their continuous
façades. Medieval construction traditions vary from place to place but

always consist of a massive load bearing structure of stone, rubble,
masonry or timber, requiring time, skill and craft to construct.The general

layout of a Medieval city house consists, on the ground floor, of a
workroom, shop or tavern with an

arcade open to the street. A separate

entrance and stair leads to an upper

floor hall which was the home for the

shopkeeper, his family, servants and

apprentices.l Late medieval houses

include separate rooms for living and

sleeping, and the wealthy might even

have had separate sleeping accommodations: one room for the family,

and one for the servants and apprentices.

The contrast between this and a Modern house is telling. The Modern

shopkeeper's house has no shop. lt is elsewhere. The house is

segregated to an area of the city reserved only for houses. Here it is
free-standing, set well back from the street and from its neighbours so
that each house stands alone as a distinct sculptural element. Modern

1 Margaret Wood, The English Mediaeval House (England: Bracken Books,
1983): 24

ilt



houses are constructed of a lightweight skeletal frame with a decorative
weatherproof skin, and are able to be quickly assembled of
components by almost anyone. This is not a typology based on place,
the Modern house is universal. lt can be shipped and assembled
anywhere and fit in. The general layout of the Modern house consists
of a set of clearly defined, purpose oriented rooms. Cooking, eating,

bathing, living and sleeping
are each given a separate

room. Sleeping quarters are

divided so that each member

of the household can sleep in

a separate bedroom. The

number of people per house

tends to be very low,

consisting at most of a small young nuclear family. Parents, older
children, employees and apprentices all maintain their own similar
homes and servants are almost unheard of.

The differences between Medieval and Modern houses cannot simply
be attributed to changes in technique or technology. There has been a
significant change in attitude between then and now towards how we

are in the world, a change which is made manifest in the difference in

what we consider to be appropriate housing.

Urban form is the expression of human action in the world. lt is like an

accretion which builds up through use, showing movement patterns,
destinations, symbolism and so on. lt is the record of a culture. culture
is the cumulative expression of our experiences as individuals, so in
the general sense it expresses how we as individuals are, in Being.
This is accomplished through various symbolic gestures, through a
cultural mythology which the individual can take and interpret as his or
her own. Cultural mythologies are what define and explain for you and I

our being-in-the-world. ln Being, we understand the world through a
poetic interpretation and relationship to things. These mythologies are
the expression of the poetic access we as humans have to the world
and are the building blocks of culture. Expressed through religion,
philosophy, secular culture, art and architecture, they interpret the

relation of culture to Being, forming a complex weave which speaks of

IV



the ambitions and parameters both of society and of its individual
members. Mythology supports our cultural paradigms. Architecture is

the actualization of our cultural experiences and aspirations. lt is the
manifestation of how we are, in the world.
Meaning in architecture is thus connected to ourwe have named our gods o',"i"å"::"rn 
;";;;, as humans.

These houses are no longer just our accommodation, they are the
carriers of our cultural mythologies, of our cultural meaning! The veiled

message waiting in the Medieval house is the expression of its cultural
mythology.

Well now we know what it is, but what is it? What is the basis of the
Medieval cultural mythology, and furthermore what is the basis of the
Modern?

The sensation that I received from the houses of Quebec was of an

unalterable sense of place. A sensation that the people who had made

them were settled, bound to that land, to that tradition. Within those city
walls was a place where the world was complete.This sensation was

outside my own experience as a traveller. Sure I knew my childhood
homes well, but they were temporary. They look temporary. They
aren't place, they are objects in space. And I am not bound to any
place. My tradition is that of the explorer. I am expected to move; to
travel. These are the expressions of two fundamentally different cultural
paradigms. The first, the Medieval, is the expression of the paradigm of

the dweller. lt is based on a closed, static, finite perception of space,
and is supported by a poetic understanding unalterably connected to
place. lt is the permanent home of the settler. The second, the Modern,
is the expression of the paradigm of the traveller. lt is based on an

open, mobile and infinite perception of space and is supported by a
poetic which is universal in its extension. This is accommodation, the

temporary house of the traveller.The meaning embedded in these
houses is their expression of how we are, in the world, how we as

individuals experience the world and how we in our culture understand
the world. Meaning in architecture is connected fundamentally to our

Being as humans.



0.1 lntentions

The purpose of this inquiry is to show how meaning in architecture is

connected fundamentally to our Being as humans. But what does it
mean to Be as a human? And how is this Being a part of the world?
Architecture is the trace of the human hand upon the world, the physical

expression of our presence

in the world, and to ask of

meaning in architecture is to
ask these primary ontological

questions concerning Being.

To view the constructions of

architecture is merely to view

artifacts, but to know the

truths which are brought into

being by these artifacts is to

understand the essences of

Being. A phenomenological

reading of the cultural manifestations of Western society can show how
we, as individuals and as culture, are in the world through an

understanding of what artifacts like architecture mean as expressions of
cultural paradigms.

Architecture is the actualization of cultural experiences and aspirations,
and meaning in architecture is the expression of the potential for activity

by the Body in that world. ln order for architecture to be meaningful for
a society it must speak directly of that culture, and it must reflect that
culture's fundamental meanings. When we, as cultural producers, look
for meaning we are reaching into the realm of cultural expression. lt is
that place where explanation and reinforcement (or censure) of our
experiences and perceptions occurs; where mythology lies. ln Western

culture this place lies unidentified and unnamed, and the myths lie

unspoken.

Modern Western culture is characterized by a multitude of voices, of

which the experience of each needs to be addressed. The result of this
multiplicity is that there is no obvious referent within which to work. The

simple referents of traditional cultures, such as religion, or ethnicity, or
the power of the King, are no longer suitable because they do not

vi



represent enough of the members of our culture. ln order to validate the
totality of different experiences it is necessary to search beyond simple
allegiances to find a cultural definition which includes each member of
society as an active participant. This is the principle of Humanism, and

is the base on which the Modern age was formed.

The quest for meaning in architecture goes right back to the
Renaissance beginnings of the Modern era. The issue never seemed
to come up in pre-Modern society. Cultural artifacts then were made

with intent. Meaning was guaranteed by including the appropriate
attributes and pedorming the appropriate rituals, and it was reinforced

through generations of cultural agreement and experience. ln our
Modern era of Western culture, the farther we have moved from the

idea of God and King as the source of answers to the transcendental
questions of truth, the harder it has become

Man is the.measure of u 
l' to pin down meaning in our cultural artifacts'

. . "'n'lrnotrno*, The desacrilization of Modern western
culture transformed the mystic into the

mundane and in so doing brought about the confusion of the two that
serves to hide the myths which underpin our way of Being. Our
mythologies have become hard to find because we have brought them

in too close. They are not the mystical transcendent grail of quest and
discovery, but are the day to day realities of our lives. They are us.

ïhe early Moderns looked for meaning in architecture through
geometry.2 Geometry had traditionally been used to represent the
perfection of the divine; perfection that was made manifest only in the

Cathedral, the House of God. The Moderns, with their humanist
sensibilities, argued that all people contain a parl of the godhead within.

They felt, by extension, that the ultimate expression of meaning was to
act on the world, to subdue the decay and disorder of the world and to

demarcate it with a symbolic geometric (transcendent) order. The
traditions of modern mapping and surveying, perspectival art,

reductive drawings, and geometric garden and town planning all began
as the meaning-laden expression of the transcendent in the actions of

humans.

2 Alberto Pérez-Gómez, Architecture and the Crisis of Modern Science
(USA: MIT Press, 1985): 87
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I have no need of such a hypothesis
LaPlace to Napoleon I

.: :: ,r-eferyingto:'the:ideaofGod

The religious aspect was removed from humanism, around the
mid-eighteenth century, and with that loss the issue of meaning in

arch itectu re b ecame
pressing. A new model had

to be f ound to replace
religious transcendence. At

first the Classical Greek and
Roman orders of proportion and design were analyzed empirically for
the geometric and mathematical truths they might hold. Later particular
historical styles were given meaning based on the specific function of

the building, The Gothic style, for example, was appropriate for a
Cathedral, but a courthouse needed a Greek temple front with the
correct order of columns. Finally, by the end of the nineteenth century, a

free-for-all of stylistic
The reductionlof the architectura! express¡on of culture's.t , . eclecticism ensured that the
BeilO to stl.le by,the earty Moderns created a i ii¡óade ø:, ., architectural language of the
understanding meaning which stiil exists today. Style,
understood símpty as ã ørmat desc¡lplion,,is empíy ana past contained no residual
mustbediscarded.:!tmustbereplacedwithan ii:,, meaning with which to
understanding of how the various manifestations of
archi¡àcturdãre: expressions of ourBeingjn-the.,worlQ,,,,. t , USef Ully desCf ibe the

i. . , ì r' ':" 1 F9x,. ,,' experienceof theModern.

Yet we still build. And our buildings have a very distinctive look which
is common to all the contemporary cultures of the Modern West.
Architecture has meaning. The things that we do in the world are not
just a series of random or unconnected events, they are individual and

cultural activities which take place for a reason within a context. We
build in a certain way as our

expression of how we
experience and understand our

world. The mature expression

of Modernity in architecture

began in the early twentieth
century. The former
architectural languages based

on tradition began to be

excluded, and a new iconography begun, an architectural expression
celebrating the experiences of the Modern. ldeals of individualism,
achievement, democracy, movement and exploration are all apparent in

vill



the Modern building, their most eloquent expression to date occurring
with the high Modernism of the lnternational Style, typical of the
mid-twentieth century.

Recently, however, there has developed a general discontent with
Modern urban form, and with the language of Modernism. A feeling that
architecture today, in the late twentieth century, is not representative of

our cultural aspirations. As a cultural producer, the architect is left in the
rather difficult situation of trying to determine what exactly has changed

in contemporary culture, and what it has changed into, in order that he

or she might build in a culturally meaningful manner. The ongoing
debate over meaning in architecture has produced a lot of rhetoric and
several distinctive architectural trends that have

been informative, but have not necessarilU ;,';;;;,:'t';.); ,.:'.-,ri:it
l

produced an answer to the problem. What neo-

historicism, post-modernism, and especially
deconstruction have shown is, first, that the issuå ffilEHIfilffiEãHltrrEq.Értfi itHiEt

¡ r¡¡ü ¡ßq llñ r¡ |
of meaning in architecture is a cultural one, not just fliflffüi,{ËËiiffi;ÍËE.i
a problem in building, and second, that it is ffiflil|IäËiifîE
precisely because there is no obvious referent for ffitriiåiñffii
our being-in-the-world today that there is no easy

determination of what is culturally-valid urban
form. The limitation of these trends is they are all

i n he rently self-referential. The e mpty arch itectu ral

language of historicism, or its re-interpretation in

the post-modern, points at nothing. That language had been proven

meaningless to the Moderns by the turn of the century and it remains

so today. Deconstruction, which is very effective at showing how
every cultural assumption contains its other as an inherent
presupposition, ultimately allows culture to point only at itself, which
denies the possibility of a meaningful referent.

ln order to identify what drives modern culture, we must rediscover the

roots of our cultural mythologies to see what has defined our cultural
expressions. lt is necessary to separate the original meaning-giving
experiences of existence from their subsequent manifestations in

culture. Once these primary experiences have been freed, their role

and influence can be uncovered in relation to various poetic cultural
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manifestations and artifacts, such as cosmology, representation, and
urban form. With this awareness, the architect, or any other cultural
producer, is in a position to interpret meaningfully the experiences and
aspirations of contemporary culture.

0.2 Methodology

Based significantly on the ideas of Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger
and Marcel Merleau-Ponty, this work first describes phenomenogically

how movement, from stasis to motility informs perception to define our
Being-in-the-world, and how the individual experience of the Body in

Being influences and supports the creation of cultural paradigms and
manifestations. Second, it describes hermeneutically through the
contrast of the cultural artifacts of the Medieval and the Modern eras of
Western culture-their respective cosmology, representation, and

urban form-how these paradigmatic experiences have fundamentally
defined the structure of Western society. This methodology gives us a

way of access to the truths of Being, which then allows an
understanding of how that Being influences and informs culture. The

artifacts of culture such as architecture can subsequently be seen as

expressions of a particular mode of Being-in-the-world.

I propose that the very structure of our being defines our relation to the

world, and that our cultural mythologies, paradigms and manifestations,
including architecture, are all based on, and derive their meaning from,

the perceived potential for action for our bodies.3

Heidegger maintains that we have access to the truths of Being, not

3 Within the tradition of phenomenology there is a debate concerning Being
which is beyond the scope of this work to challenge, but within which I

necessarily must take a stand. Heidegger, one of the originators of
phenomenology, maintains in Being and Time that when he is discussing
Dasein, or Being, he is not talking about transcendent Being or bodily being,
but is describing an essence beyond the existential. He argues that you
can't mix Dasein up with the men and women who build buildings. Although
he himself transgresses this distinction in his later work it remains a
fundamental issue in defining phenomenology. My own reading of
phenomenology, while based on Heidegger and Husserl, relies on the
theoretical and experimental clinical work of Merleau-Ponty as its
springboard. lt is my position that while the essences of Being may be
hidden from us, they are nonetheless essentially a part of the human Body
which we all share. They are fundamentally a part of both our transcendent
and our bodily being.



directly, but through poetry+. ln the poetic moment truth is illuminated
and we gain understanding as a kind of revelation. Cultural
manifestations such as religion, art and architecture, in their poetic
moment, serve as points of access to the truths of Being. Each of these

manifestations are poetic interpretations of how we are in the world,
and each can provide that understanding. Instead of considering cultural

manifestations as independent autonomous entities with self-referential
meanings, phenomenology allows us to understand them as all part of

the structure of culture. Here they form a

totality which describes and is supported

by the more fundamental layers of how we
are in the world, in Being. Thus we can

use phenomenology to gain access to a
kind of understanding of how we as a
culture are in the world and how
architecture expresses that Being.

ln basing my reading of phenomenology

on the works of Husserl, Heidegger and

Merleau-Ponty; I am starting from within the
original phenomenological tradition. Post-

phenomenological traditions like post-
structuralism and deconstruction, are highly

effective tools for laying bare the structure
and presuppositions of society, but what they are doing is slighily
different from my own search. I am interested in a deeper layer of
activity, in those experiences and perceptions which create these
structures and presuppositions. There is a referent here, and it is in that
place where the primary experiences of Being occur; the experiences
which define our perception of the world spatially, and which we use to
build our cultural paradigms. The work of the early phenomenologists

deals directly with ontology , culture and the body, and it is these
interconnected issues which we must investigate in order to
understand how meaning in architecture is based on our Being as
humans

4 Martin Heidegger, "Poetically Man Dwells" Poetry Language. Thouqht
trans. Albert Hofstadter (USA: Harper & Row, 1971): 213
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0.2.1 Phenomenology

Phenomenology, defined by Husserl as a "descriptive psychology", is
a philosophy which is the study of essences; which puts essences
back into existence.5

Phenomenology takes as its starting
point the facticity of humans and of the
world. lt is a "transcendental
philosophy which places in abeyance
the assertions arising out of the natural
attitude, the better to understand them;
but is a philosophy for which the world
is 'already there' before reflection begins
- as an inalienable presence; and all its
efforts are concentrated upon re-
achieving a direct and primitive contact
with the world."6

'To the things

To the things themselves ,:..-J..Èã¡aÃ¿Husser!
primary presencing of the things of the world, to

that world which precedes knowledge, and of which knowledge always
speaks.T For Husserl, this is the most important work of
phenomenology, "attending to things as they present themselves, that
is, in their presence."B For each person 'things' present themselves as

"the lived experiences of acts of consciousness in correlation with the
contents of consciousness."e Heidegger invokes a more mystical sense

5 For the phenomenologist, "essence" is used in the ontological, not in the
ontic sense, as part of the enquiry into Being. Following Heidegger,
Ontological enquiry is concerned primarily with Being, as opposed to the
Ontic, which is concerned primarily with entities and the facts about them.
Phenomenology is a philosophy that studies "things" not as objects, but as
related ontologically to the Being-in-the-World that we humans display.
Read the Intro to Being and Time by Heidegger.

6 Marcel Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenologv of Perception trans. Colin Smith
(England: Routledge & Kegan Paul,1962): vii

7 Ponty, Perception: ix

I John Sallis, "The ldentities of the Things Themselves" Research in
Phenomenology vol.i2 (USA: Duquesne University Press, 1982):17?

9 David E. Klemm, Hermeneutical lnquirv Volume ll: The lnterpretation of
Existence (USA: The American Academy of Religion, 1986): 60
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toward the underlying truths of existence in his description of the world
as "...the unitary fourfold of sky and earth, mortals and divinities, which
is staged in the thinging of things we call-the world."10 When a thing is
presented to us, it is presented in relation to earth and sky, before the

divinities and to we moftals. "The world grants to things their presence.

Things bear world. World grants things"tl Both Husserl and Heidegger
felt that the purpose of phenomenology was primarily to pursue the
ontological question of Being.'Being', in German, das Sein, refers to the

is-ness of existence, as contrasted with'being', das Seiende, which
simply refers to the extant.l2 ln order to make sense of who we are in
the world, what we are in the world and how we are in the world we
must look to Being, in its disclosure to us and in its disclosure for us

Being, as the basic theme of philosophy, is no class or genus
of entities; yet it pertains to every entity...Being and the
structure of Being lie beyond every entity and every possible
character which an entity may possess. Being is the
transcendens pure and simple....Every disclosure of Being as
th e transcendens is transcendental knowleclge.
Phenomenological truth (the disclosedness of Being) is veritas
transcendentalis. 1s

The primary question that must be asked then is what informs us in our

Being? What is the method or structure by which we understand the
world and ourselves in it?

Husserl maintains the tradition of the metaphysical conception of the
disclosure of Being as a transcendental aspect of being. The 'things'of
the world, presenting themselves in their Being, present themselves to
us in the perceptual present. By its very nature the perceptual
present then "invites" categorialization and conceptualization.l4 We, the
perceiving subject, subsequently receive the world in either the

10 David E. Klemm, Hermeneutical lnquiry Volume l: The lnterpretation of
Existence (USA: The American Academy of Religion, 1 9BG): 148

11 Klemm, lnquirv Vol 1: 149

12 George Steiner, Heidegger (Great Britain: Fontana Press, 1989):31

13 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time trans. John Macquarrie & Edward
Robinson (USA: Harper & Row Publishers lnc., 1962): 62

14 Fred Kersten, "The Life-World Revisited" Research in Phenomenology
(USA: Duquesne University Press, 1991): 33
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perceptual mode of "necessity"; non-scientific thinking and
experiencing, or "contingency"; scientific thinking, and then categorize
and conceptualize it.ts Heidegger, on the other hand, argues that in
Being, we understand the world through a poetic interpretation and

relationship to things. ln the act of understanding we automatically
interpret the events of the world. This interpretation is based on an

anterior awareness, on premises which we unconsciously accept and
within which we work, on fore-structures of knowledge which precede

us in our being.

"When something is understood but is still veiled, it becomes
unveiled by an act of appropriation, and this is always done
under the guidance of a point of view,under tne gutdance o1 a po¡nt ot view,
which fixes that with regard to which what
is understood is to be interpreted. ln
every case interpretation is grounded in
something we see in advance - in a fore-
sight. This fore sight'takes the first cut' out
of what has been taken into our fore-
having, and it does so with a view to a
def inite way in which this can be
interpreted. Anything understood which is
held in our fore-having and towards which
we set our sights 'foresightedly', becomes
conceptualizable through the
interpretation". 1o

Merleau-Ponty, following the tradition set out by the earlier
phenomenologists shows through experimentation how all knowledge
of the world is gained from the fact of our human-ness, that the very
structure of our being human gives us our particular access to the

world.

"l am the absolute source, my existence does not stem from my
antecedents, from my physical and social environment; insteail
it moves out towards them and sustains them, for I alone bring
into being for myself... The tradition which I elect to carry oJ'ì."17-

Phenomenology carries out the appeal to the things themselves in a
way that is fundamentally linked to the region of psychic
being-regarded as the locus of the identity of being and presence, as

Kersten, "Life-World": 35

Heidegger, Being: 191

Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenologv: ix

15

t6

17
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pure transcendental consciousness.lB The inquiry into meaning must
begin here, at the fundamental relationship we hold with the world. From

this primary understanding we can then turn our attention to how this
relationship to things influences and is influenced by the culture to
which we belong. lt is in our'fore-knowledge' of the world where we
have to search for the meaning-giving moments with which we define
our being-in-the-world.

Husserl's analysis of the perceptual present argues that it invites
categorialization and conceptualization,le "it" implying some
transcendental other. Upon reading Merleau-Ponty however, it
becomes apparent that the actual structure oÍ being humanz1 invites a
categorization and conceptualization of the perceptual present. The
transcendent lies in the act of enlightenment. Accepting the concept of
the fore-structures of knowledge which precede us in our being, we

then have to ask where this knowledge comes from. A return to Husserl
gives the clue.Within the perceptual modes of necessity and
contingency, Husserl offers as a group three subcategories of sense
perception. lt is my opinion that the three types of sense represented
are in fact a good description of our being-in-the-world, with one
important modification. Husserl's three categories of sense perception

are, first, the perceptual and apperceptual sense, perceiving or
apperceiving in an original way; second, the non-scientific categorial
sense, the mental connotation the world acquires in consequence of
thinking about it sufficient to carry out the practical purposes at hand;

and third, the scientific categorial and conceptual sense, the mental
connotation the world acquires in consequence of scientific thinking and

experiencing.2l

I propose that the first example encompasses the other two as their
ground, or cradle. ln other words, our fundamental mode of informing
Being rs that perceiving or apperceiving in an original way. ln Being,
then, we experience the world in one of two ways. The first is to

Sallis, "ldentities": 124

Kersten, "Life-world": 40

Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology: 92

Kersten, "Life-World": 36, 37
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experience "things" as things Become, which gives the mental
connotation the world acquires in consequence of thinking about it
sufficient to carry out the practical purposes at hand, that is, the
nonscientific categorial and conceptual sense. The second is to
experience "things" as things Becoming, which gives the mental
connotation the world acquires in consequence of scientific thinking and
experiencing, that is, the scientific categorial sense.22 Furthermore,
based on Merleau-Ponty's investigations into motility and perception I

would argue that there is a fundamental level of experience which lies
below all other structures, and on which they depend. lt is the
experience of the Body in the primal acts of either stasis or motility.

Here then, in Being, are some of the fore-structures of knowledge. First,

the structure of the Body, in itself, in its Caring, makes room for the
meaning-giving events of the world. Second, with its capacity for
movement the Body experiences as primary acts, stasis or motility.
Third, in response to the experience of either stasis or motility, the

Body perceives the things of the world as either things Become, or as

things Becoming. These events, occurring in our precognitive
awareness, define for us the parameters of the potential for our
Being-in-the-world.

Every individual belongs to a society, where experiences and
perceptions are shared and defined, and encouraged or discouraged.
The shared perceptual experiences of a group or community will
eventually be the basis of that group's being-in-the-world, and will be
implicit in its cultural expressions such as its mythology and in its
cultural manifestations, poetic expression of Being such as religion, art
and architecture. lt is, however, fundamentally the act of being human

that defines for us our relation to the world. lf the dominant perceptual

experience of the individual members of the group is that of stasis, if,

for example, the group is settled and does not move, then this will be
reflected in the cultural paradigms and expressed in subsequent
manifestations. lts perception of space will be areal, closed and finite,
and its paradigms will be the expression of the settler. lf the dominant
experience of the group is motility, if the group travels or explores, then

22 Kersten, "Life-World": 35-37
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its perception of space will be linear, open, and perhaps infinite, and it
will express the paradigm of the traveller.

0.2.2 Hermeneutics

The relationship that we as members of Modern Western society have
with the world is quite unlike that held by any non-modern society,
including the European Medieval societies which preceded ours. The
contrast between our Being-in-the-world
and the Being-in-the-world of our forebears
provides for us a valuable window into how

meaning is attained. ln order to provide this
contrast, it is necessary to have an

understanding of that other world, of how it is
different from our own. To gain insight into a

world that no longer exists, however, is more
difficult than simple observation. A

hermeneutic inquiry is necessary. Originally a
methodology used by Biblical scholars to

interpret ancient texts and present them into
contexts completely different from those of the original audience,
hermeneutics "...focuses on the process of understanding meaning in

signs and symbols" and "allows the meaning in texts and existence to
speak again."23 It is a method of understanding directed toward things
to which we don't have direct access:

Understanding is the basic activity of relating the self to reality.
The structure of understanding includes subfect, act, and othér.
By engaging in understanding the self is open to the other, to
being in its appearance as meaning or reality. 24

ln hermeneutical inquiry we are "trying to bring close something
distant."2s lt is a process done with an awareness of the temporal
distance separating us from the past, and of the relativity of the life

23 Klemm, lnquiq¡ Vol. 1: 2

24 Klemm, lnouirv Vol. l: 45

2s Hans-Georg Gadamer, Philosophical Hermeneutics trans. David E. Linge
( USA: University of California Press, 1 977): 22
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worlds of different cultural traditions.26 Thus ideas from the past can be
understood today without our having first to assimilate them culturally.

Klemm divides hermeneutics into four types and argues that each one
represents a permutation of the structure of understanding. The four
types of hermeneutics are: theory of interpretation, practical
philosophy, speculative ontology, and theology.zT Three of the four
types directly influence the present inquiry.

As a theory of interpretation hermeneutics is interested in the intention

of the author or what the original audience understood.2s We can do
this, Dilthey maintains, because we know ourselves only through our
acts. "Acquired meaning, present values and distant goals constanily
structure the dynamic of life, according to the three temporal dimensions

of past, present and future."2e This implies then, that in the way we can
interpret our own selves through our acts, we can interpret the acts of

those unknown to us.

lf I can understand vanished worlds, it is because each society
has created its own medium of understanding by creating thð
social and cultural worlds in which it understands itself. To
understand myself is to make the greatest detour, via the
memory which retains what has become meaningful for all
mankind. Hermeneutics is the rise of the individual to the
knowledge of universal history, the universalization of the
individual.so

As practical philosophy, the focus of hermeneutics is on the activity of
understanding. lt looks at the meaning of the understanding process as

the way in which humans interact with themselves and their world.sj
Thus, for example, the meaning presented by a text is understood as

the outcome of an interaction between the interpreter and the text.sz

26 Gadamer, Hermeneutics: 22

27 Klemm, lnquiry Vol. l: 34

28 Klemm, lnouirv Vol. l: 34

29 Paul Ricoeur, Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences trans. John B.
Thompson (USA: Cambridge University Press, igBi): 52

3o Ricoeur, Human Sciences: 52

31 Klemm, lnquiq¿ Vol. l: 34

32 Klemm, lnouiry Vol.1: 39
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"Gadamer links hermeneutics to Aristotle's practical philosophy in that
understanding may be likened Io phronesrs or practical wisdom...the
ability to mediate between the universal element (the good) and the
pafticular situation at hand."33

For the phenomenologist, understanding is seen as the situation by
which humans are in the world, in Being. Based on the work of
Heidegger hermeneutics turned from a theory of interpretation to an
interpretation of Being34 As a speculative ontologyss hermeneutics fits
in very neatly with phenomenology as it seeks "the meaning of being
itself as this is reflected in the understanding "1".s6 Using Heidegger's

notion of the self as having "fallen" into the world of the 'they' (culture),
hermeneutics then looks at culturally mediated meanings through which

the "1" can appear.37

What it means to be "l myself "is already manifest in the
tradition to which I belong. Myth, poetic symbol, ritual, narrative,
philosophy and theology present me with figures of a
potentiality to be myself. They do not say, "Let me take the
burden of existence from you." lmages of authentic selfhood
say, "Let me disclose your own authentic selfhood. This is
something you can be on your own, within your own
situation."38

Hermeneutics attempts to understand through interpretation the original
essence of things with the self-conscious awareness of the influence of

our own culture on our understanding.l propose to extend this way of
understanding beyond text to the cultural artifacts of our society
(including texts), looking at these artifacts to try and understand what

s3 Klemm, lnquirv Vol.1 : 39

34 Klemm, lnquir!¡ Vol.i: 39

3s Klemm, lnquiry Vol.l: 34

36 Klemm, lnquiq¡ Vol.i: 34

37 Fallenness is described by Heidegger as " a basic kind of Being which
belongs to everydayness." lt is not a negative evaluation, "...but is used to
signify that Dasein is proximally and for the most part alongside the
'world'of its concern." This absorption "...has mostly the character of
Being-lost in the publicness of the "they". ( Heidegger, Being & Time:
219, 220)

38 Klemm, lnouirv Vol.1: 42
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I don't paint things, I only paint differences
between things' ' .

Henri Matisse

they disclose. What authentic selfhood do they give?

Translating between languages is an interpret¡ve act which relies on a
universality of meaning which bridges the different modes of thought.
Walter Benjamin argues that translating from one language to another

makes tangible the implication of a

third active presence, which precedes

, and underlies both the originals.3e ln
, similar fashion, through hermeneutic

inquiry, we can try to comprehend the
being-in-the-world of the members of both Medieval and Modern
Western society. ln understanding we can then contrast the experience
of the Medieval and the experience of the Modern. ln that moment of

difference, in that interpretive moment, in that opening where the third

active presence lies, is where the universals of human experience can

be discovered. The process by which any culture can be examined
thus necessarily involves the ability to step outside of it; ". . . before

any culture can be experienced as a culture, a displacement from it

must be possible."¿o The juxtaposition of the Modern and the Medieval

allows this displacement from one into the other so that each in turn can

be investigated and interpreted.

We are of course already outside the Medieval, but as we gain a
clearer understanding of their way of being we are allowed a kind of
access into that Being. From that vantage point, that awareness of the
"not-modern", we are freed to look into the Modern and gain a clearer
understanding of our own way of being.

Modern Western society is fundamentally different from any other in
known history, including the European Medieval societies to which it is
heir. lt is not only that Modern society is "new," but that it has
undergone a radical self-conscious transformation: a shift of paradigm.

The inhabitant of Modern society participates in a fundamentally

39 Cited in George Steiner, After Babel. Aspects of Language and
Translation (USA: Oxford University Press, i 976): 64.

40 James A. Boon, Other Tribes. Other Scribes, Sl¡mbolic Anthropolog)¡ in
the Comparative Stud)¡ of Cultures. Histories. Religions and Texts ( USA:
Cambridge University Press, 1 990): ix.



different mode of being than that of Medieval society, yet there has
been no violent dislocation of culture to bring about this difference. The
continuity of Western society through this dramatic change in paradigm
makes it particularly interesting to compare and contrast these phases

of culture in order to highlight the different paradigmatic responses to
similar conditions.

Western heritage, traditionally traced back to the Classic Roman and
Greek cultures, embraces Medieval Europe and the Modern West. The

seven or eight hundred years of the Medieval era represent the period

of maturation and flourishing of distinctly European cultures, complete in

their own right. The five hundred years of the Modern era , from the
Renaissance to the present, represent the continuation and expansion

of these European cultures, although redefined under a new paradigm.

On the surface, the difference between the Medieval and the Modern

seems slight. We seem to share in many of the same cultural artifacts;
the Christian religion still exists; we still make sculptures and paintings;

we still live in houses and cities. ln some case, we still live in Medieval
houses and cities.

On closer examination, however, it becomes

obvious that our Modern artifacts are
conceptually quite different f rom the
Medieval, that they are generated from an

entirely different perception of the world and

of the role of humanity in it. The difference is

particularly obvious when we make use of

surviving Medieval artifacts. lt is necessary

either to modify the artifact to suit the Modern

paradigm, or it is necessary to compromise

the paradigm in order to use the artifact

traditionally. This is true whether we are
speaking of the Catholic religion, of non-

perspectival representation, or of trying to live in a Medieval city.

It is in the relation of the members of the culture to their cultural aftifacts

that the perceptual difference between the Medieval and the Modern
can be seen. The relation of Medieval dwellers to religion was stronger,

more all encompassing than that of the Modern. Their representations



in afi were based on criteria unlike those of the Modern, and their urban
form and use of space were based on a way of being in which Modern

society does not participate. The difference in the mode of perception

between the members of the two major eras of Western culture can be

investigated through their respective relationship to movement. The
Medieval dweller was essentially static; his or her perceptual
experience was that of stasis, and the idea of stasis is reflected in the
Medieval cultural paradigm and cultural expressions The Modern
inhabitant is essentially mobile; his or her dominant experience is of
motility, and mobility is encouraged by the Modern cultural paradigm

and cultural mythology. The cultural paradigms of stasis and motility
each invoke a particular way of being-in-the-world, each involving a

particular psychological, visual and spatial perception of the world.

Lefebvre argues that each mode of being has its own particular space,

and that the shift from one mode to another must entail the production of
a new space.41 Reversing this argument I propose that the production

of a new space is indicative of a shift from one mode of being to
another. The radical change in the cultural manifestations of Western

society can then be studied as being the result of a change in the mode
of being-in-the-world of its members.

O.2.3 Methodology Summary

Phenomenology is used in this work to pursue first the ontological
question of Being, and second, with hermeneutics, to pursue the
relationship of Being to architecture. A phenomenological understanding

allows us to search for the essences of existence in the primary
presencing of the things of the world. The presencing of things is that
primary moment of the Body experiencing and perceiving the world. lt
is a perceiving based on experience in which the things of the world
are perceived either as things Become or as things Becoming. How we
perceive the things of the world, how we relate to the essences of

existence, defines how we are, in the world.

The essential truths of Being are for the most part hidden from us by

a1 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith,
(USA: Blackwell Publishers, 1992): 46
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the complex and contradictory layering of the day to day realities of
culture. Our access to the essences of the world is through a poetic

relation to things, a relation which is expressed by our cultural
manifestations. Religion, art and architecture are all examples of poetic

moments which describe how we are, in the world, in Being.

Hermeneutics, as a theory of interpretation, and particularly as a
speculative ontology, is used to provide a phenomenological reading of
the artifacts of Western society in order to see how they are poetic

manifestations of a fundamental cultural mythology. As a theory of
interpretation, a hermeneutical inquiry helps us understand the original

intent of artifacts, and as a speculative ontology, the culturally mediated
meanings embedded in the artifacts through this intent are studied to

show how they reflect our selves in Being. Cultural arlifacts are studied
as the manifestations of a mythology which supports and is supported

by, the primary perceptions of the Body in Being.

Ïhe implication of all this for architecture is that through an
understanding of what cultural artifacts such as buildings mean as

expressions of cultural paradigms, we can understand how we as
individuals, and as a culture, are in the world. This is not a prescription

for design, but is a way of understanding architecture and its role in the
world. lt is an understanding which takes architecture beyond style,

beyond morphology and typology, and puts it in the service of
metaphysics.

0.3 Preview

Architecture is the expression of human action in the world, and to ask
of meaning in architecture is to ask what it means to be, as humans.

ïhe first investigation of this work explores the Body and its
relationship to the world in order to gain a phenomenological
understanding of how we are, in the world. Based on the primary

experiences of stasis and motility the Body, in Being, is shown to
perceive the world with the perceptual awareness of things Become or
things Becoming. Culture, as the sharing of individual meaning and
experience, is shown to express these perceptions in either the
paradigm of the settler or of the traveller.
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The second investigation describes how culture expresses its Being
symbolically, and how cultural mythologies support either the paradigm

of the settler or of the traveller.

The third is a hermeneutical investigation of the cultural artifacts of the

Medieval and the Modern eras of Western culture which tries to
understand the Being-in-the-world of these two eras. Although there
are no overt cultural mythologies describing the relationship of these
eras to stasis or motility, the cultural manifestations of the Medieval
indicate that it was a culture of settlers, while those of the Modern are of
a culture of travellers. Understood phenomenologically, we can see

how cultural manifestations are all poetic moments where we can gain

access to the truths of our Being.

The fourth investigation compares the Medieval and the Modern house

to show how architecture, as a cultural manifestation, gains its meaning

as a cultural mediator through which we can know ourselves, poetically,

in Being.

The fifth investigation looks to contemporary cultural manifestations to

see what perceptual paradigm is being represented today. ls the
Modern over? ls there a Post-Modern? The inner-city Village indicates

that the discontent with the Modern stems from a desire for
embeddeness within the paradigm of the traveller. Two Houses in the

Village are presented as examples of today's umbilical traveller
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1.0 BEING AND BEING IN THE WORLD

Meaning in architecture is connected fundamentally to our Being as

humans. Architecture is one of many cultural manifestations which show

how we are in the world. lt is highly significant, however in that it is a
built record of our spatiality, of our activities, achievements and

aspirations, both culturally and as individuals.
How we are in the world is shown in the places

we go, the things we do, the things we make,
and the things we believe.

But what does it mean to be 'in the world'?
How, in facl are we in the world? The answer is

double edged. We are in the world in our Being,

and in Being we are (in) the world. This is not
just to say that we exist in the world as objects,

although of course in 'being', as the extant, as

das seiende we also do that. But in 
.Being'we

go beyond this simple awareness to the

understanding of Being in the transcendent, of

the is-ness of existence, to das sern. Heidegger

names the kind of Being we humans display
Dasein.a2

Being is not a being, because it is that which

enables beings to be (present) to man and men

to each other. lt is nearest to man, because it

makes him to be what he is and enables him to
enter into comportment with other beings. Yet it

is farthest removed from him because it is not a being with which he,

structured as he is to deal directly with only beings, can comport

himself.¿s

Being is, then, something that we are aware that we are but which we

42 Steiner, Heidegger: 31

43 Steiner, (quoting Richardson) Heideqoer: 67

Once when :Care' was crossing a
river, she sa'w'some clay; she
thoughtfully took up a piece'and began
to shape it. White she was meditating
on what she had made, Jupiter came
by.'Care' asked him to give ít spirit,
'and this he gladly g¡afied; But when
she wanted her name to be bestowed
upon it, he forbade this, and
Aemàpaedtn^¡ ¡¡ 6þ given his'name
i isteiad.' White' Caré"and Jùpite¡;we-re
disputing, Earth arose, and:,desired.,,'
that her own name be conferred on the
c r e at u rer, s i n c e' s h e' h ad.,l u' r nj s, ht e d, i t t :'
with part of ,,he¡ bo'dy,;They;askèQ;. ;

S'atu rn to' b e. th ei r',arb¡ ite t and, h e m ade
the following decision, which seemed a
just one; 'since you, Jupiter, have
given its spirit, you shall receive that
spirit at its death; and since you Earth,
have given its body, you shalt receive
itç body::.But s¡nce : Caret llrs{'ihaped :,

this créature,,she shall possess. lT aq¡ .

Iong as it lives. And because there is
now a dispute among you as io ifs
name, let it be catled'homo', for it is
made out of humus (eañh).

Latin Fable trans'.by
HeÌdegger



Entities a¡e, quite lndependently of the experience by which they are
disclosed; the acquaintance in which they are diêcóveired, and the
graspiig in which their natuire is asceftained' ,But Being 'is' only in the
undeirstanding of those entities,to whose Being something like an
understanding of'Being belongs' 

Heideggetr,

cannot point to and identify as some objectifiable thing. lt is the
structure of our self and of how we are in the world. We have access to

Being only in relation to

the world. The world, in

which we are in Being,

is not a 'world' of
objects which have
been welded together

with a subject. Being and the world are primordially whole in existence.
Our existentiality is essentially determined by facticity.We are, in the

world. Existing is a fact.aa

Heidegger argues that in this involvement with the world we are
'thrown' into the world of the 'they', and that in order to find ourselves it
is necessary to extricate our own fallen self from the inauthentic self
given by society. He looks to the phenomenon of anxiety and that
which is disclosed in it to find the whole of Dasein ln a way that is
phenomenally equiprimordial. The state of mind of anxiety as a way of
Being-in-the-world can be used to allow Dasein to appear in a
simplified and accessible form, since that in the face of which we have
anxiety is our thrown Being-in-the-world, and that which we have

anxiety about is our potentiality{or-Being-in-the-world.45

As one of Dasein's possibilities of Being, anxiety-together
with Dasein itself as disclosed in it provides the phenomenal
basis for explicitly grasping Dasein's primordial totality of Being.
Dasein's Being reveals itself as Care.46

Care, as a primordial structure of our Being which lies existentially a
prioribefore every factical 'attitude' and 'situation',47 exemplifies how

we are fundamentally in the world and how our Being is oriented
completely toward the things of the world. "That very potentiality{or-
Being for the sake of which Dasein is, has Being-in the-world as its
kind of Being. Thus it implies ontologically a relation to entities within the

44 Heidegger, Being: 236

4s Heidegger, Being: 235

46 Heidegger, Being: 227

47 He¡degger, Being: 238



world."4B

CSlq ig always concern and solicitude...ln willing, an entity
which is understood- that is, one which has been projecteð
upon its possibility- gets seized upon either as something with
which one may concern oneself, or as something which is to be
brought into its Being through solicitude.4e

Being is pure transcendens.so We, in Being,

through projection of Care, can understand our

own Being as well as the Being of the things

of the world as an underlying truth which,

disclosing itself , def ines things in their
presencing. This disclosure of Being is

transcendental knowledgest.

lntimately connected with our transcendent

Being is our physical being. We are in the

world as our Bodies; the structure of the Body connects the
transcendent with the lived experience of the world. The structure of our
being defines our very relation to the world. How things are perceived

and what things are perceived through our bodily senses gives to us a
particular way of access to the existent world. How things are

understood in Being gives to those things a particular meaning.

The sharing of these meanings and experiences is what culture is.

When Heidegger speaks of the 'they', he is referring to the ongoing
pre-existing flow of shared experience we call culture. When we in

Being are'thrown', it is into this flow. And when we in Being are'fallen',
we are inauthentic in that we accept uncritically the paradigms given in
the flow. But, and this must be emphasized, we each contribute to the
'they'. Each person, in Being, experiences and interprets the world,
measuring and responding against the model of the everydayness of

the world. The Body, through its experience and perception,

understands itself in the pre-existing world, through the fore-structures

of knowledge.

48 He¡degger, Being: 238

4s Heidegger, Being: 238

so Heidegger, Being: 62

s1 Heidegger, Being: 62



1.1 The Body

In Being, the structure of the Body in itself and in its Caring makes room

for the meaning-giving
: events of the world.' AÌt human activlty pre-supposes''the use of the body, the means by, whichweare jninewortd.',, . The Body is our

Pérez-GómêtZ , ' "locus of all
formulations about the

world", not just occupying space and time but consisting of spatiality
and temporality.sz lt is our instrument of meaning as it defines external

reality through motion.

[t] is eminently the differentialion of the parts of his own body
that serves man as the basis for all other spatial specifications.
Once he has apprehended it as a self-enclosed and intrinsically
articulated organism, it becomes, as it were, a model accordinþ
to which he constructs the world as a whole. ln this perceptioñ
of his body, he possesses an original set of co-ordinates to
which in the course of development, he continually returns and
refers.53

What we know and how we know is defined by the Body and its
sense relationship to the world. lt is our means of communication with

the world.s¿ At its most fundamental level, in its capacity for movement,
the Body experiences as primary acts, stasis or motility. These simple
primary acts of experience are the cornerstones of our Being-in-the-
world. They influence our perception and our understanding of the
events of the world, and ultimately, as paradigms, influence the
mythology and manifestations of culture.

52 Pêrez-Gômez, Architecture: 3

s3 Ernst Cassirer, The Philosoph]¡ of Symbolic Forms Volume One:
Language trans. Ralph Manheim (USA: Yale University Press, 1 957): 206

54 Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 92



1.1.1 Stasis

ïhere is, in a primordial sense, a spatial
awareness of the Body, a knowledge of its
outline, a "body image" which informs our relations

with inhabited space. ln this awareness we find

not a spatiality of position, but a spatiality of
situation,55 the spatiality of stasis. Thus situated,

the Body in its ability to perceive things outside
the body image as distinct from itself. "...is that by

which there are objects"so

"ïhe word'here'applied to [the] body . . . [refers]
to the laying down of first coordinates, the
anchoring of the active body in an object, the situation of the body in

the face of its tasks."s7 Thus situated the Body is in a position to
acknowledge the "other," the actuality outside the body limit in which

"every figure stands out against the double horizon of actual and bodily
space."5B The laying down of these first coordinates allows the Body to

orient space in a way relative to itself and meaningful because of it. lt
is an orientation made possible and made necessary by movement.

1,1.2 Motility

The relation of the body to the world is spatial, and it is through
movement that "...the spatiality of our body is brought into being."æ
Heidegger maintains that the world is not in space, but rather that
space is in the world. And because our being-in-the-world is spatial,
space shows itself as a priori.6o

55 Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 1 00

s6 Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 92

57 Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 1 00

Merleau-Ponty, Perceotion: 1 01

Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 102

Heidegger, Being: ii2
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By considering the body in movement we can see better how it
inhabits space (and, moreover, time) because movement is not
limited to submitting passively to space and time, it actively
assumes them.61

ln its spatiality, "[o]ur body is not primarily in
space, it is of it."62 ln its capacity for action, in its

deployment, and in its occupation of space, the

body is space and has its space.6s

ln action, the world as having space becomes

known. Action is an original way for the subject to
relate to an object and is for the subject on the

same footing as perception.64 Events, things, and

the actions of others have meaning for us because

they are possible themes for our own bodies in
movement.6s Every human activity involves

motion and through motility we give meaning to the

world. The closer an experience is to stasis the

less things change, the more they remain as

given. Only through movement can we experience the contrast that
comes from a change of position, of location, or of situation; the contrast
that gives us the critical awareness of both the quantitative and

r,, . :. ,. . qualitativedifferencesamongthings

Motitily:is,thep¡inaryiphere,inwhichinitiattythe , and which allows us to give them
meanng of atlsignilicances are engendered...in , meaning. The SenSatiOnS Of StaSiS
spacet. 

. ," ' human experiences. Each birth is a
move from the womb into and open bright and unknown space of
uncerlainty.o6 Each child experiences the world with the mother and the

61 Merleau-Ponty, Perceotion: 1 02

62 Christian Norberg-Schulz, The Concept of Dwelling (USA: Rizzoli
lnternational Publications lnc, 1985): 13

63 Norberg-Schulz, Dwelling: 1 3

64 Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 1 10

65 Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 1 1 7

66 Yi-Fu Tuan, Tooophilia. A Study of Environmental Perception. Attitudes
and Values (USA: Prentice-Hall lnc, 1974): 28



ln the namlng, the thlngs named.are called into thel thinging.
Thinging they unfo;ld world in which thiings abide atnd'so:are the
abiding ones. By thinging they carry out world.

Heidegger

home as a locus from which to venture into the unknown. ln stasis we
have a situated awareness, a fundamental perceptual knowledge of

self and other which informs our relations to the world. In movement we
are provided with an original and primary way of access to the world6-/

to which we give meaning through experience. These are the
fundamental perceptual modes through which we participate in Being.

1.1.3 Sensual Perception

Sensory input is informed

by our poetic understanding

of the world; experiences
are categorized and defined

in a way that makes them

meaningfulfor us. The things

of the world, presenting
themselves in their Being,

present themselves to us in

the perceptual present,

where the structure of our being human invites their categorization. The
experience of the world is always is always perceived in relation to the

potential for action of the Body. Right and left, up and down, near and
far, movement and stasis; the Body orients itself and refers only to
itself in its orienting.

When I say that an object is on a table, I always mentally put
myself either in the table or in the object, and I apply to them a
category which theoretically fits the relationship of my body to
external objects. Stripped of this anthropological aséociation,

the word on is indistinguishable from
the word 'under' or the word
'beside'.68

Spatial experience gives to us the
physical knowledge of the world as

perceived by our body. Our bodily
senses allow and define our access to the things of the world.

Touching and smelling and tasting allow objects to be sensually known

Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 138

Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 1 01
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directly, while seeing and hearing are our primary distance-senses.6e

Significance is given to the events of the world in order to make the

world meaningful for us. lt is a significance given to our own bodily
experiences, and which allows the ascribing of symbolic attributes to

these events. This establishes a difference between sense
experience and knowing which is not that between quality and

concept. lt is the symbolic insertion of the human body into the event,
a kind of anthropomorphization, such that.."(a) wooden wheel placed

on the ground is not, for sight, the same thing as a wheel bearing a

load."70 There is a supply of signs in the directionality of the body

which take over the giving of directions in a way which is explicit and
easily manipulabls. zt "(T)he fixed directions of right and le'Í|, Dasein

constantly takes these directions along with it..."72, and gives to each a
distinct symbolic significance. Up and down are pafticularly significant.

Upward verticality for the Body is impeded by
physical impotence while downward verticality

is impeded by danger. These directions have so

much significance for the Body that its response

is an actual difference in the perceptual gauging

of those dimensions. Danger is obviously the

more powerful experience for there appears a

greater elongation of distance through danger

than through impotence. lf we look down from a
tower, "(t)he depth dimension is great, dizzying

even for many, but the same distance measured

upward is markedly less; and the same distance seen horizontally

would be called short by everyone."73

ln a larger context, the directionality of the human body is reinforced by

the cardinal directions of the earth, the path of the sun, the arrival of

6e Heidegger, Being: 107

7o Merleau-Ponty, Perception: 52

71 Heidegger, Being: 109

72 Heidegger, Being: 143

73 J.H. van den Berg, Things. Four Metabletic Reflections (USA: The
Duquesne University Press, i 970): 23



winter and summer, and so on. They are a referential system of
orientation based on the 'here' of the perceiving individual.z¿ While
north, south, east, and west are each ascribed particular qualitative
differences by various cultures, the individual always stands as the
centre of the world. From this centre the world is known in its spatiality.
ln the world, the home is given the symbolic attribute of centre, of
place. The home is experienced fully by the senses. lt is known, it
has its feel, its smell. lt is an extension of the body and is a place of

rest where things are known in stasis as an extension of body image.
From the symbolic centre of the home, the individual is freed to move,

knowing all paths lead back to the locus, the meaning-giving place. ln

movement, the individual experiences space, the space which is'not
place.' Since the experience of movement is primarily visual, there is no

sensual opportunity for getting to know a place, and so there exists an

experiential immediacy inherent to movement which provides a

fundamentally different perception of space than that experienced

during stasis.

1.1.4 Become And Becoming

The different modes of perception given through

stasis and motility are the fundamental perceptual
modes of Being: the perception of things Become,

and the perception of things Becoming. Things
Become are those that exist, which we already know

and are familiar. Things Becoming are those perceived

in that moment from not-existing to existing. All things

become possess the property of extension; that is,

they exist spatially and materially, while all things
becoming possess the original property of direction,
of irreversibility.zs

The perceptual modes of Become and Becoming are revealed in the

traditional spatial concepts of the lnuit, a group unencumbered by
physical manifestations and the standard orientation devices of other

74 Norberg-Schultz, Dwellingr 23

7s Oswald Spengler, Decline of the West (Canada: Oxford University
Press, 1 99 1 ): 43
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cultures. The lnuit are a migratory people whose orientation and spatial
experience are generally only manifest in language, perhaps because

the landscape in the Arctic winter often offers no visual clues as to
direction or destination. The sun does not rise; snow storms obliterate
the horizon; the world appears more like the inside of an egg than a
surface. Furthermore, their homes are not static, only the act of

habitation makes them centres or destinations. The lnuit express
spatial concepts in two fundamental ways. ln lnuktituk:

all visible phenomena...whether things, beings, places, areas or
sudaces- are viewed two dimensionally. Moreover, all of them
fall into two basic categories: first,those whose visible limits are
in fact, or appear to be, of roughly equal dimensions, such as a

ball, an igloo...or an ice surface; and the- :'' ' : , , second, those that are or appear to be of
',. . at,the:,cutting edgeof.timè,:before an
object can be distinguished, there must
be à kina,of n'on.intellecfuat awàreniess .

. . awareness of Quatity. You can't be
aware that you've seen a tree until after
you've seen the tree, and between the
: 
i nèt ai| 

: 
of vi s.1 o n .a n d t h'e'' i n s t a n t' o f '''

awa¡e¡tesg tþe:ré mui-,t, be à lime lag., We
iom e¡! mes;,.think,that,the,fi me lag ¡s:,.

unimportant. But there is no justification
fo r thin klng,that I-he time': lâg : !s,,,impo;rtant,
none whatsoever.
The'p;6Í¿x¡"ts:,only' in' our mèmorìés,; :

The future onty in our plans. The present
is our only reality. The tree that you are
aware of intellectually, because of that
smâll't!me': iàg'is, alway;2'in the'þasit and, .

therefore ¡s always,unreaL Any , .

i nt el l e ctu al i¡1,co n ce ived I o bj ect'is; a lways
in the past and therefore unreal. Reatity
is alwayslhe moment of uision befgre'
the intellectualization takes place.

unequal dimensions (that is, things that are
distinctly longer than they are wide) such as a
harpoon...a rope...or a river.

Further; any object normally classified as the
first (a ball) changes into the second when in
motion (a rolling ball). This second feature of
spatial concept the lnuit share with the
Indians: when a human being moves he
changes from being'areal' to'linear'.76

Significantly, any area without easily
definable limits, such as a wide expanse of
land or sea is automatically classified as of
unequal dimensions, that is, long and narrow.
Therefore, in order to hunt for an animal or
human being in such an expanse you do not
move back and forth in a slow areal search;
rather you lay one quick line of tracks across
the entire expanse looking for evidence of a
line of motion that can lead you to the
motionless spot.77

,:. ,"',' 'Pirs¡g ,'" , The clearly defined spatiality of the lnuit
' ' " ' shows how in stasis, we experience a

"round" space, one that is enclosed, known, and has significance
based on past human experiences. ln movement we experience a
"linear" space, where our attention is on what is happening immediately
before us. We cannot have an areal perception in movement because

of our line of travel. We are aleft and on the lookout for the new. lt is a

76 Raymond Gagné cited in Rudy Wiebe, Playing Dead (Canada: NeWest
Publishers, 1987): 15

77 Gagne cited in Weibe, Plaving Dead: i 9
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perception based on the immediacy of experience.

Become and becoming, the two fundamental perceptual modes of the

Body in Being, are structured by the physical experience of the Body
in stasis or motility. ln stasis, we experience an areal perception of

space, that of things known, and things familiar. lt is the perceptual
experience of things become. ln movement, we experience a linear
perception of space, of newness and discovery. ln the continuous
uncovering of the present, movement is the experience of the ongoing

act of becoming. The perceptual modes of become or becoming define
for us the parameters of our reception of the world. They give to the

events of the world a pafticular meaning which allows us to act. Here
we begin to categorize the world. An event can be given entirely

different meanings depending on the perceptual mode of the perceiver
who encounters it. Van den Berg, in his description of the perceptual

relativity of distance, describes a stretch of road in ltaly which he first
encountered as a hiker. Hot, tired, thirsty, hungry and with blistered

feet, that road in the baking heat of the afternoon seemed to stretch on

without end. The road was known, not only objectively, but
qualitatively. lt was associated with anger, hardship and deprivation.
His second encounter with it was in a car,travelling fast, in good shape

and in high spirits. He was unable to recognize any of the qualities of
the road he had noticed when he was hiking it, on the contrary the

distance appeared short and the route enjoyable.

The different meanings given to that road are the result of experiencing
that distance in different perceptual modes. ln the first instance the slow

pace and sensory input gave an areal perception of the road. ln the
second instance, the fast pace of movement gave a linear perception

which excluded all the layers of meaning that had accumulated in the
first. Van den Berg's conclusion was that in order for the length of the

road to remain constant the traveller must be neither well-rested nor
exhausted, neither happy nor sad, neither lonely nor with others. Since

there is no such person then the road is of a constant length only if no

one travels it. But such a road is meaningless; there is no such road.

ïhus the road is always and without exception different for everyone
who becomes acquainted with it.ze

78 van den Berg, Things: 1 7
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1.1.5 Categorization And Understanding

Categorization and conceptualization of the perceptual present is

necessary in order to realize the potential for action of the Body.

Without some kind of organization by the Body the events of the world
would simply flow by as a random and undifferentiated chaos. The

: ' :- : : ,I,,',, , thingsoftheworldmust
Dasein 

"ty?.y: 
rl!."::",nd: itler tn term2rrl!2 u::":::"_"-¡!,.t::rt ;; il; ;;;; initiat' of a possibility of itself: to be itself c)r not.itself: Dasein'has either

chosen these possibitities itself, or g¡ot,ìfse,lf into them, or grown up significance if they are
: in the,m already, Only the particular Dasein decides its existence, , tO be meaningfUl at all.

whether it does so by taking hotd or by negtecting.
, lleidegger , '"As understanding,
:.t,

Being upon possibilities".Te By the very fact of our being human, the

structure of our Body and Mind invites a categorization and

conceptualization of the world which allows us to unveil the underlying

truths of Being. At its fundamental level, the categorization of things is

based on the Bodily experiences of stasis or movement; on the
perceptual modes of Become or Becoming. The significance given to

the world is grounded on the perceptual mode by which the things of

the world are received.

Extending Husserl's categorization of sense perception to include the
perceptual modes of become and becoming, we can then state that in

Being, the experience of things as things Become gives to us the non-
scientific categorial and conceptual sense, which is the mental

connotation the world acquires in consequence of thinking about it

sufficient to carry out the practical purposes at hand. The experience of

things Becoming leads to the scientific categorial sense, which is the
mental connotation the world acquires in consequence of scientific

thinking and experiencing.ao The first, based on the Become, informs us

in empirical kinds of understanding which are dependant on the

contingencies of actual experience. The second, based on the
Becoming, leads to 'pure' ideation, which is separate from actual

experience. (For example, a concept such as "all A" does not

7e Heidegger, Being: 1 BB

Bo Kersten, "Life-World": 36
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necessitate the survey of every instance of "4". lt is sufficient to
present a further and founded act of consciousness at the end of the

survey which allows the investigation to proceed beyond the limits of
immediate perception).81

Understanding is the connecting

of thinking with experiencing. ln
categorizing the experiences of

the world, we give meaning to

things through understanding.
Meaning forms for us the horizon

in terms of which something can

be understood as something.82 lt

is an interpretation of things
which allows us in understanding to appropriate that which is

understood. ln that appropriation these things are revealed for our use.

When the entities of the world are understood we say that they have

meaning, but it is not the meaning which is understood, it is the entity,
or alternatively, Being.ss

The encountering of something always occurs in its context, it is

understood in terms of a totality of involvementss4 We, in our
understanding, categorize the events of the world "as of kinds",Bs s¡
ordering which gives to the Body parameters for action which are
physically and culturally appropriate.

That which is understood gets articulated when the entity to be
understood is brought close interpretively by taking as our clue
the'something as something'; and this aftlculation liés before our
making any thematic assertion about it. ln such an asseftion the'as' does not turn up for the first time; it just gets expressed for
the first time, and this is possible only in that it lies bêfore us as
something expressible.s6

Kersten, "Life-World": 39

Ricoeur, Human Sciences: i 07

Heidegger, Being: 1 93

Heidegger, Being: 1 89

Kersten, "Life-World": 39
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Ïhe things of the world are not only presented in their particularity, but
also as individual instances of specific and generic kinds.87 How these

things are meant and believed is related to the perceptual mode of the
members of a culture. The meaning of things can change if the Being-in-

'I

Y::f::P:::,1,::::,,:',:?::,i:^ western cutture the sense of the concept,,earth,' has
Lrntnese encycropeata' n wntcn
itiswrittenthatlanim'alsare shifted dramatically. The pre-modern sense of the

!!vid:d lnto: (a),.!e!o:sls^t: ,^, earth was that it was ,,all of nature,,, or ,,nature as a
the Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c)
tame, (d) sucking pigs, (e) whole", encompassing not only the ground but also
?::":'',,[!,f9,:!^1t:^!?l:"^, , the heavens. The finite, areal experience of rhe pre-
oogs, Ø) tnctuoed rn Ine
present,ciassification, (l): modern dweller gives the perception of things

':::,:::!:,;!l:,1!3î,9'^":!^-,. Become, which teads to the understandins or the
orawn wtm a very flne cametnatr
brush, (t)'etceteira,(m)having world as finite and closed. ln the Modern sense, the
iy2t',!r!tyn1n",*,'t"'i!!:Y:^,. earth "... is meant and believed in as one planet
(n) that from a long way off look
like'lliest.'ln,thewondefment'o,f : among others in a mathematically determined

'!::!::9:g,y::'!:j,lr':?,';y:^,, , universe-space."Be Even rhough the physicat "areat"
apprenencl n one great leap,
the thlng ,1¡'¿t,;:is'demonstrated (non-scientif ic) experience of the earth is of a roughly
as'the é*oyic:chairm of llother flat surface enclosed in a half-sphere of the heavens,
system, of lþoughf;:,ie,lþs' " .
timiítatjqn of otlrown..;, ', ,:, . the Modern "linear"(scientif ic) understanding

: 'Michel Foi'ucault presupposes that the planets and stars can be

viewed from a point outside the solar system. "(T)he earth itself is but
one pure possibility of place among others, where earth-boundedness
is "divested" of its actuality."Bs The linear experience of the Modern
inhabitant gives the perception of things Becoming, which leads to the

understanding of the world as in an infinite and open universe. The
understanding of the eafth is based on the perceptual mode of Being of

the perceiver, on what are understood as potential activities for the
Body in culture.

When we perceive something "as" something, for example, the earth
as a planet in a solar system, we are already culturally involved. The

fore-structures of the Body determine for us potential meaning for the
Body, and the fore-conceptions of the "as", determines for us potential

meaning in culture. Not to perceive something "as" something is not to

39

47

4B

88

Kersten, "Life-World":

Kersten, "Life-World":

Kersten, "Life-World":89
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know it.

(T)o grasp something free, as it were, of the "as", requires a
ceftain re-adjustment. When we merely stare at something, our
just-having-it-before-us lies before us as a failure to understand
it anY more.eo

We are, in the world and only in the world do we know ourselves. We
understand the things of the world through a poetic interpretation and

relationship to them, and in this understanding we know ourselves. ln

the unconcealment of things, Being, though itself hidden, is revealed.el

1.2 Collective Experience and Perception

"(T)he world is always the one that I share with others." Our human
experience lies between pure motion without rest and absolute stasis

without action. This primary experience defines our perception of
things in the world by giving to us the perceptual modes of Becoming

and Become. How things in the world are understood in Being gives to

those things particular meaning; meaning based on which perceptual

mode they are perceived through. The sharing of meanings and

experiences is what culture is. Human beings are inherently social. We

always live in, or in relation to a group or community where our
individual experiences

are shared and
explained. The
groups acts as a

mediator where possibilities for acceptable interpretations of
experiences are defined. Some are encouraged, others are censured.
Ultimately the criteria for what is acceptable is based on the collective

experience of the members of the group. ln Being-in-the-world, "...a

bare subject without a world never "is" proximally, nor is it ever
given."e2 We are always a part of a cultural group in which
"(p)ublicness proximally controls every way in which the world and

Dasein get interpreted."e3 The experience of the individual and the

Heidegger, Being: 190

Steiner, Heidegger: 68

Heidegger, Being: 1 50

Heidegger, Beinq: 165

The mode of human sense perceptlon changes,withii humariity's
entire mode,of existence. ,^ . '' . , ,

,: t :. ,' Walter:Benjamiin , :

90

91

92

93
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expectations of society are not necessarily synonymous, however the
sheer scale of a culture tends to absorb the individual experience. The

basic kind of Being which is exhibited in the everydayness of life tends
to conceal our true Being. lt is a 'fallenness' in which we have the

character of
Being-lost in the

publicness of
the "they ".94

The "they" is

not a particular

set of people
nor even the

cumulative existence of all the members of a culture, but is the subject
of everydayness; it is the Being of the collective group in its the
shared activities and meanings. The 'they' is not some entity outside
our own Being however, it is our cumulative Being. We are each a part

of the 'they', our experiences and actions each contribute to the
ongoing flow of culture. The 'they' in its Being acts as a levelling force,

creating a cultural averageness.es ln its averaging it resists significant
change by rejecting the radical or extreme, while at the same time
remaining somewhat plastic. ln its inflexibility it maintains common
experiences as the agreement by which we recognize culture, and in its
plasticity it accommodates alterations if the common experience

'!:We 
taike' pbaisure atnd enþy ourselves as they take ple-asure; we :,. of the forms which the

reiad, see, and jud.ge about l¡terature and ar-t as thàyiø6a'na juqþe; 
ndlikewise we shrink back from'the,l'greaÌ'másstas iiiây,Ái,niik:,ba¡õn;. , 1 ex p res s lo n a

subsequent
manifestations of a

culture take, their
existence will be predicated on the experiences and perceptions of its
members. lf the dominant perceptual experience of the individual
members of the group is of stasis- if, for example, the group is settled

and does not move, then this will be the shared experience reflected in

their cultural paradigms and expressed in subsequent manifestations.

Their perception of space will be areal, closed and finite, and their

Heidegger, Being: 220

Heidegger, Being: i 65

we find shocking whatfhey,find shocking, 7¡þ !!he!", which is
nothing definite, aLnd which we all are, though not ai tte'.sUm,
prescribes the kind of Being of everydayness."

Heidegger

95
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paradigms will be the expression of the settler. lf the dominant
experience in the group is motility, if the group travels or explores, then

their perception of space will be linear, open, and perhaps infinite, and
they will express the paradigm of the traveller.

1.2.1 Settlement

ïhe experience of the dweller is essentially of stasis. His or her
perception of the world is areal, motionless. The dweller is an integral

paft of the situation; place is known in its complexity and is a part of his

or her being. "To say that mortals are is to say that in dwelling they
persist through space by virtue of their stay among things and
locations..."96

ïhe clues which identify the dweller

include conceptions of
centre,settlement dwelling,
rootedness, and familiarity. These
are derived from the individual

experience of stasis which is

associated in traditional western

societies, with enclosed space- the

womb, security, privacy, and

darkness.eT

The experience of the dweller consists of weaving an involved and

slowly evolving pattern. Actions are predictable and travel along
familiar routes. There is a connectedness among the various daily

lf 'to be' is "to inhabit' ¡ancient German buan), not to inhabit. , ^n 
areal response to the

is not to exist. . -

perception of the known and things become. The comfort derived from

this familiarity is so strong that usually people don't deviate from the
existing pattern; urban dwellers seldom leave city limits. ln the security
of the home is found the stability necessary to develop and define

96 Martin Heidegger, "Building, Dwelling, Thinking" Poetry. Language.
Thought trans. Albert Hofstadter (USA: Harper & Row Publishers, 1971):
335

97 Tuan, Topoohilia: 27
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one's own identity secluded from intrusion.es lt is the place from which
the orienting occurs which allows us to approach the world
meaningfully, and it is the place to which we can retreat in order to
reorient ourselves after the trials of the world.

The settlement, the town or community, serves as the collective home

for a group. ln the same way that the home acts as a haven from the

larger crowd for the individual, so the town acts as a separation from
the larger, unknown world. lt too allows for an orienting in the world.

By defining the group through its manifestations it serves to explain the
world and to exclude the unknown. The settlement gathers a more or

less comprehensive world.se

1.2.2 Movement

Movement defines the experience of the traveller, of the explorer. His or
her perception of the world is linear, directed toward a different series of

clues than that of the settler. The perception of the traveller is

directional, given to visual experience and
Whan that Aprill with his soures sote êr
iia:døgnie'ol,';rrnlianà'náii'ft,iåà-to tn" exploration. lt is based on the experience of

þd'latfed eveLev-veune tl.swjch-li9our , only be given a cursory survey as it isOf which veirfu engendered is the flour;
V[han Zephirús:"eek,,w!¡h his swete btreeth passed through or by, and only if one stops
i1¡yii2!,!,!l!!i!r:::I;!3':::!,!:::l^^ 

^ ^ ^ a n d i n h a b its wi u th e pe rcepti o n beco m e
t ne tendre croppes, ano rne yonge sonne
H aih.i n'the' Rà¡m his half 'cotirié,,y-^ronn e;:1' : areal.
And smale fowles maken metodye,
ThatslgPen,ètl,th9nlgh|withopenyë Without a hierarchical grid to categorize
(So pricketh hem Nature in hir corages)j _,-
iha'ntonþie|i,'ro¡ktos;;niii¡ø^,íisir" objects and experiences, every event must
And palmers'for to seken straunge
strondes,
To fern halwes, couth,in sondry.londes;
And;specially fqom every þhireS ende
Of Engelond, to Caunterbury they wend

Chaucer

be observed and identified. With no areal
knowledge of the surroundings, awareness

focuses on the immediate. Perception
becomes linear as the awareness of the

road travelled combines with the expectation of destination to form a
long, narrow backdrop for experience. This linear perception of space

is the ongoing act of becoming. Movement in the western world is

associated with open space, the physical world, freedom, adventure,

Norberg-Schulz, Dwelling: 14

Norberg-Schulz, Dwelling: 31
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light, and the public realm.100 Movement is the excursion of the self into

the unknown. lt is the interaction with the mysterious other, places,

things, and people, for enrichment and survival. lt allows knowledge
and acquisition of new ideas, opportunities, blood lines, objects, and

places.

Movement is the realm of the hunter. Whether in quest of food and

clothing for the group or whether in quest of spiritual enlightenment for
the individual it gives the ability to search for that which cannot be

found in the settlement. Traditionally, mobile societies have been on a
direct quest. The hunter tribes of North America followed the animals

necessary for survival. The nomads of the Levant followed a route in a

never-ceasing search for fresh grazing areas for their herds. The

Gypsies of Europe and the caravans of the Levant moved in an

ongoing activity of commerce and trade.

ln being, the experiences of stasis and motility give us the perceptual

modes of become and becoming. The dominant shared perceptual
mode of the group is reflected in the collective experience of settlement

or movement, and is culturally expressed via the paradigm of the settler

or the traveller. The dominant mode of being-in-the-world is thus
def ined and reinf orced. lf the
dominant perceptual experience of

the individual members does not
coincide with the cultural paradigm

then a crisis will develop. This crisis
will only be resolved by modifying

either the behaviour of the individuals

or the paradigms of the culture.

Western culture underwent this very
crisis, and in the transition from the Medieval to the Modern shifted its

cultural paradigms to accommodate the experience and perception of
the traveller.

1.3 Being and Being-in-the-World Summary

To summarize up to this point: Meaning in architecture is connected
fundamentally to our Being as humans. The structure of our Being

1oo JLr¿¡, Topophilia: 27
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defines our relation to the world; in Being we are, in the world. The

Body, as the means by which we are in the world, makes room for the

meaning-giving events of the world. The Body first orients space in a
way relative and meaningful to itself through the fundamental
experiential mode of stasis. Once it has a situated awareness in stasis

it then, through motility, gains access to the world to which it gives

meaning through experience. The experience of stasis gives the
perception of space as round, or areal. This perception of the known is

the perception of things Become. Movement gives the perception of

space as linear and extended. This perception of things in the

immediacy of their uncovering is that of things Becoming. The
perceptual modes of Become and Becoming define for the Body the

reception of the world. Events, which are always experienced within a
cultural context are categorized and understood in reference to one of

these two perceptions. The dominant perceptual mode will form the

basis for a cultural paradigm supporting either the settler or the

traveller.

The second investigation into how meaning in architecture is connected

to our Being as humans looks at cultural symbolism. Cultural paradigms

are described symbolically through a mythology which explains and

reinforces a particular way of Being-in-the-world. Architecture, as a
cultural manifestation, poetically interprets that mythology.

21



2.0 CULTURAL SYMBOLISM
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2.0 CULTURAL SYMBOLISM: the Expression of Being

Culture is the expression of our shared experiences. lt expresses how
we, as individuals and as a group, are, in Being. We inherit the

continuous flow of culture from our forbears and through our use we
modify, accept or reject what we are given. ln our ideals we project our

aspirations for our culture to those who will follow. We transmit our
culture through cultural mythologies which symbolically describe our

Being-in-the-wo rld.

lnf ormed by a

common experience

of either stasis or

movement, a

culture will express

mythologies
supporting either

the dweller or the traveller. These myths form the cultural horizon within
which the Being of both the individual and his or her culture can be

understood. All the complex layering of society is built on this
fundamental base. An example of this is given below showing the

mythological underpinnings of archaic Greek society, where movement
and stasis are expressed in religion, ritual, tradition, urban form,
architecture and more.

The essential truths of our Being as individuals are generally hidden

from us by the day to day realities of our society, by the activities of
'the they'. We can, however, have access to them, for all the
manifestations of society exist as the patterns of our day to day
activities, as our expression of how we are in the world. Our access to

the essences of the world is in the poetic truths expressed by our
cultural manifestations such as religion, philosophy, art and architecture.

As artifacts, the buildings of any culture poetically describe its Being-in-
the-world; they are the expression of a culture's mythology. Thus it is

to that mythology that one must look in order to understand the poetic

moment expressed in architecture.
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2.1 Symbolism

A symbolic interpretation of the events of the world is what allows
space to be lived in. The shared experiences of the members of the

, ,t ', ' . culture are explained to give
..:

[Symbols] make iisib,le the invisib;le qnd, expretss:the, them shared meaning. These
inexpresslble' , Goethe re presented to the individual

as images of authentic selfhood

which say "Let me disclose your own authentic selfhood. This is

something you can be on your own, within your own silu¿lie¡."101 l¡
order for humans of any culture to operate in the world, there must be a
meaningful relationship established among the events and experiences

they perceive. "The ability to orient oneself depends on the possibility
to recognize a coherent order in the situation at

þ¿¡fl.102 Symbols organize meaning for
humans and for culture. They are a way of l

making sense of what is perceived. They are 
.

also a way of describing what cannot be 
ì

perceived, what cannot be described. 
I
')

[S]ymbolism is a profound human need iand is indispensable for the i
perpetration of culture. Man's ',

humanity depends primarily on nothing
less than his ability to come to terms :

with the infinite in terms of the finite, )

precisely through symbols, whether ;,

totems or magnifice¡1 ç¡rJ¡çþss.1 03

Jungmaintainsthatthereareprimordiall.;:,
archetypes common to all individuals which are held in a collective
unconscious as an ancestral heritage of possibilities of representation.

. . . so far as the collective unconscious contents are concerned
we are dealing with archaic . . . primordial types; that is, with

'1 01 (lsrn¡, Hermeneutics Vol.l : 39

1oz Paul Virilio, Soeed and Politics (USA: Semiotext(e) lnc, 1 986): 1 3

1 o3 Pþ¡s7-Ç 6mez, Architecture: 323
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universal images that have existed since the remotest li¡¡ss.10a

Consciousness reacts and adapts itself to the present because it is
that part of the psyche which is concerned chiefly with the events of

the moment. But the collective unconscious, the timeless and universal
psyche, gives reactions to universal and constant conditions,
psychological, physiological, and physical.105

As we experience life these primordial memories are activated and used

to symbolically interpret our experiences and our relations to others.

ïhrough symbolic interpretation the shared perceptions and
experiences of the members of a group are given cultural expression in

mythology. lt is the means by which any age is grounded, "...in that
through a specific interpretation of what is and through a specific

comprehension of truth it gives to that age the basis on which it is
essentially fs¡¡¡sfl."106 lt is the symbolic expression of human Being-in-

the-world. For all human groups the genesis of their cultural expression

is a systematic mythology which meaningfully relates the events of the

world to the individual and the group.

2.2 Mythology

Myth is a human reading of the world, a projection of human emotions

and experience to the world at large. "Myth attempts to transform a

chaos of separate spatial varieties into a space of communiç¿lie¡. . ."107

It reaches down into our individual experiences and up into our cultural
paradigms. lt is the meeting place where experience is given cultural

meaning and where culture gives permission or explanation to
individual experience. lf we follow the path that meaning takes, we find

that cultural artifacts such as architecture are meaningful based on

104 Carl Jung, The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious
"Archetypes of the Collective Unconcious" trans. R.F.C. Hull (USA:
Princeton University Press, Bollingen Series XX, 1 990): 4

1 05 C.G. Jung, "The Structure of the Psyche" The Portable Jung ed.
Joseph Campbell, trans. R.F.C. Hull (USA: Penguin Books, 1976): 38

106 fvl¿¡¡i¡ Heidegger, "The Age of the World Picture," The Ouestion
Cconcerning Technology and Other Essa)¡s trans. William Lovitt (USA:
Harper & Row Publishers, 1977): 115

107 Michel Serres, Hermes. Literature. Science. Philosoph)¿ eds. Josué V.
Harari & David F. Bell (USA: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992):50
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cultural mythologies. These mythologies in turn, inform, and are informed

by individual experiences, by our Being as humans.

A culture informed directly by mythology is

fundamentally different than one where mythology

is mediated by philosophy. No sense of the
individual as the willful interpreter exists, there is

instead a need to understand the signs given in
the world as affecting the human group. Three

major characteristics are common to myth-based

societies. The first is hierophany: the
manifestation of the sacred in the profane space of

human experience. The second is an axis mundi

linked to a sacred cosmos: a point which is the

centre of the world and which is open to the

transcendent beyond. The third is a system of

myth and ritualwhich legitimizes the common view

of the world, and in which the mythic events live on through ritual re-
g¡¿çlrng¡1.108

The:rei, ié no::achieuemen|or creailîon'gl.the:sp¡fit,wkiCh is not,,in':éome,
way,,Ìelate.dio:the world òf,ipâCe:ana,wniòh'does not in a sense seek to:: The mythological
make itself at home in it.
space forms,.;,the uniiveréa.!,'mediúm in,,whieh,.çpirituat productiuity can: underpinnings of

'firsf estàþllih'.¡¡self;'in which it can pryduce',,i!s fi¡st,structures and, the ancestors of
formations' western culture fall
'-rhro'ughou¡'its,spaii¡at. organízátiontnytþ 'clíngl'to: thé :primairy''ànd:

myth achieues loes ¡s¡.6onceal'or: de;stroy this:world fé'eling; but,is:
rather the,dçcièive:init*rì"rrr", nt-"iíriit¡"r,. ttiiüi Åi¡iii ãn g r o u p s

spatia! ds¡svrn¡¡ta.tioné'and differentiations only by tending a peculiar corresponding to
mVthical ageel!to ry2h "region" in sp,ace to th9'lhery" and "there," lhe. the being_in_the_
rising and setting of the sun, the "above" and "below." Space is now
d¡v¡ded'into'definitive,zones and.directions; but each. of ¡itese has,not, world of f irst the
only a yurely intuitive meaning bu,t also an exnrggsivg character 9f ils Stone Age, and
own. Space,is not yet a homogenoqs whole,'W¡th¡in:whichlhe parlÌculal.
determiinaLtio,ns are equivalent-and interchangeable. Th¿ ntear and far;) then the Bronze
the hlOh and tow, the right and teft-- att havettheir unìiqueness, their, Age. The legacy of
sgec atnode or maqic4t st;'::::;:: r,, ' ,t these myths inform

our culture even today in that they represent developmentally phases

of human experience. The Stone Age was represented by a
cosmobiological world order. This way of being perceives no
disciplinary separation between the events of the sky and earth and

1oB Klemm, lnquirv Vol l: 5, 6
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human beings. lt is a universal knowledge linked directly to people.loe

Stone Age European society was matriarchal, and its deities female.

The cycles of the moon and the productivity of the earth were
represented by the moon goddess or muse and the earlh mother, and

through fertility cults where the divine was perceived through cosmic
rhythms and guaranteed through ritual. Ritual, an absolutely necessary

part of living, is representative of a continuity between thought and
action. "To know" is to know through 

ä
involvement, through the act of j.

doing. There is no split between the

reality of an event and its aesthetic
representa{io¡.110

ln Lascaux, France there are caves

in which existing stone age paintings

depict animals and hunters in the act

of the hunt. A Modern interpretation

of these images suggests these are
portraits of hunters in action, but for

the original painters these are not merely portraits. This is sympathetic
magic; the images ritualistically describe the hunt being enacted.

During the European Bronze Age, people were less isolated and more

active than their Stone Age forbears. They engaged in city-building
and trade, with an interchange of artifacts that extended throughout all

of Europe. The Bronze Age was represented by an astro-biological
world order, an understanding of the world as changing and mutable but

of heavens as immutable. While still attributing a causal relation
between the world and humans, an ontological priority was given to the

invariable celestial spheres, connecting them with changes occurring on

the eafth.1ll This reorienting of the relation of people to the phenomena

of the world was part of a larger, perceptual shift made by the culture.
A significant manifestation of this shift is the change from matriarchy to

patriarchy, and its expression in religion. Graves' study of the myths of

10s Alberto Pérez-Gómez, unpublished lectures (Canada: McGill University
Department of Architecture, i 989)

1 10 Pérez-Gómez, unpublished lectures

1 1 1 Pérez-Gómez, unpublished lectures
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Northern Europe and the Mediterranean concludes that many had their
origin in matriarchal religion, and were later modified to suit a patriarchal

order. Regarding myths from ancient Crete, he argues that "the

language was tampered with in late Minoan times when invaders from

Central Asia began to substitute or falsify the myths to justify social
changes."112

The mythical heritage of western
culture is in large part derived from

the cosmological symbology of the

Bronze Agetts which remained

valid "from the dark ages of
Homer's barbaric warrior kings to

the days of luminous fffþs¡s."114
This cosmic order was discovered

and read not as a design for the

human order, but as ifs f¡¿¡¡s.115

Architecture as a form of embodied knowledge was an act of
reconciliation with, not an act of negation of nature. lt was the means

for constructing a meaningful transcendent place for people on earth, a

way for coming to terms with a universe that is alive, finite and

purposeful.tl6 plilrr¿listic building is the embodiment of myth. From the
locating of the hearth as the navel of the world, to the layout of the

home, to the construction of symbolic architecture for religious
ceremony, myth defines the meaning of the artifact. Thus, surviving

Bronze Age architectural forms and artifacts which to us look identical
and which we compare stylistically were in fact fundamentally different.

To begin with, each site is a particular place, and no two places could
possibly have the same meaning. Furthermore sites containing temples

or religious artifacts were often built in response to specific

112 Robert Graves, The White Goddess (USA: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1 966): 9

1 1 3 Je5spþ Campbell, The Masks of God. Occidental Mvthology (Canada:
Penguin Books Canada Ltd, 1991): 1 63

1 14 Campbell, Occidental: 1 77

11s f,¿¡¡pþsll, Occidental: i79

1 16 Pérez-Gómez, unpublished lectures
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hierophanies, to specific manifestations of the sacred. The reduction of
meaning to visual typology is irrelevant when dealing with the
embodiment of the f¡¿¡sss¡fls¡{.1 17

The Stone Age and Bronze Age mythologies each represent a way of

Being-in-the-world. Stone Age mythical images describe the
experience of a static way of being, while the Bronze Age brings the

balancing concept of movement. The balanced polarity of stasis and
motility finds its expression in archaic western mythology and sacred

urban form. Centre and periphery, destination and path, settler and
traveller, place and space, are the expressions of the experiences of

stasis and motility.

ln archaic Greek mythology we can trace the ritual expression of the

fundamental ways we experience space- in the juxtaposition of the

Stone Age goddess of the heafth, Hestia, with Hermes, the Bronze Age
god of the threshold.

2.2.1 Hestia and Hermes

Stasis and Motility; in these fundamental acts of being lie the
experiences which inform our state of Being-in-the-world. ln archaic

Greek mythology a god and goddess duo are dedicated to these two
perceptual modes: Hestia, the goddess of the hearth, and Hermes, the

god of the threshold and of the traveller.

Hestia and Hermes were the

..:.....1

The sages call the Ea¡'th-mother Hestia because she
remains motionless at the centre of the ether

.. t.. :

Euripides

religious expression of space and

movement in ancie¡{ Q¡ssçs.118

: Hestia stood as the principle of
, permanence while Hermes
: represented the principle of

impetus and movement. The
goddess immobilized space around a fixed centre while the god renderd

it everlastingly mobile in a relationship which opposed and united in the

single contrasted couple.lle fþsss two deities were directly related to

117 Pérez-Gómez, unpublished lectures

1 18 Jean Pierre Vernant, Mvth and Thought Among the Greeks (England:
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, 1983):127

1 19 Vs¡¡¿¡t, Myth: 1 6i
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the terrestrial sphere, to the habitat of settled people.120 fþsy \¡/s¡s
intimately involved in the day to day activities of Greek life.

Hestia was the aniconic goddess of the hearth,

the centre of the human dwelling.tzl An archaic

image, she denoted the navel which tied the

house to the earth, and was represented by a
heap of glowing charcoal kept alive by a
covering of white ¿sþ.122 Humans have always

sought to fix their abode at the centre of the world

for if the world is to be lived in it must be founded,

and no world can come to birth in the chaos of

homogeneity and relativity of profane space. The

discovery of a fixed point-the centre-is equivalent to the creation of

lþs u/6¡1fl.123 Hestia was the expression of fixity, immutability and

permanence as the "node and starting point of the orientation and

arrangement of human space . . . identified with the earth, immobile at

the centre of the cosmos."12¿ She rooted the dwelling to the ground.

The centre of Greek life, the domestic hearth was also the sacrificial
altar. Hestia, as its goddess, represented security, happiness and the

sacred duty of hospitality.l2s fJssfi¿, the goddess who invented the art
of building houses126, reigned over the world of the interior, the

enclosed, stable retreat of humans.127fl1s goddess of the hearth
remains forever immobile in the domestic sphere.l2s As the goddess

120 Vernant, M)¡th: 1 28

1?1 Vernant, Myth: 1 28

122 Robert Graves, Greek Mvths Volume One (England: Penguin Books,
1960):74

123 fr4i¡¿s¿ Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane The Nature of Religion (USA:
Harcourt Brace & World lnc, 1959): 22

124 Yernant, Myth: iz9

125 Graves, Greek Mvths: Z4

126 Graves, Greek Myths: 74

127 Yernant, Mvth: 1 30

128 Vernant, Myth: 'l 30
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who represented the centre of the world, hers was also the
fundamental place of honour in the Greek agora (and later in the Roman

forum as Vesta) and Zeus rewarded her with the first victim of sacrifice
always. She protected supplicants who

fled to her sacred fi¡g.12e

"Because her role is to reign,
forever immobile, at the centre of
the domestic sphere, Hestia
implies as her counterpart and
contrast, the swift footed god
who rules the realms of the
l¡¿ygllg¡."130

Hermes was the divine herald,
messenger of the gods, but was

associated with human habitat and more

generally with the terrestrial sphere. He

inhabited human dwellings as a

messenger. As a traveller from afar who is already preparing to depafi,
Hermes' place in the house was at the door, protecting the threshold.

He was found protecting the gateways of towns, crossroads,
landmarks along paths, and tombs (gateways to the underworld), and

was the protector of boundaries, that transition between the chaos of

the unknown and the presencing of human habitation.

ln space and the human world, Hermes expressed movement and flow,

mutation and transition. Nothing about him was settled, stable,
permanent, restricted orfinite.131 f{s was found in all places away from
private dwellings where men gather and enter into contact for the

exchange of ideas, trade, or competition. He represented contact
between foreign elements, and acted as witness to agreements, truces

and oaths. Son of Zeus, Hermes was the trickster, renowned for his
cunning and ingenuity. He learned divination, and invented astronomy,

the musical scale, the lyre, pan-pipes, boxing, gymnasticsl32, r,¡7gigþlg

and measures, alchemy and other sciences, mathematics, proportion,

129 Graves, Greek Mvths: 74

130 \rrs¡¡2¡t, M)¡th: 130

13'i Vernant, Myth: 129

132 Graves, Greek Mvths: 65
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relation, scale133, and assisted in the composition of the alphabet. ln his

role as Herald of Hades he summoned the dying and guided them on

their way.t34 Hermes ruled the realm of the traveller. As the patron of

the roads both on and leading to the earth,13s he maintained the free

right of way for travellersl36 and served as their guids.13z

Hestia ruled the world of the interior, Hermes the outside world of

opportunity and movement.

By virtue of their polarity they represent the tension so marked
in the archaic conception of space: space requires a centre, a
nodal point, with a special value from which all directions, all
different qualitatively, may be channelled and defined; yet at the
same time space appears as the medium of movement implying
the possibility of transition and passage from one point to
¿¡61þg¡.138

Hestia and Hermes cannot be viewed in isolation. The existence of

one implies that of the other, and they fulfil their functions as a
couple.lse

Jung argues that regarding archetypal mythologies...

"a scientific psychology must regard those transcendental
institutions that sprang from the human mind in all ages as
projections, that is, as psychic contents that were extrapolated
in metaphysical space and hypostatized. (These are
encountered) above all in the divine syzygies, the male-female
pairs of deities...These reach down on the one side into the
obscurities of primitive mythology and up, on the other side into
the philosophical speculations of Gnosticism and of classical
Chinese philosophy, where the cosmogonic pair of concepts
are designated yang (masculine) and yin (feminine). We can
safely assert that these syzygies are as universal as the
existence of man 3¡i ¡y6¡s¡."140
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Hestia and Hermes express the polarity between the static and mobile,

closed and open, interior and exterior; the polarity in the nature of man

and woman and in the heavenly power ,"...in the structure of the
pantheon."141

Hermes and Hestia are the cultural expression of the human use of

space. Stasis and motility, settlement and movement, settler and

traveller, the fundamental modes of human experience are described
and explained in a way to make meaningful these experiences and their

balance to the members of ancient Greece. The cultural manifestations

of this society reflect this meaning in their structure, layout and use, and

thus serve as an example to us of how the Being-in-the-world of a
culture is expressed.

The religious expression of space made the transition from Greek to

Roman religion in the forms of Vesta and Mercury. Vesta's sacred fire,

guarded by the virgin priestesses, located the Roman citizen and

allowed the movement to the extremes of Europe and Africa that
created the Roman Empire. All roads lead to Rome.

ïhe transition from the traditional
polytheistic religions to Christianity did

not include an expression of space.
The human spatial experience remains,

but now exists unspoken. The denial

of the value of the sensual things of the

earth in exchange for the glory of God

and the kingdom to come has not,

however, lessened our experiences or

their importance in def ining our
perceptions of the world. On the
contrary the unspoken experiences of

stasis and motility have defined the very being of western culture.
From the closed, protected settlements of Medieval Europe to the wide

open infrastructure of travel of the Modern West we can see in our
cultural manifestations the hidden expression of our spatial experience.

Hestia and Hermes still bring to light the role our experiences of stasis

1 41 Vs¡¡2¡1, Mvth: 1 42

uor,t,atrru*,
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and movement play in day to day life. Even though our cultural
manifestations bear little resemblance to those of the ancient Greeks,

the underlying bodily experiences which defined them still inform us in
the same ways. The attributes given to the deities Hestia and Hermes

closely parallelthe attributes of Medieval and Modern Western society,
and of course, of the dominant perceptual modes of the inhabitants of

each of these eras.

The Medieval is well represented by Hestia. Her attributes of
permanence, centre, immutability and place accurately symbolize the
closed, fixed, hierarchical culture of the Middle Ages.

Hermes, as the principle of movement, guardian of the door, the road,

the market, and of exchange; inventor of measurement, astronomy,
science, sports and music, epitomizes the attributes of Modern Western

society.

2.3 Cultural Symbolism Summary

ïhe Body, the means by which we are in the world, categorizes and

understands the things of the world supported by the structure of a
cultural mythology. Culture, as the expression of our shared
experiences, indicates symbolically how we are in the world, in Being
through mythology. lt allows us to make sense of the

events of the world by defining and maintaining a

social order within which we can understand them.

Our cultural mythologies are the structure within
which we know ourselves, in Being, in the world.

Generally, the Being-in-the-world of a culture
grounds and reinforces the perceptions of the
individual, giving meaning to his or her experience

through poetic interpretation. Architecture, as a cultural

manifestation, expresses as its meaning, a cultural

poetic which describes that Being.
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3.0 DWELLER AND TRAVELLER

"Dwelling is the manner in which mortals are on the eafth."14z Through
interaction with the earth, with neighbours and with the spiritual, "man

finds himself when he settles and his being-in-the-world is thereby

, When a man rides fora iong time throùgh w¡d regions he movement define fOr the human
: feels the.desire for a city. Finally he comes to...a cíty the sense of place and space.

where the buitdings haie spirat:s,tai¡caseèì;,encrusted with r T' -. -

"p,irul ""àli"n'înun 
pl"¡""tt"i6r¡"ap;,àira riàt¡r; r;" They represent in their polarity

: made, where thte foreig4er hesitatinq betyveenlwo women the realm Of human action. ln
', alwa.ys encountersl a third,, whtere cockfights degenerate r,- _ _, i,iií;t";"¿i,;;;;¡;;;;;s'ti,l"nài", ui;;;lË;i¡r;;r the archaic conception "...space
, all these thjrygs when he desired a city... The dreamed of requireS a Centre, a nOdal point
, ci!!-co;ntained him as'ayoung,¡¡2n, ¡" arrives...in his old ...:¡L -: ase. tn the'çquare;;";;ß;'í";i;;;;"ii;" ;H ,i", iiur¿ with a special value from which

'' watqhthìeyounggoby;heisseatedinarowwiththem. all directions, all different
Desi¡gsarealieadymemories,t ) . ,,- ' r' '

the same time space appears as the medium of movement implying the
possibility of transition and passage from one point 1s ¿¡61þs¡.'¡144

Place and space; we all know what these are. The body, in its
relationship to the world, gains its understanding of itself and the world

through the primary experiences of stasis and motility. Based on these

fundamental experiences, the world is perceived aerially as the
perception of place, or linearly as the perception of space, as
consisting of things Become, or of things Becoming. Culture, as the

sharing of meaning and experience of individuals, expresses the
dominant shared perception as a paradigm, and supports this way of

Being symbolically through a cultural mythology of either dwelling or
movement.

Western culture, however, acknowledges no mythologies which

express the experiences of stasis and motility. ln fact, the West has
throughout its history denied the validity of any cultural mythology. lt

laz fi¿¡ti¡ Heidegger, Basic Writings "Building, Dwelling, Thinl<ing" ed.
David Farrell Krell (USA: Harper & Row, 1977): 326

1a3 \6¡þs¡g-Schulz, Dwelling: 1 3

144 \rrs¡¡¿¡t, MVth: 1 30
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has silenced them in order to give priority to cultural manifestations such

as philosophy and religion. This silencing has resulted in a fundamental

lack of understanding by the members of Western culture, a lack of

understanding of how we are, in the world. We

look for meaning in our cultural manifestations

wÌthout an understanding of the cultural

mythology which they represent. No wonder the

West is a culture suffering from anomie. No

wonder theories in architecture can find no

referent; without a cultural myth there is nothing

behind architecture to give it meaning. lt simply

stands as a random expression of nothing.

It is, of course, not the case that architecture

stands without cultural meaning. Architecture is a

cultural artifact, and as such expresses how we as a culture are, in the

world. A look at the cultural manifestations of the West, to see how

they poetically express the modes of Being of stasis and motility
shows, that not only are these modes of Being an influence on the

West, but that they have fundamentally defined it.

With a phenomenological understanding of how

world, we can begin a hermeneutic investigation

of the cultural manifestations of Medieval and

Modern Western society. Hermeneutics is used

first as a theory of interpretation, in order to

interpret what the original intent or meaning of the

cultural artefact was, and second, as a

speculative ontology, in order to understand how

the culturally mediated meaning of the artefact
poetically expresses that culture's Being.

Western culture has, over its duration, made an

extreme perceptual shift in its mode of Being. From

the Medieval to the Modern there has been a shift

the Body is in the

from stasis to motility, from an areal perception to a linear perception,

from the Become to the Becoming, from the paradigm of the dweller to
the paradigm of the traveller. We can see the evidence of this
perceptual shift in the difference between the cultural manifestations of
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these two eras.

The third investigation into how meaning in architecture is connected to

our Being as humans, begins with a comparative look at some of the
artifacts of the Medieval and Modern eras. These are juxtaposed to
show how stasis and motility, expressed in language, number,
boundary, maps and movement, have defÌned the parameters for
perception and activity in Western culture. lt continues by contrasting
three major groups of cultural manifestations: Cosmology, Art, and

Urban Form, in order to show how they are poetic expressions of an

unspoken cultural mythology based on stasis or motility. We can

compare these cultural manifestations of the Medieval and the Modern

to try and distil from them their fundamental cultural meanings. The

investigations conclude with a discussion of how Medieval and Modern

architecture in Western culture poetically expresses Being. We can see

how it speaks of the perceived potential for action of the inhabitants of

these two eras, and try to understand how we as Architects can

respond to that potential.

3.0.1 A Brief History of the Entire Western World

ln archaic societies, unsettled space was considered common ground.

Territorial claims defined used terrain. The traveller was accommodated

Place and space: the,realm of human aetion,

r by the settler, each playing their
: necessary role. Hospitality to the
' stranger was an ancient sacred

duty.145 "The stranger must be led to the hearth, received and feasted

there, for there can be neither contact nor exchange with those who

have not first been integrated within the domestic space."146

Although each centre implied a closed, isolated world, it presupposed
other analogous centres. Thus for each group the acceptance of the

traveller into their static realm meant the widening of a system of
alliances. A network was built up through the exchange of goods and

people, marriages, heralds, ambassadors, hostages, guests and table

I as !i¡ilie, Speed:

146 \rzg¡¡¿¡¡, Myth:

78

141
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comPanionS.l4T

"(A)ny activity developed over...time engenders a space, and can only

attain practical 'reality' or concrete existence within that space."148lþs
experience of the Body in activity creates a space in which it can

meaningfully live. lt becomes the root of a cultural paradigm which
defines existence through verbal and non-verbal signs.tae The settler
participates in an inherently static mode of being. By staying in a place,

by building, by knowing a place through embodied experience, the

settler receives the world with the perception of things become. By

identifying self with a place the settler becomes a dweller.

The traveller is mobile. "As homo viator man is always on the way"150

Meaning perceived through movement involves spatiality and visuality
in a process of discovery and comparison where "(t)he spatially
experienced is promoted to rank above the temporal living."tsl ln travel

the world is experienced in its immediacy, the knowledge of place is
exchanged for the experience of space.

Western Medieval culture was one whose cultural paradigm was that of

the settler. This paradigm was reinforced by the experience of the
dominant majority of the
population and was reflected in

all aspects of life. The fall of the

Western Roman Empire in A.D.

476 eff ectively ended the

balanced tradition of centre and
periphery which had defined the

experience of the European as a

Roman citizen. As transportation

and communications declined, and as invasions from the east
increased, the peoples of Europe retreated into small defensible political

147 \/s¡¡¿¡t, Myth: i 42

148 Lefebvre, Production: 34

149 Lefebvre, Production: 47

1 so Norberg-Schulz, Dwelling: i 3

'is1 Spengler, Decline: 196
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units. Autonomous feudal Kingdoms and city-states replaced the central
authority based in Rome, and movement into and out of (particularly

into) these environments was tightly controlled. Stasis was both a form

of security and of social control.

One legacy that did remain after the fall of Rome was the monotheistic
state religion of the Catholic church and its working language of Latin.

Within the disunity of the various feudal groups the church provided a
consistency which served to create a European "type", a

recognizableness which still transcends the local differences of
language and place.

Beginning in the 1 1th Century, once people were certain that they had

survived the end of the millennium, Medieval society began to flourish.

It was an age of building; new cathedrals, new guild halls, new walls,

new towns. Production of goods increased dramatically, and with that
production came the desire for increased trade. This initially began with

the re-opening of links with the age-old spice trade routes of the Orient.

Shipping on the Mediterranean opened previously undreamed of

markets, and the competition among states to reap the benefits and
power was fierce.

As Europeans began exploration and shipping beyond the
Mediterranean and England, popular awareness increased of the larger

world beyond. Over several

hundred years the
experience of more and more

of the population shifted as

the culture became
inøeas ing ly mobile.

Eventually the members of

Western culture became

aware of themselves as

having made a perceptual transformation, that their perception of the

world was not the same as that of their immediate forbears. Western
culture transformed from having the cultural paradigm of the settler to the

cultural paradigm of the traveller and in so doing became self-
consciously Modern.
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From the late 1Sth Century on, Europeans began to participate in the

age of movement; the age of exploration. Shipping continued to
increase, cartography developed, unknown continents were explored,

mapped and claimed, and colonies were started all over the world. The

freeing of the individual from place allowed the creation of meritocracies

and liberal democracies. lndividuality was asserted at all levels, from

the unmediated personal relation to God of the Protestant religions, to
the linguistic emancipation of local cultural languages from Latin. lt was

an era of self-determination founded on movement and action.

Shipping, trade, exploration, emigration, travel; movement has defined

the Modern era from the outset and continues to do so today.

3.1 The Medieval: Paradigm of the Dweller

Life in Medieval Europe was a complete and

complex way of being where the dominant

cultural experience was stasis, the paradigm of

the dweller. Feudal society consisted of a very

specific social hierarchy in which mobility was

discouraged, both geographically and socially.

Each individual was born into his or her place

in the world and was expected to function in
that role and location to the best of his or her

ability. There was little Iikelihood that a serf

would aspire to be a lord because this was a
society with no paradigm of mobility. The
question would never come up, and ¡f ¡t did, it

would be regarded with suspicion and as likely heretical, a negation of

God's will. ln a society of caste and rank, place is assigned
irrevocably, class mobility is non-exisfs¡f.152

ln the isolated worlds of European feudalism, place assumed legal,
political, and social meaninglss "The relationship between the various

1 52 Js¿¡ Baudrillard, Simulations, "The Orders of Simulacra" trans. Paul
Foss, Paul Patton and Philip Beitchman (New York: Semiotext(e), 'l 983):
OJ

1s3 David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernitv. An Enquirv into the
Origins of Cultural Change (USA: Blackwell lnc., 1990): 240
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lords was exactly defined, and despite haggling and petty bickering,
when an important war or crusade regrouped this ever armed milieu,

every knight knew'exactly where his place q¡¿ss'.154

'The traditional balance between traveller and settler was undermined in

the Middle Ages with the denial of the age-old duty of host.155

Successive waves of invasions resulted in a distrust of outsiders,

which was expressed in the construction of a social order based
around the fortress tower. The exclusion of the traveller from society

reinforced the solitude of the settler. Travel was inhibited and strangers

were viewed with suspicion. "(T)he fortresses of the Middle Ages

replaced primitive welcomes and sacred ancient hospitality with
permanent social rejection...For this enclosed society, legal repression

can only be a constraint to departure, to exodus, in other words, to
deterritorialization as a loss of identity."156 With the exception of the

socially excluded itinerant classes, movement was allowed only under

the dispensation and protection of a member of the nobility or of the

church. Without this protection the traveller could be accosted and

challenged as to his or her right to invade the strange territory. They

would enjoy no protection by, and in fact could easily be endangered
by the citizens of other locales, and could be denied access into other

cities.

The crusades, the great pilgrimages of Medieval society were always

organized and maintained under the banner of a member of the nobility.

Movement for the Medieval citizen was always chaperoned, and
always occurred in relation to one's original place. For the majority of

Medieval dwellers their physical experience and their perceptual mode

of being reflected the paradigm of stasis, and was expressed through a

cultural structure of place and settlement

1 sa !i¡ili6, Speed: 70

l ss \rui¡ili6, Speed: 78

1s6 li¡ilie, Speed 78
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3.1.1 Medieval Perception: the Finite

Horismos¡Greek: the bouñdary.,
Koyre

The members of Medieval culture did not have a
'world view' in the sense that we do. There

was no voyeuristic
s ep aration betw een
individuals and environment

to allow the kind of

'..::].]''.:ì....:.:..|......:.
Pf ace-:thle o rde r.in accord -with which, elements.qre diçtributed i n .

relatioriships of ,co'ex¡FtenQe,:; ',tt:!fi¿5,ay¿¡ude's.the possibility of
two things being in the same location . . . The law of the "proper"
rotes in-ihe pitace , . . each:'etemeit in,¡ts swn '¡ptoper" an¿ i¡st¡nct
Iqcallon, a location !!,deflnes. A place,implies;an indication of

left behind. There would simply be nothing,
at all before God createfl tþs \¡/6¡lfl.1sz

detached gaze necessary for our Modern
perception. Medieval dwellers were of the
world. ln an immediate sense , in Being, they

were the world.

lf we look hermeneutically at Medieval society,

we can begin to understand what its
parameters were for thought and action ln
Medieval thought, considerations of space and

spatiality were inextricably connected to place.

All spatial thought was object oriented. In perceiving the world as a
collection of things become, the dweller conceives of space as areal, as

round. These perceptions were, for the Medieval, expressed in a
connected, finite spatiality. For the Medieval thinker, following in the

Aristotelian tradition,
space existed on account
of bodies:

lf there were no bodies
there would not be
space. And if God should
destroy the world, there
would be no void space
just as there was nothing

The Aristotelian doctrine stated that "outside the world there is no body,
nor place, nor empty space, in fact nothing at all exists."158 Jþs¡s is ¡e

1s7 As¡¿¡der Koyre, From the Closed World to the lnfinite Universe (USA:
Johns Hopkins Press, 1957): 87

'i58 (6y¡s, Closed World: 30
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'quantum continuum' in which to dissolve all individual things,"so for
(the Aristotelian) there is no (actual infinite) which would extend beyond

the Dasein of individual objects."15e There is rather a finite vessel in

which bodies are the juxtaposed contents. Thus general space forms

the outermost frontier of an absolutely large body.160 The scholastic
Nicholas of Cusa decided that "Only God is lnfinite, the world is only
indefinite."l0l This was the official position held by the Catholic church
and even Descafies would not challenge it, preferring the indeterminate

instead. Within the paradigm of the settler there is no way to conceive
of empty space or of infinity.

Language and number as cultural

artifacts describe and prescribe the

perceptual parameters of every
society. The universal language of

learning in the Middle Ages was
Latin, a language that has "no word

f or and theref ore no idea of
space"162 fsd¿y we give wider

meaning to Latin words than they
originally contained, but they have

been modified to suit our modern

needs. For example, "The root of the word 'spatium' means to swell or

grow fat."t63'$p¿tium inane', which for us means endless space,
originally meant a'wide sudace'. A'locus' indicated a spot, a locality or

a social position and'spatium' indicated the stuff between boundaries,
that is, the actual ground and soil. Distance was always conceived as

the measurement of some object, and a'vacuum'was a hollow body,
with the stress on the envelope. 164 All of these words were originally

1 s9 Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Svmbolic Form (USA: Zone Books,
i 991. Orig. Publ. 1924): 43

160 Panofsky, Svmbolic: 43

'1 61 Koyre, Closed World: 8

i 62 Spengler, Decline: 94

163 Spengler, Decline: 94

164 Spengler, Decline: 94
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used to describe attributes of actual concrete objects. The same was
true of number. Roman numerals, which were the parameter for the

conception and depiction of number in Medieval Europe do not include
zero; mathematics and geometry always implied the manipulation of

some number of objects, even if there were so many of them as to be

indefinite. That which cannot be drawn is not number.165 Arabic
numerals, which include zero and the possibility of negative numbers,
and which necessarily include the conception of infinity, that is, of

infinite extension, were not introduced into western society until the
13th Century.

A culture which is geographically static has no need to conceive of
space beyond its territorial or experiential boundary. A boundary is "not

that at which something stops, but that from which something begins its
essential unfolding."t66 Understood in this way space becomes "that

for which room has been made, that which is let

into its þ6¡¡fls"167

"Throughout the classical mathematical
demonstrations (we) discern an echo of
primordial mythical notions; we feel that
breath of awe which surrounded the'spatial limit' f rom the very
beginning...(For) the Pythagoreans and
Plato, limit and the unlimited are set off
against each other as the determinate and
the indeterminate, form and form-lessness,
good and svil.r' 168

The experience of the settler leads to the definition of limits. The Body,

in stasis, orients space in a way relative to itself and meaningful
because of it in the spatiality of situation. The experience of stasis
gives and areal or round perception of space within which place and

objects are known. Space, as defining the containment of objects, and
distance, as defining the measurement of objects, worked together with

boundary, the point at which objects begin their presencing, to create a

static and finite spatiality; the spatiality of place. These were the

165 Spengler, Decline: 94

166 Heidegger, Basic Writings, "Building": 332

167 Heidegger, Basic Writings. "Building": 332

168 Cassirer,Symbolic Forms: 101
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perceptual parameters of the Medieval dweller, parameters which
precluded even the consideration of homogeneous open space or of

infinity.

3.1,2 Maps

Maps are the indicator of the human use of the earth. They are closely

related to the body in that they are used directly by humans for some
immediate goal. They are generally part of some kind of way-finding
process: spatial, symbolic, conceptual, etc., which allows the user to
make some decision based on the given information, and which allows

that information to be transmitted to others.

Maps are closely connected to the experiential and are thus an

excellent way to determine hermeneutically how the world is perceived

and what experience is considered culturally valid. This can be
discovered by observing what information is supplied or not supplied,

and by the intended use of the map.

3.1.3 Medieval Maps: Place

Medieval culture did not share a common experience of the traveller.

Movement was controlled and discouraged. A culture with the paradigm

of the settler has little need of an expression of movement, and
Medieval representations of overall geographic
relationship were non-existent.

In the Middle Ages there was no word for "map" in

any European language;16e our Modern idea of

cartographic representation simply did not exist.

Maps were not unknown in the world before then,

however, for the Romans used scaled
representations for surveying, town and building
plans and for general geographic information useful for

travelling. The Peutinger table is a copy of a Roman

diagram map showing roads, towns and staging points for travel
throughout the Roman Empire.170 Vt/þs¡ the experience of travel

16s P.D.A Harvey, Medieval Maps (England: The British Library Board,
i 991): 9

17o P. Harvey, Maps: 10
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common to Roman society declined, so did the need for any kind

representation of movement.

Medieval maps were generally either symbolic or experiential, neither of

which provide any kind of geographic overview. Symbolic maps have

no use as tools for navigation. Their role is to reflect a particular way of

being. The typical Medieval world map, called ,,,.,i,ft,

variously the wheel map, the tripartite or the
ï-O map, has east at the top and is divided

by a "T"-shape into three continents: Asia is at

the top, Europe is to the left, and Africa is to

the right.tzl "The wheel maps of the Middle

Ages expressed the beliefs and experiences

of a theological culture that placed Christianity í;i,e.&

and its topographical symbol, Jerusalem, at the centre. They
represented a way of thinking that coloured action in nearly all spheres

of medieval life, from the construction of cathedrals to the ç¡ss¿6lss.r''172

Knowledge of other places was included not to increase understanding

of other cultures, or to aid in planning a voyage, but to reinforce a
cosmological and social order. Medieval order celebrated hierarchy,
place and stasis: given position in a finite world.

Experiential maps are the conversion of itinerary into representation.
They show a sequential series of events that will be experienced by
the user. ln the 13th century the monk Matthew Paris created a classic

experiential strip map, setting out graphically the route from London to

þls¡s.173 There is no expression of relative geographic positioning, or

orientation or distance in this type of map. lt provides a day by day
account of the journey (une journée) with graphic depictions of

important events, landmarks, and destinations.

Symbolic and experiential maps are representations of a culture whose

relationship to space is static and embodied. The paradigm of the
settler views with suspicion those who would travel for freedom is

found in security and security is given through place. For the

171 P. Harvey, Maps: 1 9

172 J¿¿n, Topophilia: 4i

173 P. Harvey, Maps: 9
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eity. air sets a.man'free.

Medieval dweller the ultimate experience

meaning-giving centre of his or her place.

Medieval Europe was thoroughly
settled by static groups who had little

interaction with others. There were of

course the dispossessed, the
deterritorialized migrants, the gypsies,

the poor who did travel, but they were

excluded from society. They were
forbidden by law from remaining within

the communal fortress for more than

twenty-four þsu¡s17a and their impact on

the cultural paradigm was minimal. Not

until the great plagues did the general

population begin to move, fleeing from

death in migration or fleeing to

transcendence in the Crusades.

was to inhabit the locus, the

lnherently the restrictions and complexity of the European landscape
and culture would preclude free movement, a
situation which at some level or another remains

true today. lt is the sea which actualizes the
',. ,,Gé''??,n'PioÙe¡b 

: 
absolute freedom to move, and it is those cities,.. ..........:... .

took on the paradigm of the traveller. "The sea is open, the joining of
Ihe demos and the element of freedom (of movement).175 The

development of charts and equipment for navigation as an exclusively
marine phenomenon indicates to what extent free movement defined

the seafarer (and by how many centuries the paradigm of movement
on the sea preceded that on the land). Sailors have travelled the

Mediterranean since archaic times. By a knowledge of the sea bottom

through'soundings' (examining samples of mud, sand etc. lifted while

sailing), of the winds and seasons, and by dead reckoning, (aiming at a
visible destination or attempting to maintain a known course to target an

unseen known destination) the navigator traversed the sea using

17a \¡ti¡ili6, Speed: 7B

17s Virilio, Speed: 37
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experience and intuition as his guide. During the twelfth century the
Portolan navigational chart was introduced. These seafaring charts

consisted of an outline of the known shoreline, with overlaid lines
representing the direction and origin of the winds. The portolans were

an aid to dead reckoning and
allowed the transmission of nautical

information from one sailor to
another. The compass was not

used on the Mediterranean until the

13th century and was at first no

more than a magnetized needle
floating on a chip in a bowl ef vy¿ls¡.176 Compasses were soon used in

conjunction with the nautical charts and navigation tables. Later
versions of the compass (including modern ones) incorporated the
,wind rose'from the portolans as part of the direction indicator. This

technology emancipated the sailor from the technique of dead reckoning,

and from the fair weather sailings that had previously been required. lt

was no longer necessary to be within sight of a coastline.

The freedom of the sea is the emancipation from the earth; from "place."

ln free movement comes the realization that any place of the eafth is as

good as any other place. With long distance travel comes the
understanding of the earth as a sphere. On a sphere every place is
equal to any other, so that in principle one can travel anywhere.177 ln
the embodied experience of the land-

bound dweller of the Middle Ages
however, there was no emancipation

f rom place desired or even
conceived. The earliest Moderns,

those with the ongoing experience of
becoming, of the traveller, were the

would not influence Medieval society
years.

176 F.C. Lane, Venice and Historv

177 y¿n den Berg, Things: 74

(USA: Johns Hopkins Press, 1 966): 338

seafarers, but their experience

significantly for several hundred
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3.2 The Modern: Paradigm of the Traveller

Life in Modern Western society was and is a way of being where the

dominant cultural spatial paradigm is that of the traveller. Democratic

society is based on the ideal of a level and equal social milieux in which

mobility is encouraged, both geographically and socially. Each

individual is born into a common space and his or her role is to define
and achieve his or her desired ambitions based on his or her ability to

succeed. ïhe poorest or most disadvantaged member of a Modern
society can aspire to controlling an empire, both financially and
politically. This idea is in fact encouraged through the cultural mythology

of the meritocracy. Status is recognized

through action not by sign.

Travel is encouraged. The right to the

road, to unrestricted movement is
embodied in the layout of the landscape

and in the cultural infrastructure. The
traveller is invited to enter into the strange

territory. The welcoming gateway of the

railway station or ship's terminal and the

grand hotels opened the heart of the city

to the outsider. Later, as the humanist

ideal of equality takes hold throughout society the previously immobile

masses are also accommodated with highways, motels, service centres

and airports. Anyone can travel anywhere for any reason in the West.

ln the interconnected
. ::

, . . , ... . : ''
The essencie of the m9dç¡¡ 4ge can be segn ¡p inìe raict th¡at ; Western Modernism, space
man frees himself from the bonds of the Middte Ages in has legal, political and social
freeing himsetf to himsetf. :, , . I, , ' , :Heidegger meaning, indicating the

complex interaction of social

relations and communities within a global network. The physical
experience and the perceptual mode of being of the Modern inhabitant

reflects the paradigm of motility and is expressed through a cultural
structure of space and movement.
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3.2.1 Modern Perception: the lnfinite

Modern society has a world view. Through its ability to abstract the
world from the body in mapping and perspective representation, the

Modern is the voyeur. The visual is metaphor. The visual is truth. lt is
incorrect to assume or ascribe a world view to premodern cultures,

even to facilitate comparing the two.

The world picture does not

'::^:1y::?::.Ina,t 
numanßm nrst artses wnen ne woild one, but rather the fact that

essence of the modern age.
For in the Middle Ages . . . that which is, is the ens creatum, that which
is created by the personal creator-God as the highest cause. Here, to
be in being means to belong within a specific rank of order of what has
been created- a mark appointed from the beginning- and as thus
caused, to correspond to the cause sf 6¡g¿li6¡.178

ïhe cultural artifacts of modern society are generated by the world view
of its inhabitants. They express the values of a culture whose spatial

experience is movement; that of the traveller whose perception is

linear. Mapping, surveying and perspective representation have

created the ability to "know" the world without actually having to
experience it. lnfinite perspectival space extends thought and action to

the furthest reaches of the perceived and unperceived universe.
Extension is unlimited in the perspectival grid; any place can be found

and represented. Meaning is directed to the human observer through

his or her choosing the vantage point from which to possess space in

the gaze. Representations of space in modern society imply a close
identification between what is lived and perceived with what is
conceived.lTe Jþg mathematically homogeneous space of perspective,

the voyeuristic gaze, is taken as representative of the truth of lived

space. The mathematical unlimited extended monocular view begins
with painting and drawing, then continues with photography, film,

television and now virtual reality.

The modern transcendent order is unbounded and infinite. ln the ethics

Heidegger, Technolog)¡ "World Picture": 1 30

Lefebvre, Production: 38

178

179
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of the west everything is direction, and is symbolized by limitless
space.1B0 From the experience of the traveller, comes the description

of infinity. Territory for modern society is not the bounded land of one's

blood and forbears, but is that
geographic locale which is

determined and controlled-that

which is overseen.This is no

longer space as "spatium," but

as extension. "Nearness and

remoteness between men and

things become mere distance,

mere intervals of intervening space" and "(p)laces may be treated as

mere positions between which there lies a measurable distancs."181

Place gives way to space in the paradigm of movement. Where the

oi¡veriéen tn Eng|llsh¡; thtÞ þsp,iriigl universat , , ' bounded centres to the exclusion of
langyage:of;modeiñity;thewordswhichdefine , , travel, the modern spatial perception
control, success, value, etc. invariably return to ,_ _ _ _.-..
vision,and.movement ai¡s 

^áltipnii,-,ví";ü 
*^ins has swung to the opposite extreme:

nroOress;now,,, ttlookiOooO movement has denied validity to
place.

The reorganization of space to democratic ends challenged the dynastic
power embedded in place. A humanist result of the French Revolution

was the "walking at one's ease in places where one was once
forbidden l9 s¡fs¡."182

. . . if we may characherize the classical "world," the cosmos, as
being based on a deep need of visible limits and composed
accordingly as a sum of material things. so we may say that our
world-picture is an actualizing of an infinite space... 183

The perceptual transition necessary to regard a location as an abstract
point in space instead of a specific thing anchoring and giving all

meaning to place was made possible in part by the introduction of

Arabic numerals to Europe in the 13th century. This made possible the

180 $ps¡gler, Decline: 97

181 Heidegger, Basic Writings "Building": 333

182 D. Harvey, Postmodernity: 257

183 Spengler, Decline: 55
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liberation of geometry from the visual and of algebra from magnitufls.18a

The use of Roman numerals had precluded even the conception of

abstraction. Number was always considered an amount of objects.
Through the use of Arabic numerals,

(n)umber, the boundary of things become, was represented not
as before pictorially by a figure, but symbolically by an
equation. "Geometry" altered its meaning; the coordinate
system as a picturing disappeared and the point became an
entirely abstract number group.l 85

By the 17th century, number had ceased to possess any character of
magnitude. lnfinitesimal calculus is not a state but a process.ls6

Number in Modern society is no longer a description of a thing. The
emancipation of number from object allows the conception of zero. With

Roman numerals, there was nothing to talk about if there were zero

objects. The transition to modern numbers occurs at "the point where

the ideal of transcendent extension comes into fundamental conflict with

the limits of immediate percepti6¡."187 Arabic numerals include zero,

which opens the possibility of negative numbers. Suddenly there is

the implication of infinite linear extension.

Modern space is organized

geometrically. The earth is

mapped and gridded,
Space-,exisls whpií1 onè lakes.,into consideration vectors of
direction, velocities and time variables. Thus space is
compgìsed o,f : lntersectioni,òf , mobile:',et emi énts.'.,lt is'.,',. :'
actu4ted by the'ensemble of movémenté deployed within in.
Space occurs as the effect produced by the operations that
oiien! it, situate it¡ tempora,lu ,r, 

,,1 , , , 

O"l"iO"ru

rep resentation ts

' geometrically perspectival.

The freeing of number from

measurement from the earth. Thus locations are important based on

their relative distance from one another as points in space and no

longer have meaning as place.

Euclidean space . . . has repressed a barbarous topology; it is
transport and displacement without obstacles that have
suddenly taken the place of the journey . . . Myth is effaced in

1 84 Spengler,

l8s gps¡gls¡,

1 86 Spengler,

1 87 Spengler,

Decline: 65

Decline: 66

Decline: 65

Decline: 66
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its originalfunction and the new space is universal, as is reason
or the ratio that it sustains, only because there are no more
g¡66u¡ls¡s.1BB

The experience of the traveller leads to the awareness of unlimited

extension. The Body, in movement, orients itself in space, and gives

meaning to that space through appropriation. The experience of motility

gives a linear perception of space in which locations and distances are
known. Space, as defining unlimited extension, and distance, as the

unqualified geometrical dimension between objects, work together with

boundary, the point at which the object ends and pure space begins,

to create a mobile and infinite spatiality. These are the perceptual
parameters of the Modern inhabitant, parameters which have denied

the validity of the closed, finite space of the settler.

3.2.2 Modern Maps: Space

Long distance travel destroys the conception of cyclical time and

begins to unravel the concept of the vertical universe, substituting for

them linear time and horizorìtal space.18s To sedentary
people the course of the seasons is as inexorable a fact

of nature as the movement of the stars. To the traveller
who moves along the meridians the flux of the seasons

disappears at the equator and is eventually reversed in

the southern hemisphs¡s.1e0 The cycle of life is replaced

with a unit of measurement. "The traveller is dependant
on the stars, but not so

Màstérvoverthe;sea(emandsthatï;;:r" time differential is of importance to the

navigator because it can be converted
into units of distance."1e1 Jþs use of the astrolabe, then the quadrant

and finally the sextant in conjunction with the compass and the
chronometer, allowed the triangulation necessary to determine one's
position anywhere on the earth.

188 Serres, Hermes: 52

'l 8e lu¿¡, Topophilia: 1 49

190 lLr¿¡, Topophilia: 1 47

1e1 lu¿¡, Topophllia: i47
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The experience of the traveller consisting of a series of moves
in space produces a phenomenon of a new order, one by
which geography overtakes knowledge. 'Our geography
invades the planet...'. Thus space and knowledge are
conceived and recounted in the same way. Space makes an
inventory of the adventures of knowledge, omitting nothing;
knowledge traces a cartography of known lands, omitting
nothing... The (re)emergence of this language of paths, routes,
movements, planes and maps, this spatial language of the
writing of the world (geo-graphy), marks the movement of
passage toward a new epistemologyJez

As Europeans began to move about the world, mapping as

representative of the needs and experiences of that movement
underwent a transformation. The re-introduction to the West of the

concept and method of gridding the globe occurred with the arrival of a
copy of Ptolemy's'Geographia'to Florence around 1400.1e3 Ptolemy

provided three alternative cartographic methodslea 6f mapping on a
plane surface the longitudes and latitudes of the globe.1s5 The grid

allowed all parts to be thought of in proporlion to one ¿¡slþs¡.1s6 lt was

a perfect, expandable cartographic tool for collecting, collating and

conecting
knowledge.lsz

geog raph ic

This method is perhaps most

important for its articulation of

what is the normal solitary
experience of the traveller on

the open and featureless
expanse of the sea, but what
is difficult for the dweller to
experience in the embodied complexity of the land: Space. ln order to
conceive of the world in its totality as a globe, it is necessary to

192 $s¡¡s5, Hermes intro: xxi

193 Samuel Edgarton Jr. The Renaissance Rediscoverv of Linear
Perspective (USA: Basic Book lnc Publishers, 1975): 75

1 94 Edgarton, Rediscovery: 79

'l 95 Edgarton, Rediscover,v: 100

1 96 Edgarton, Rediscovery: i 1 1

197 Edgarton, Rediscovery: 1 1 4
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conceive of a positioned viewer to be at a distant, abstracted location
away from the globe in order to find the visual axis such that the

latitudinal rings around the earth

We are aÞle therefore to know.lhe.,exact position of .anv
p aiL¡li c u t a r' p l ac ei, ; a n dt t h e p o si tl o nl 

" 
otf th Q i4r¡ o r 

"coultries;, how things are integlatpd,ln rega1d lo one . f rom the experiential place in
another, how situated in regards to the whole inhabitedword; :: : " 

ptoemy :::::,iilliä;åii::"uu"""'
The lone individual, with the privileged view of the cartographic
expanse, comes to embody the modern metaphorical stance as the

cultural paradigm shifts to that of the traveller. Ptolemy's Geographia
will inform perspectival representation of space within a generation of

its arrival in the west.

"The power to render an abstract image of space in our minds,
regulated by an inflexible co-ordinate framework of horizontals
and verticals, is what makes any grid system so instantly
meaningf ul. No matter how the squared surface is
(manipulated), the human observer never loses his sense of
how the part of the surface
¿¡'{içgl¿f99."199

For the navigator the grid allows immediate
orientation, both in areas known and unknown.

It allows the possibility to project routes and

destinations into unknown territory due to the

ubiquity of its space. The portolan marine
charts, compiled by the careful observations of

generations of navigators, did not furnish a
geometrical framework for comprehending the

whole world. Combined first with the Ptolemaic
grid and later with Mercator's grid, navigation

charts gained an immediate mathematic unity; first through Euclidian
geometry and later through descriptive geometry.200 "The most far flung
places could be precisely fixed in relation to one another by

1 98 Edgarton, Rediscovery: 1 04

199 Edgarton, Rediscoverv: 'l 
1 4

2oo ds Certeau, Practice: 121
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unchanging co-ordinates so that their proportionate distance as well as

their directional relationships would be apparent..."201

,.|
tn nalt.davs t y,yle yey lytlv 

f?!:',o! nu relyl rrom the new Florent¡ne scholar paolo
countries...and it is lawful to call it a new world, because none oî
those.countrieiswere kno:wnto oturancestorsj,andto all who:hear , dal Pozzo Toscanelli
aboutthemtheywil'be,entir.glynew.'. :,,,

: .. ., I ,, 
AmerÌgo;Vespigçç¡ ,,,:,1 

,,,., .,, . 
,,: i r ',Mundus.Novus(1503) Canon

publighed letteirto Lorenzo de'Me,Qici regarding

advised his friend, the

of Lisbon,
sailing

westward from Portugal to reach the spice destinations rather than
going east through the southern hemisphere.

(Your) Most Serene King requests of me some statement or
preferably a graphic sketch whereby that route might become
understandable and comprehensible even to men of slight
education. Although I know this can be shown in a spherical
form like that of the earth, I have
nevertheless decided... to represent (that
route) in the manner that charts of
navigation do. Accordingly I am sending
His Majesty a chart done with my own
hands in which are designated your
shores and islands from which you should
begin to sail ever westward, and the lands
you should touch at and how much you
should deviate from the pole or the equator
and after what distance, that is, after how
many miles you should reach the most
fertile lands of all spices and gems... The
straight lines, therefore drawn vertically on
the chart, indicate distance from east to
west, but those drawn horizontally indicate
the spaces from north to south... From the
City of Lisbon westward in a straight line to the very noble and
splendid city of Quinsay (China) 26 spaces are indicated on
the chart, each of which covers 250 miles...so there is not a
great distance to be traversed over unknolv¡ r¡¡,l¿fs¡s...202

Christopher Columbus began the westward exploration of the
European nations with a copy of Toscanelli's letter and chart in his

possession.2o3

201 D. Harvey, Postmodernity: 245

2oz D. Harvey, Postmodernitv: 121

2o3 D. Harvey, Postmodernity: i 22
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ïhe discovery that a new World lay to the west between Europe and

China triggered an unprecedented wave of movement, exploration, and

cartography, and created an insatiable demand among Europeans for
information, artifacts, and knowledge about these new lands. The

marine chart, the map of movement, became the model for describing
the world, both to other travellers and to those who remained in Europe.

"The fixed view point of perspective maps and paintings is
elevated and distant, completely out of plastic or sensory reach.
It generates a 'coldly geometrical' and 'systematic' sense of
space which nevertheless gives a 'sense of harmony with
natural law, thereby underscoring man's moral responsibility
within God's geometrically ordered s ¡ ivs¡ss. "204

ln perspective, the seeing eye of the individual, the traveller,
represents mathematically the space presented. Thus the
representation is guaranteed as 'truthful', the transcendent geometry

there for all to see. Seeing becomes the test of truth as "compared to
the superimposed truths of mythology or religion."205

Between the fifteenth and the twentieth centuries, travel and
exploration caught the public imagination. lt was the age of discovery,

éi"ocruirþi'i"the eye and light o;tf histgry, uaps an:iaibte,riio .,,' nation states' whose

,cop!.emÞlatè:at:home 
and right before our eyes thinþs thát are , ', eXplOratiOn and mapping

., , and:exploration, given to Louis XtV of Franc.e..) ',,, I to others and to
themselves. People who would never travel nonetheless immersed
themselves in the lore and artifacts of distant places.

ïhe map-making enterprise, 'Descriptio', was acknowledged as

describing the world,206 as portraying a common notion of knowledge

that was gained and asserted through pictures.2oz The aura of

knowledge and power possessed by maps lent them prestige and

204 D. Harvey, Postmodernity: 244

zos D. Harvey, Postmodernitv: 245

206 Svetlana Alpers, The Art of Describing. Dutch Art in the Seventeenth
Centurv (USA: University of Chicago Press, 1983): 122

207 {lps¡5, Describing: 1 i 9
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Look:here.',my boys;see what a world of ground
Lie westward from the midst of Cancer's line
Unto the rising of this earthly gtobe,
Whereas the sun, declining from our sight,
Begi7s the day wilh-ou¡ Antipo¿st' . ' .

And shà| I die, and this unconquered?, , : ::,

Tambourlaine The Great

power. "Their making involved a possessing of a particular fti¡fl".208
ïhus the non-travelling citizen of a colonial power could share in the
journey to their distant colony and have access to that land through
visual knowledge. "A traveller in Holland

confirmed that even the houses of shoemakers

and tailors displayed wall maps of Dutch

Seafarers, from which they knew the lndies
and its history."zos As a culture of explorers,

the European seafaring nations adopted the
paradigm of the traveller. The shared cultural

experience and aspirations of exploration and

discovery informed every aspect of the new,

self-consciously modern society.

The experience of travelling gives a

description of space rather than an experience

of places, and so mapping began to disengage itself from the itineraries

which were the condition of its possibility.zto No longer were elements

of fantasy, religion, or even the experiences involved in the production

of the map considered valid as knowledge. Maps were reoriented
mechanistically to the technology of the compass, with north at the top,

rather than spiritually or
animistically to the path of the

sun, with east at the top. They
became abstract and strictly
functional systems for the factual

ordering of phenomena in space.

"ïhe science of map projection

and the techniques of cadastral

survey made them mathematically rigorous depictions".211 fþs modern

cartographic map is a reductive abstraction of the world whose primary

function is to facilitate easy movement. lt is the tool of the traveller.
Secondary purposes are connected in that they generally involve

208 Aps¡5, Describing: 1 33

209 Aps¡5, Describing: 1 59

210 is Certeau, Ever)¡da)¡: 120

21 1 D. Harvey, Postmodernit)¡: 249
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action at a distance: survey of the land for division, survey of
population, movement, or other information to discover patterns and

then to act.

"The erasure of itineraries...presupposing the

first category of places and conditioning the

second (of space) makes it possible to move

from one to the çll1sç.212 The sea provides

the experience of movement without
context,213 of space without place. This pure

abstract and homogeneous space gains its

only human meaning through mathematical

mapping and perspective. Movement as

paradigm defines the new European fleets. As

have the right to the sea.

space without place, all

(T)he explorers, discoverers and raiders, while continuing to
seek uncharted lands...adhered to the...absolute uninterrupted
voyage, since it involves neither departure nor arrival. The loop
of no return is traced in advance by the circular or triangular
nautical routes of European mercantilis¡.214

When the time came for the exploration of the unknown territories of the

Americas the same technique was used to give meaning and spatial

order to the expanses. "The right to the sea creates the right to the road

of modern sf¿lsg...r'215

The experience of moving in space without context frees the individual

from place. A person must prove his or her worth independently of

hierarchy. Through action the individual has an impact on the eafih and

on others, and by action the individual proves merit. Through
movement the individual is freed to operate. The paradigm of the

traveller translates into the first two ideals of the battle cry of the
Modern: liberté, we are freed from the hierarchical bounds of place;

égalité, we are all created equal, worth becomes apparent through

212 i¿ Certeau, Everydav: i 2'l

213 \,ri¡ili6, Speed: 40

21a !i¡ili6, Speed: 41

2rs v¡r¡lio, Speed: 45
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action. The third ideal will become necessary when it becomes obvious

that those with a vested interest in maintaining the bounded

and hierarchical status quo will fiercely resist the paradigm

shift.

After the French and American revolutions, these two
countries each propose an egalitarian system of land

survey based on the grid.zte The cartographic abstraction

based on the power of the gaze of the omniscient viewer,

the gaze of the traveller, becomes the actualized expression

of modern democracies.

3.3 CULTURAL ARTIFACTS: Manifestations of Being

Meaning in architecture is the poetic expression of the perceived

potential for action by the Body. We are in the world, in Being, and

how we are in the world is expressed through our cultural artifacts.

They are manifestations which are created to reinforce the systemic
psychology of the culfrJ¡s.217 As expressions of cultural meaning they
gather the world as a "f igural
manifestation of a mode of dwelling

between earth and sky".z t s Our
cosmology, art and urban form all

express the truths of Being, they are
poetic interpretations of how we are,in
the world.

ïhe Body, in Being, experiences the

world in two fundamental ways: stasis

and motility. These experiences inform

the perception of the world, which is
perceived respectively as things Become, or as things Becoming. The

shared experiences and perceptions of a group will result in that
group's adoption of stasis or motility as the dominant cultural paradigm.

216 D.Harvey, Postmodernity: 256

217 $ps¡glsr, Decline: 160

218 Pêrez-G6mez, Architecture: 325
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Cultural paradigms are described symbolically through mythology,
which explains and reinforces a parlicular way of Being-in-the-world.

Our use of the world is the expression of our poetic understanding of

ourselves in Being. We live the way we live and do the things we do

based on a set of beliefs, an understanding of how we are in the world

and what our potential for activity is. lnformed by either stasis or

motility a culture will express mythologies supporting either the settler
or the traveller. These form the cultural horizon within which the Being of

the individual and of society can be understood. Events which are
outside of a culture's perceptual or social parameters will not be

recognized as meaningful
opportunities, and in fact may not

even be recognized as anything at all.

lf something cannot be categorized, it

remains without meaning. All the

manifestations of society which exist

as the patterns of our day to day
activities have meaning. They all

show how we have poetically
responded to the events of the world

based on our particular cultural
parameters. They are the expression

of how we are in the world.

The cultural manifestations of Western

society have transformed dramatically

between the Medieval era and the Modern. The artifacts of Medieval

Europe indicate that it was a culture with the paradigm of the settler, of

stasis. As expressions of cultural mythology these manifestations
poetically describe the Being of that culture. Medieval cosmology, the

symbolic expression of that Being, described the myth of a finite world

of mutability and decay, enclosed by the perfection of the heavenly

spheres, and cared for by an active God and his half-man-half-God
Son who keep track of all. Medieval art, the reflectio¡ 21e 6f that Being,

presented that f inite world with an intimate participatory
interconnectedness amongst the artist, the subject matter and the

219 Lefebvre, Production: 37
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viewer. Medieval urban form, the actualization220 6l that Being, focused

on the Church, the centre or axis mundi, which was carefully built as

part of the pedection of the heavens. The surrounding urban area, the

human habitation, was understood as paft of the finite world of decay.

It was disorderly and unselfconscious, but also represented the
mythological order through hierarchy, centre and boundary. Together

they formed place.

All the Medieval cultural manifestations are about stasis. The Medieval

world was finite, there was nowhere to go. The cosmology was
hierarchical; spiritual, social and geographic position were pre-ordained.

The only escape offered to the Medieval dweller from the hardships of

life was in eternal salvation after death, through the Church. The only

way to achieve that salvation was to stay in place and fulfil the pre-

ordained role given in life. These are the expressions of a culture with

the paradigm of the dweller.

The cultural aftifacts of Medieval Europe stand in stark contrast to those

of the Modern West. Modern cosmology describes a myth of infinite

space with the world in it, a world in which human action replaces an

absent God. Modern perspectival art presents itself as the
mathematically objective and truthful depiction of a particular point in
infinite geographic space at a particular moment in linear time. The artist,

subject and viewer stand disassociated except in their individual
acquisition of the object and what it represents, by the gaze. Modern

urban form expresses location but not place. lt is characterized by a
formal geometric organization of potentially unlimited extension; ordered

by the transcendence of human knowledge, reason, and action.

ïhe cultural manifestations of the Modern are about motility. The

universe is infinite, there for exploration. The cosmology is neutral,
position is gained through action and merit. lf the Modern inhabitant

doesn't like his or her lot in life, they are expected to change it through
action or movement in space. These are the expressions of a culture

with the paradigm of the traveller.

22o P(¡¿7-Çômez, Architecture: 325
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3.3.1 Medieval Cosmology

The cultural aftifacts left from the Middle Ages do not show some form of

proto-modern culture in evolution toward its natural culmination in

: Vidimu.s nunc pe.rspeculum in agamete, tun aytel fa.cie ad faciem : ar e t h e c o h e re n t
'St Paul:

The Middle Ages neve¡ forgot that all,things ,woìuld be'abi;urd, if theit

, meaning were exha.usted n tne'¡r functjon'and íheir place':in'the ' '' , mature, comfoftable and
phenomenologicalworld 

Eco complete way of being

thát is homogenéôus anoõùäitat¡veiy'oiterent from the Modern. They

express the values of a culture whose spatial experience follows the

paradigm of the settler. Stasis was imbedded in their culture and

cosmology. The secular feudal order was reinforced and overlaid by the

Catholic religion. The church demanded ultimate authority over all

matters, thoughts and activities that could be at all construed to be

involved with the individual's spiritual

existence and the aristocracy demanded

whatever was left.

Medieval cosmology consisted of the

myth of a finite interconnected world,

enclosed by celestial spheres and {:a;,ffi
presided over by an active God and his fffi
Son. lt was represented almost entirely i:,iffi
by the christian retigion as the catholic i|jÌii
Church, and was characterized by il ,.,ffij
attributes common to most pre-modern 

,Fi,. ,r.

cosmologies: hierophany, a sacre ¿ iL:;úyÌ,lliltii::#

cosmos with an axis mundi, and a system of myth ¿¡( ¡ilu¿1.201

Hierophany is the manifestation of the sacred in the profane space of

human experience. For Christians, the last of the significant

hierophanies occurred with the life and death and life of Christ. lt is the

base on which the religion was formed. (Transubstantiation, the

doctrine that the consecrated bread and wine of the mass actually
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change into the body and blood of Christ, might count as sort of minor
hierophanies, but aren't quite as convincing as say, a talking burning

bush.)

The grounding image and sacred symbol of the Christian religion
is the revelation of God in Jesus as Christ. The foundational
myth of traditional Christianity poftrays the uniqueness of God,
Lord of creation, who revealed Godself in Jesus. Jesus was
born of human flesh through Mary, suffered and died on the
cross, and was raised bodily from the dead. His incarnation and
resurrection are salvific; according to
Christian belief, he will return at the
end of time to judge the living and the
dead, and to raise believers to eternal
lifs.20z

The idea of a sacred cosmos is one that
directly links the activities of the heavens to

the human world. The medieval conception of

the cosmos was based on the Scholastics

study of the Bible, interpreted and reinforced

by acceptable ancient texts. Unacceptable

material was deemed heretical and was
censured or destroyed. For the Medieval

scholar, the surviving texts of Aristotle acceptably supported the
Christian cosmology. The order of things and the social hierarchy were

prescribed by revelati6¡ 203 and backed by the authority of the
ancients.

The conception of the world which most of Europe was to
accept without question throughout the Middle Ages and down
to the late eighteenth century was based on Aristotle's theory of
plenitude, and was of the universe as a Great Chain of Being.
The Chain connected, through an immense number of links
ranging in hierarchical order "the meagerest kinds of
existents...through every possible grade up to...the highest
possible kind of creature, between which and the Absolute
Being the disparity was assumed te þs i¡fi¡its.zo+

The hierarchical ordering of the world (universe) included the relation of

the heavens to the earth, and the relations among animals, men, angels

202 Klemm, lnouiry. Vol l: I
203 Pþvs7-Çómez, Architecture: 1 66

20a [¡1þu¡ O. Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being. A Studv of the Historv of
an ldea (USA: Harvard University Press, 1964): 59
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and God. ln generalthe Medieval world was a harmonic cosmos related

to humans and "full of anthropomorphic connotations decipherable by

astrologY."2o5

The world picture is one of a perfectly ordered cosmos. At the
centre of the cosmos, immovable, is the eafth. Below its surface

is hell. Above the earth

Thiè member of Medieval society tivea in a waled universe as well äþ"n"t"a, which influence
as n wa ed towns' tove¡oiy iri'üYr"iJ,,iltå¡"å:?T:

three higher spheres yet,
the lowest of which carries the fixed stars. And above all is
heaven. The cosmos as a whole is spherical in shape, with
planets moving in circular orbits. Within the whole, microcosm
and macrocosm are attuned to each sfþs¡.206

The cosmological world provided the model for, and reinforced the
hierarchical structure of Medieval society. The Great Chain of Being

cosmologically defined the relations among seds, knights, lords, Kings

and Church. The church provided the system of myth and ritual, and

its own hierarchy to legitimate the

cultural mythology, and thus for the

Medieval dweller the world was "an

expression of God, symbolizing the

Trinity and embodying in its structure

a mathematical order ând harmony."zoz

Humans lived for centuries in the belief
"that the world was motionless and at

rest in the centre of the s¡iys¡ss."2o8

The essential stasis of the medieval

world, the embodied participation of

the member as world, "furnishe(d) the pattern for very specific
possibilities and modes of setting the truth of this Being...into 0
ye's¡ft.r'20e Theirs was a finite world (universe) enclosed by the

205 Pérez-G6mez, Architecture: 167

206 (16¡¡, lnquiry. Vol l: 8

2o7 l(sy¡¿, Closed World: 58

208 Vs¡¡¿¡¡, Mvth: 1 78

209 Heidegger, Technologv, "World Picture": 143, Appendix 7
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heavenly spheres. Medieval cosmology reinforced the cultural
paradigm of stasis and settlement. Through the fixed hierarchical

structure of the Great Chain of Being movement was virtually
precluded, geographically, philosophically and socially. The truths of

the church were considered eternal and unchanging. The penalty for
proposing alternatives were excommunication and death.

By suppressing movement and the possibility of the unknown, new

ideas and experiences were excluded from the life of the Medieval

dweller. Thus their world could be completely known and explained
within the structure of the Catholic church.

3.3.2 Modern Cosmology

The restless need for movement in the Modern West is

imbedded in its culture and cosmology. Modern

cosmology consists of the myth of a homogeneous

space of infinite extension with the world located in it.

Epistemology, reason and action take the place of the

conspicuously absent God. Modern culture is in its
ideal form a liberal humanist meritocracy where the

democratic order is overlaid and explained by causal

mechanistic thought and is supported by the moral

backdrop of the religion (or other) of one's choice.
Modern society, based on the actions of the human

operator, is highly individualistic. Even the relation to

the spiritual is deemed the responsibility and choice of

each person. Science, and the power of rational
thought have replaced revelation and transcendence

with the authority of the Moderns. The order of things

and the social hierarchy are now described through

observation.

The activities, experiences and observations of the explorers from the

fifteenth century on began to transform Medieval perception. This
change in perception was reflected in a revolution in European thought

which became the foundation of Modern philosophy and science. The
'crisis of European consciousness' resulted in the development of a
new cosmology which replaced the geo-anthropocentric world of Greek
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and Medieval cosmology first with a heliocentric and then later with the

centreless universe of Modern astronomy.210

The Early Modern infinite universe was unified only by the identity of

cogito Ergo sùn 
^".--^-^^ described completely by the inf inite and
Descartes

considered identical with the real space of the world.21t Within this

modern universe, the individual stood alone in the perspectival

expanse.

A series of significant events played defining roles in the creation of

Modern Society, and each highlights a particular attitude towards

Being-in-the-world. Each was the expression of a people whose
perceptual paradigm was not being addressed by the existing cultural

paradigms and mythologies.

There were various revolts

Church, by those who felt

that its doctrines did not

support their experience of

the world. The most

important of them for the
Modern was that brought

about by the followers of

the heretic theologian, Maftin

Luther. "Luther placed

against the authority of the Catholic

practical activity at the very centre of morale. Works of piety devoid of

directional energy . . . fell at once from high sslss¡¡."212 No longer the

humble spectator to the events of the world, the individual must

operate, must exercise his/her will in the expression of faith. The
responsibility and autonomy of the individual is latent in the conception

of the sacrament of contrition and person¿l ¿þselulis¡.213

210 (sy¡s, Closed World: vii

21 1 (ey¡s, Closed World: viii

212 Spengler, Decline: 165

213 $ps¡glsr, Decline: 136
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The idea that the individual was personally responsible for his or her

own actions and could, through action, personally affect his or her

relation to God, split the Catholic Church. The Medieval Catholic
cosmology could not accommodate the experience of the Modern.

"There is no distinction between space-as-depth and yyill."214

Protestantism as a reflection of the spatiality of movement provided the

metaphysicalframework for man the operator.

A generation later, Galileo, using techniques of scientific observation

and invention, challenged the entire cosmological, hierarchical order. By

implication he also challenged the entire social order. He was compelled

to recant his views by the lnquisition, but 
.:..\

for Medieval society the damage had ig,:-
already been done. For the Moderns, he 

,',

had unveiled a truth: ¡i

Galileo simultaneously desecrated
the heavens and humanized
science. He postulated a field of
unified knowledge that opposed the
ancient hierarchical scheme in which
the exactness of the heavens
regressed to the conf usion of
earthly lif e. By connecting
mathematics to experience, Galileo
f ounded modern quantitative
ssis¡çs.215

Galileo proposed that the earth as well as the heavens were governed

by the same immutable laws, and that its phenomena could be studied

as an exact science. His was a new ideal of intelligibility which would
eventually encompass the totality of human knowledge.216 "Jþs

epistemological revolution he ushered in would one day wear the

mantle of positivism and later sçis¡lis¡.r'217

René Descartes was a young contemporary of Galileo. His definition

of extended space, and of the kind of lone, free individual who could

214 $ps¡glsr, Decline: 1 62

21s Çu5ds¡f cited in Pérez-Gómez, Architecture: 1 66

21 6 pþ¡s7-Çómez, Architecture: 166, 167

217 Pþ¡s7-Çómez, Architecture: 167
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occupy it, are the first specific expression of the space of the operator.

It is the space of activity, of freedom, of movement. lt is the space of

the traveller.

Descartes brought an end to the Aristotelian tradition which held
that space and time were among those categories which
facilitated the naming and classing of the evidence of the
senses . . . space . . . entered the realm of the absolute. As
subject opposed to object, as res extensa opposed to and
present to res cogitas, space came to dominate by containing
them, all senses and all þefliss.218

Descartes clearly formulated the principles of the new science, with its

dream o'f de reductione sclentae ad mathemitican, and of the new

mathematicalcosmology.2le fþs¡e was to be nothing in the Modern

world but matter and motion. Teleological conceptions and
explanations had no place or value in physical science and

mathematics. The nature of a body does not consist in the fact that it
has the attributes of hardness, heaviness or colour, but in that as

matter, it is a substance which is extended in length, breadth, and

depth.220 ïo speak of matter as spatially extended is to speak of the

awareness of spatiality in general, that is, of distance and of space.

(B)odies separated by nothing would be in contact... lf there is
separation and distance, this distance is a length, breadth or
depth of something; of substance or matter. A subtle 'matter',
but just as real and material as the gross matter of which trees
and stones ¿y¿ y¡1¿Q¿."221

With the identification of extension and matter comes the rejection of the

limitations and finiteness of space. "To assign boundaries is false and

contradictory- we cannot posit a limit without transcending it in this very

act. We have to acknowledge that the real world is infinite or
i¡flsfi¡i{s"222

It was in the context of the traveller, the free individual knowing the

218 Lefebvre, Production: l

219 Koyre, Closed World: 99

220 l(sy¡¿, Closed World: 100

221 Koyre, Closed World: '104

222 l{6y¡¿, Closed World: 104
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world, and the roving eye (l) which geometrically orders the world to
allow movement and observation that Descartes wrote. His

ruminations reflect the awareness that man can operate, must operate
to fully express the Glory of God through fulfilling the potential of man.

Descartes' god is not symbolized by the things he created. He does

not express himself in them. There is no analogy

between God and the world. The only exception is

our soul: a pure mind, a being, a substance of which

all essence consists in thought, a mind endowed with

the intelligence to grasp the idea of God, and of the

infinite (which is innate to it).zzs

Modern 0 philosophy faced for the first time
the problem of defining the relationship
between a perceiving subject and the object
of his attention. Man was no lonqer an integral
non-differentiated part of the" hierarchical
totality; he was isolated from the world and
other indiviiu¿ls.22a

&**,' tiia- ,:¡(

This is the human condition of the Modern. lt is the awareness of the

self in space based on the perceptual mode of being of motility. The
stage had been set. The space of action had been defined, and the

mode of action had been identified. The actor had been freed from the

restrictions of stasis. All that remained was for a significant figure to

begin to operate.

lsaac Newton's Natural Philosophy was predicated on the existence of

an "independent, geometrical and absolute space and time." ln his "The

Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy", observed phenomena

from the world of everyday life are explained as relations of geometrical

bodies in an abstract, empty and truly infinite space."22s .Newton

combined the astronomical postulations of Galileo (and Kepler?) with

the philosophical speculations of Descartes in order to give a

description of the lived world based on the perception of space given

through movement. The behaviour of the world could be deduced

223 l(sy¡s, Closed World: 100

22a Pþ¡s7-Çómez, Architecture: i 66

22s $ps¡glsr, Decline: 79
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through induction and experims¡l¿lis¡.226

The establishment of a connection between mathematical theory and

the experience of the world, was perceived as the final refutation of

traditional metaphysics.22T fl1¿ texts of Aristotle were replaced by the
'book of nature', described with immutable geometric figures and

numbers.22s The shift in the cultural paradigm from stasis to movement

was accompanied by a philosophical shift of the mind trom'theoria'lo
'praxis',from'scientia contemplativia'Io 'scientia activiet operativa'.lIis
the transformation from spectator to owner and master of nature.22e fs¡
pre-modern thought, it would have been sacrilegious to imagine that the

world, a living and divine being , could be improved by human actions,

however, "once the tools of physico-mathematical intelligibility were

forged, science became the dominant ethos."230 W¡th its implication of

the distance between objects and mind, this joining of the practical and

the theoretical dimensions of knowledge transformed the previously

contemplalive orbis doctrinae into an instrument of power.23t And

naturally it was in the study of movement, "in the field of mechanics-
defined by Boyle as 'the application of mathematics to produce or

modify movement in the bodies'- that number conceived as a technical
instrument merged with natural science, thereby producing the first

functionalization of reality and endowing the human mind with the
effective power to dominate ¡¿lls¡"232

lmmanuel Kant represents the threshold of the Modern era in the West.

His summary and observations and critique of previous philosophers

and human experience provided a mature and coherent expression of

how Moderns were to operate in the world. For Kant, space is the'a
priori'form of perception. His is an assertion of the Supremacy of the

226 Spengfer, Decline: 77

227 Spengler, Decline: 77

228 $ps¡glsr, Decline: 77

229 Koyre, Closed World: vii

230 (6y¡s, Closed World: 168
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Soul over the alien; the ego, through the form, is to rule the world. The
expression of the ego in perspective, subjects things to the'l'which in
ordering comprehends them , and who in choosing the distance asserls

domain.233

ln the one hundred and forty years between Descartes' radical
declaration of man as individual in a space of extension and Kant's

declaration that space exists a priori as the playing field, as it were,

ready for man's domination, most of Western society had made the

perceptual shift to the Modern. ln 1781, when Kant published his

Critique of Pure Reason the American Revolution was almost over, and

the French Revolution would begin within ten years. Positivism
enthusiastically believed in:

...the infinite capacity of
human reason to control,
dominate and put to
work the forces of nature
that had so tar
intimidated men. Thus
inspired man could think
(and perhaps still does)
that there would come a
day when nothing in his
life or his whole world
would remain hidden to
¡g¿99¡.234

There is no longer room for metaphysical meaning in this ordering of the

universe. The unification and uniformization of its contents and laws

becomes a self-evide¡l f¿st235 subject to observation and description.

The new self-consciously Modern awareness spurred "an

extraordinary intellectual effort...to develop objective science, universal

morality and law, and autonomous aft according to their inner logic."z:0

Enlightenment thought came to be expressed in Liberal Humanism.
lnitially a product of the Protestant sea-going nations such as Holland

and England, it stood for religious toleration, and "valued commerce and

233 $ps¡gler, Decline: 162
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industry, and favoured the rising middle class rather than the monarchy

or the aristocracy."237 l-iþs¡¿lism tended toward democracy tempered

by the rights of property. lt was inherently humanist in its assumption
"that all men are born equal and that their subsequent inequality is a
product of circumstances."23B "Humanism...is a moral-aesthetic
anthropology; (a) philosophical interpretation of men which explains

', , '

A good law'must be.good for everyone. entirety, f rom the standpoint of men

': (in ptànning'the FrenCh revolution)' and in relation 16 ¡¿¡."239

"Doctrines of equality, liberty, faith in intelligence (once

allowed the benefits of education), and universal reason

¿þeu¡flsi."240 ln less liberal (more static) countries these

doctrinesweretransmittedthroughtheinternationalsecret
societies such as the Masonic Lodges or were published 

,,1

under pseudonyms. Ultimately these became the working

ambitions in the several democratic revolutions which would

take place. ,'

The fact that the Age of Enlightenment and the Age of the
Explorer occur simultaneously is not just coincidental. The

spatial paradigm provided by the open movement on the

sea found its expression in the liberal doctrine of the

Enlightenment which questioned traditional beliefs and
prejudices. Unlimited movement in space was followed by

the desire for unhindered movement of ideas, goods, and
people. While Captains Cook and Vancouver were out

charting the unknown islands and Coastlines of the Pacific,

the architects of the American and French Revolutions were

Enlightenment ideals from theory to practice.

moving

The scientific domination of nature promised freedom from
security, want, and the arbitrariness of natural calamity. The

237 $s¡¡¡¿nd Russell, A Histor)¡ of Western Philosophy 16th Printing (USA:
Simon & Schuster, 1945): 597

238 Russell, Philosophv: 597

239 Heidegger, Technology "World Picture":1 33
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development of rational modes of thought promised liberation
from the irrationalities of myth, religion, superstition, release from
the arbitrary use of power as well as from the dark side of our
own human natures... Enlightenment thought 0 embraced the
idea of progress and actively sought that break with history and
tradition which modernity espouses. lt...sought the
demystification and desacrilization of knowledge and social
organization in order to liberate human beings from their
çþ¿i¡s.2a1

Modern cosmology reinforces the cultural paradigm of motility and

movement. The humanist meritocracy demands that the individual

move and perform, that moral value exists only in human action. Truths

are defined based on experimentation and observation. Alternative

truths will be absorbed if they can be proven. Faith is viewed with

suspicion because it is inherently unprovable, and there has been a

continuous decline in interest in the church since the inception of the
modern era. Because of emphasis on movement and the exploration of

the unknown, new ideas and experiences are fundamental to the Being

of the modern individual. The modern world is known and explained

within the structure of scientific thought, which is based on the
perceptual mode of Being of the traveller.

3.3.3 Medieval Art

Medieval aft is quite different from Modern representational art. Judged

from Modern standards, these works often appear awkward and

', tlinè'àn*òlrk|ttnu'l¡tl¡¿¿tu,etgesa,dthe,:absence consistency to Medieval art which

'of aworldþicture'ln,that,age,bà|ongtogèlher::," indicates that it is a complete and
. ' ..... ...:..' ....,.'

cultural parameters of that era. lt is a valid representational form based

on criteria which the modern does not share. Medieval art is the

unselfconscious reflection of the cultural experiences, perceptions and
parameters of society in the Middle Ages. As the reflection of culture, aft

graphically depicts the mode of Being-in-the-world of its culture.
Medieval representation presents its subjects with a sense of narrative

immediacy, a tactile interconnectedness between aftist, subject matter

241 D. Harvey, Postmodernit)¡: 1 2
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and viewer2¿z which describes an embodied and areal perception of the
world. lts parameters are expressed in the hierarchical and value laden

symbolic structure which it presents and reinforces.

The objects depicted in Medieval art are easily recognizable in their

objectness, but they are
described and arranged for criteria

unlike those of Modern
representation. The Modern

viewer, used to photographs,

perspective paintings, television

and computers, tends to find
Medieval work "not realistic", that

is, as not portraying reality. Medieval art, however, did not participate

in a geometrical representation of space.

[The Medieval artist] believed that he could render what he saw
before his eyes convincingly by representing what it felt like to
walk about, experiencing structures almost tactilely from many
different sides, rather than from a single overall vantage.z+s

The painting 'St. John the Baptist in the Wilderness' by Giovanni di

Paolo is a mature late Medieval work of fifteenth century Sienna. To a
viewer expecting a snapshot moment in time this work might appear

nonsensical and meaningless. lt might be dismissed as an early
attempt to portray depth, as if the painter were somehow incompetent

and would have produced a three-dimensional work if only he could
have figured out how. This, however is the work of a master, which

was pedectly acceptable to his contemporaries as representing lived

reality. lt is a work laden with meaning which spoke to members of

Medieval culture in a way that it does not speak to members of the

Modern.

The reality that Medieval art expresses is based on the paradigm of

stasis, whereas the reality that Modern representation portrays is
based on the paradigm of movement. They are each the expression of

242 Katherine D. Fluck, "Medieval Topics: Perception, Rhetoric, and
Representation in the Middle Ages" (Canada: Dissertation, Dept. Of
Architecture, McGill University, 1990): 40
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a specific view of space.244 The issue of depicting the exact
geographic relationship between objects through a mathematization of

space simply does not come up in a static culture. Perspectival
representation would have had little meaning in the expression of the

value-laden and hierarchical space given to experience.

It is self-evident that the space of perception, the space of
vision and touch, does not coincide with the space of pure
mathematics, that there is indeed a thoroughgoing divergence
between the two. We require a particular reversal of
perspective, a negation of what seems immediately given in
sensory perception before we can arrive at the'logical space'
of pure mathematics.
Euclidian space is characterizedby the three basic attributes of
continuity, infinity and uniformity. But all these attributes run
counter to the character of sensory perception. Perception does
not know the concept of infinity; from the very outset it is
confined within certain spatial limits imposed by our faculty of
perception. And in connection with perceptual space we can no
more speak of homogeneity than of infinity. The ultimate basis
of the homogeneity of geometric space is that all its elements,
the'points' which are joined in it, are mere determinations of
position, possessing no independent content of their own
outside of this relation, this position they occupy in relation to
each other. Their reality is exhausted in their reciprocal relation: it
is a purely functional and not a substantial reality24s
[H]omogeneous space is never given space, but space
produced by construction; and indeed the geometrical concept
of homogeneity can be expressed by the postulate that from
every point in space it must be possible to draw similar figures
in all directions and magnitudes. Nowhere in the space of
immediate perception can this postulate be fulfilled.z¿0

Until the start of the age of movement and the Renaissance,
perspectival representation was considered simply a form of optical

ilhrsis¡2a7 and not as representative of reality. Reality was represented

by value-laden narrative works in which the viewer could experience

the events portrayed as an active participant, not as a distant voyeur.

When Medieval art portrays an event as taking place in a geographic

location, the locale represented is Medieval. The contemporary
portrayal of biblical events

immediacy in which is seen

244 Panofsky, Symbolic: 41

Zas Ç¿55i¡s¡, Svmbolic Forms:
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Medieval 6ul{u¡s.2aB

Narrative in painting is an expression of a subjective relation between

observer and observed. The story is 'told' in a sequence of events
and the participant viewer is led through the action. There is no sense

of linear time, of having captured a moment. The unfolding of buildings,

showing both inside and outside, front and back, portrays space

received as experienced. The duplication of figures as they are
portrayed performing the various significant acts in their story gives the

viewer a direct participatory role in experiencing the event as it occurs.

Paolo's'St. John' is a narrative work which

describes the saint leaving civilization to
go to the desert where he would perform

baptisms and prepare for the one who
would baptize by fire. ln order to share the

story of St. John's travel the saint is

depicted twice, once leaving an obviously

Gothic settlement, the second time, higher

in the painting, about to enter a rocky

wilderness. The figure of St. John is the

same size in both locations on the
path.The path is shown as if in plan, an
'S' shape curving up the side of the
painting. Juxtaposed with the symbolic
religious theme, in a hierarchical manner, is

a representation at a much smaller scale of

the pastoral Medieval Siennese
countryside and a Medieval town. Paolo

expresses the complete integration of

religion and life without any sense of

historicity. The uncritical description of

biblical events occurring in the
contemporary present shows the perceptual relationship of the static

Medieval inhabitant to time and place.

With the areal perception of the settler, the world in its signs and

manifestations exists and has meaning particularly for humans. The

248 Plu6k, "Medieval Topics": 72
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objects of the world are "known" to the settler; they are present and

.. ..:

r nere De-tnree nmes: a present of th¡ngs past, perceived and experienced through
(memoryl a:present of things presenl (sight), and:, tactile interaction, with the perception
a preseht or thinsstruture' 

';:PrÏ#:') 
', 

' ' ' of things become. ln the embodied

cinr"'iøn"' Book x' 
ilï::ï:;:H::ïi:#::î';:

artist, the subject matter and the viewer. "[T]he Medieval artist is not

outside the scene he paints."24e The subject is absolutely related to
the actual, philosophical and spiritual experience to the society, and the

viewer participates actively in immediate involvement with the finished
work.

Premodern theories of vision ascribed to the gaze a kind of tactile
consideration. The object perceived would physically affect the eye.

"Aristotle believed the form and colour of visible objects moved' the
transparent medium in the presence of light, which in turn'moved'the
eye and caused sight."250 Medieval vision theory held that "the eye

and external media became parl of a homogeneous chain" which linked

the viewer and the viewed. This engaged and active nature of vision
was part of the same chain of Being that defined all Medieval life: the

relationship to others, to society, to the environment and to things.zst

Saint Augustine considered there to be a symbolic relationship, a Visual

ïrinity, between the Visible, the Attention of the Mind, and the Act of
\,risie¡.252 "Perception is an act of creation-the viewer facts] as an

active principle to the form and essence of the work-completing the

trinity."zss Antique optical theory recognized that in the physical

249 Fluck, "Medieval Topics": 49

250 flu6k,"[4edieval Topics": 41

251 flll6k, "Medieval Topics": 41

252 fluçk,"N4edieval Topics": 41

253 Husll, "Medieval Topics": 43
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act of seeing, distortions are built in, that "straight lines are seen as
curved and curved as straight."254 f¡çlifl's Eighth theorem addresses

this discrepancy. He states: "The apparent
difference between two equal magnitudes
perceived f rom unequal distances is

determined not by the ratio of distances, but

by the ratio of the angles of vision."255

Medieval perspectival projection thus
operated from the tactile premise of the
curvature of the eye by using a sphere of

projection. The use of a compass point as the

centre of projection provides the means to
produce the embodied perspectival illusionism

of antique world. Vitruvius: "OmniLtm linearium ad circini centrum

responsus."256 $y this means the vanishing axis or fishbone method of
perspective is produced. This tactile method of reproducing the

structure of the eye in representation was a common Medieval
technique. With this technique, the medieval artist employed a
convention that most modern viewers are quite critical of and which

they have used to argue a theory of perspectival evolution, implying

that medieval artists simply hadn't yet
determined how to create perspective.

A second medieval convention is the
portrayal of objects spatially with receding

lines that diverge. These diverging lines

occur too regularly for us to assume that they

are the result of ineptitude. They are
representative of a certain understanding of

being-in-the-world. "lf the artist understands

his ability as reaching out to touch the

things-he will draw with rays issuing from his eyes, the edges of

things diverging along the same straight lines as the rays." A depiction

of this sorl is made "from an understanding of vision which truly beheld

25a P¿¡6f5lay, Svmbolic: 34

2ss Panofsky, Symbolic: 34

2sG C¡ted in Panofsky, Svmbolic: 37
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Man is looked upion by. thaf,which',is.
, Heidegger

the scene within the tactile gaze of the eyes."257 ln addition to the
reverse perspective, medieval paintings often have a gold or patterned

screen as a backdrop to the scene being portrayed, rather than any
indication of location. This is

interpreted as the Divine Presence,

the eye of God which sees and

surrounds all. lf the gold screen is

conceived as the Eye of God, then the focal point of the reverse

perspective would appear in front of the picture, at the location of the

human observer. lf the perspective is correct for God, then the human

observer is actually included within the

scope of the work and is being viewed

by the eye of Qsi.258

ïhe parameters within which the

interconnected and embodied perception

of the Medieval dweller was at home are

reflected in the hierarchical arranging of

characters and events in the visual
narrative. ïhe framework of the Great
Chain of Being provided the conceptual

structure within which all things were
categorized. The events portrayed had

complex layers of meaning which
transcended the actual story printed. Value-laden information such as

piety, divine goodness, transcendence, saintliness, etc., would define
the relative importance of each of the characters and events. Value

was described by such devices as a hierarchical arranging of figures,

their relative size and placement in the image describing their
importance. The most important figures were portrayed as the largest,

regardless of their intended geographical positioning within the image.

The most important characters were invariably biblical figures, although

occasionally high-ranking members of the church or aristocracy would

be represented interacting with the hallowed biblical figures. ln this

way the hierarchical separation between the aristocracy and the

2s7 Fluck, "Medieval Topics": 40

2s8 Pérez-Gómez, unpublished lectures
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commoners was reinforced, the aristocrat obviously belonging higher on

the Great Chain, high enough to interact with the saints directly.

Biblical figures could always be distinguished
from one another and from the profane by their

symbolic and iconographic representation.
Each was carefully defined through symbolic

colours, articles, or attributes. The blue mantle

of the virgin Mary, the arrows of Saint
Sebastian, or the lion with the thorn of Saint
Jerome give to these figures an eternal and

unchanging presence. Their idea transcends

any local representation, so that their actual

physical appearance is incidental. They could

easily be recognized by anyone due to their attributes. The

unchanging experience of the known, the experience of the settler,
found its reflection in the eternal presence of the saints.

As a reflection of the culture of the Middle Ages, medieval afi describes

a way of being where boundedness, place, role and religion are all

integrated in a complex weave. Time is inseparable from the person,

and the person as dweller is inseparable from place. Place is the

centre of the world. Medieval art is the reflection of a culture with the
perceptual paradigm of stasis.

3.3.4 Modern Perspectival Art

Perspectival representation springs from the

desire to accurately portray the world in its
spatial relationships.. Through its roots in
Ptolemaic cartography, perspective drawing

can be used, like mapping and surveying, to

describe the world geographically, that is, the

geographic relation of one object or place to
another. As the traveller can 'know' the

destination and can control and predict the
future through the awareness of the location

and route, so the viewer of a perspectival

drawing can'know'the area being represented and can control and

predict the future through prescriptive depiction. The perspectival

image is considered a slice of reality where the "imagined space now
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reaches out in all directions beyond the represented space" so that it is
"precisely the finiteness of the picture (that) makes possible the

infiniteness and continuity of space."2ss

The operating principle of fixed perspectival representation relies on

Ptolemy's transcendent viewer. Perspective drawings, oil painting, and
photography all describe the world from a single unblinking eye.260 The

neutralizing grid excludes subjective or value laden esoteric in order to
describe the measurable physical properties of object which can be

organized in a democratic discursive ¡¡¿¡¡s¡.261 ln the religious-

humanist society of Renaissance Europe, perspective came to
symbolize "a harmony between regularities in optics and God's r¡yill"262

By depicting scenes in perspective, the harmony with natural law

underscored "man's moral responsibility within God's geometrically

ordered universe"263 As humanism displaced religion as the medium for

cultural meaning, the religious underpinnings fell away from perspective

and the allegedly objective optical order came to explain reality. By the

nineteenth century, "...perspectivism became a true form of
subjectivism and

was adopted as a

universal prototype

of knowledge."

Perspective explains the perceptual field of the traveller, of the member

of modern culture. As a 'symbolic form' in which "spiritual meaning is

attached to a concrete, material sign and is intrinsically given to this

sign," 264 perspective is representative of the experience and
aspirations of the traveller. The truth of the traveller consists of that

which can be seen. Space without place knows no value judgement

beyond choice. Any relation to hierarchy of significance is expressed

2s9 Panofsky, Svmbolic: 60

260 f/¿¡¡i¡ Jay "The Scopic Regimes of Modernity" Vision and Visualit)¡.
Discussions in Contemporaq¡ Culture No. 2 ed. Hal Foster (USA: Bay
Press,l 988): 6

261 flLrçk, "Medieval Topics": 22

262 i¿y, "Scopic" Vision: 6

263 fig¿¡¡en, Rediscover)¡: 56

26a P¿¡ef5fty, Symbolic : 14
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through the positioning of the viewer. Any attempt at portrayal that
does not respect geometric perspectival laws is regarded as a lie,

inadmissible or just simply wrong.

Piero Della Francesca's "The Flagellation" c. 1460 is a classic example

of the sudden primacy of perspectival truth. The biblical event of the
flagellation of Christ is portrayed

with mathematical accuracy.
Unlike medieval representation,

where the Christ figure, as the

most important, would be largest

regardless of geographical
positioning, in this portrayal not

only Christ but the entire sacred

event is relegated to the'back'of
the represented space. Christ is in fact the smallest figure in the
painting. The three largest figures in the foreground have not even

been identified by art historia¡s. 265 The narrative event is no longer

one of shared contemporary participation. lt is a mathematically ordered,

historically situated vignette to be viewed voyeuristically in 'real

space'.

Thus what was taken as optical illusion in the mythico-religious
embodiment of medieval Europe, became the expression of objective

truth and knowledge in the spatio-temporal detachment of the Modern

West. lt is the truth upon which Descartes founded the principles of

rationality that became integrated into the ideals of the Enlightenment.

The identity assumed between seeing and picturing gave

representation the power of the bearer of all truth. Picturing was thought

of as a way of seeing rather than a way of visualizing in perspective

"6¡s1¡uç1i9¡. 
266

Perspectival representation "best expressed the 'natural' experience of

sight valorized by the scientific world yis¡,ry". 267 There was an

assumed equivalence between observation and the natural yys¡1fl.268

26s tr1i56¡ Cole, Perspective (USA: Dorling Kindersly lnc, 1992): 19

266 Aps¡5, Describing: 49

267 J¿y, Vision "Scopic": 5

268 J¿y, Vision "Scopic": 5
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The ret¡nia is painted wílh
visibte things

the co;loured

, Kepler

For four hundred years the structural and optical principles of the
camera obscura were the paradigm "through which was described the

status and possibilities of an observer." They acted as "a model for

how observation leads to truthful

. inf erences about an externalrays or: , world"zog lt is the central idea within
' Descartes "Dioptrics', Locke's

"Essay on Human Understanding', Leibnitz's critique of Locke, as well

as a major position in the work of Kepler and Newt6¡.270 "fs¡
Descartes, the camera obscura was a
demonstration of how an observer can know

the world 'uniquely by the perception of the

mind." z71 The human mind is conceived in this

model "as an inner space in which clear and

distinct ideas passed in review before and

inner eye."272l(splsy "defined the operation of

the eye not as The species slipping through

the eye into the brain, 'rather he proposed that

a picture of the world is cast onto the retina; as

the pictura"273 l(6pls¡ ignored the embodiment

of vision and the question of how we see by

simply dealing with the optical mechanism of the eye and describing

what we sss. 274 This model for vision coincides exactly with the
positioned monocular mathematical space portrayed in perspective

drawing. Dürer's conception of perspective was that of "a planar cross

section through the visual pyramid"2Ts with the apex at the eye.

Artificial or linear perspective "is a system for representing three

269 J6¡¿¡þ¿n Crary, "Modernizing Vision" Vision and Visuality. Discussions
in Contemporary Culture No. 2 ed. Hal Foster (USA: Bay Press,'1988): 31

?7o Ç¡¿ry, Vision "Modernizing": 31

?71 Çç¿¡y, Vision "Modernizing": 31

272 Ç¡2vy, Vision "Modernizing": 31

273 Aps¡5, Describing: 36

274 {lps¡5, Describing: 35

27s P¿¡ef5fty, S)¡mbolic: 2B
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'' .. ' 't.Albe¡ti's'mèthodl' ,...::"'; :' ,:, '.,. ' .:' t t 
'

1. "Alberti based his system on the height of a
human f igure. tle set this height ãt thre"
" bì ¡ a'c c h i a',,,:'1 ( 2¡ :,' f!|e n a'i s s,a n¡Cé:,',.': u n it: : o f 

,

measurement)'... Having drawn a rectangular picture
a re a, w h i eh Atbþ rt¡ ¡ m a:g i n e d' 4s : án,,opi e p,, wí ndow, h e,

divided the ground line into scaled bracchia. Next he
fixed the centra! vanishing point by drawing a
vertical !íne three bracchia hígh from the centre of
the ground line..we then drew lines -'orthagonals' -
joining the ground line divisions to the vanishing
point."

2. Next he "...drew a separate side view, showing the
p¡cture from the plane edge. He then divided the
g¡ound, pl2¡1e into ,biacchia;,;'!, fiXed ,;the,, ,viþwiryg,
,distance,;io:his choice and fixed the vigwel height:;at:
s.biacchia:' :'Nex.I he drèw the vìsua! rays':frotm the
rliàwpoini; to tné' divislons, al lhe g raund ;p1"r",1,,,, .,,',.. .:'. .:. . . ;

3. "The po¡nts at wh¡ch the visual rays cross the
piCtpre:plane, are,then',projected'aqoss lo:'the first
s,tag e :: 

c o l'li èt ry clj o n,,':'... c re ati n g a f o re s h o rt é n e d,

checkg,¡sfl, paugmen\ The .lhorizoìn' line' is drawn
th ro u g h' ih e'van i shi n g' p o i nt, : p a ràI le I with' the pictu re .

base. Atberti recommended drawing a diagonal line
from,the,boltom'left ttile\.to the farright to cheCk the
const ructi o n's acc u racy. "

dimensional space on a flat sudace."276 Modern perspectival projection

operates from the abstract premise of the omniscient viewer, through

and by whose s¡ngle unblinking
eye a

mathematically
or geometrically

exact world is

received and

can therefore be

presented. The convention of

perspective is unique to European

representation. "lt is like a beam

from a lighthouse only instead of

light travelling outward,
appearances travel in...Everything

converges on the eye as to the

vanishing point of infinily.ztt

The technical development of

modern perspective systems
occurred simultaneously with the

technical developments in

cartography. The same forces

which changed the artist's view of

the visible world sent man to
confront the unknown terrestrial world, and closing the latitudinal circle to

discover his own planet.zze These were both assisted by Ptolomey's

maker to imagine the eyes of the viewer at a specific point away form

the globe.

276 Çsl¿, Perspective: 5

277 jshn Berger, Ways of Seeing (England: Penguin Books Ltd, 1972):16

?78 Edgarton, Rediscoverv: i 22
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4. l'Hauing cle,ated a flat ,.pauement of tiles
stretching into the distance, Albe¡ùi could position
gbjgcts"uqing his'one', brac'chia' : to', a - l¡le'saale.'
He drew'thè;,base (floorplan):of the'o:bjeçt onto a
squared grid and then transformed it onto the
perspective grid,, A,n,object's he¡ght, af the f ¡amed'
back, could be then plotted using measurements
takenaiross.thefloor,'j..........'.:...:

What Ptolomy ... proceeded to explain is almost a clear-cut
linear perspective project¡on based on geometric principles.
This indeed, is the first recorded instance of anybody - scientist
or artist - giving instructions on how to make a picture based on
a projection from a single point representing the eye of an
individual human þsþsljs¡. 27e

Possibly coached by Paolo Toscanelli about Ptolemy's method, Fillipo

Brunelleschi in 1425

made the first linear

perspective pictures

since antiquity,
showing the Baptisty

of Florence and the

Massaccio painted the Trinity fresco in Santa Maria Novella, Florence,

which is the first surviving picture constructed according to a linear
perspective system. ln 1436 Leon Battiste Alberti wrote his treatise on

painting; the first written description of how to draw a linear perspective

sg¡sl¡gsliq¡. 280

"intercisione della piramide visiua - permits the construction of closed

spaces, the development of free landscape scenery and the 'correct'

employment and measurement of the individual objects found
lþg¡gi¡"281

Perspectival representation creates room for the depicted bodies to
expand plastically and to move gesturally. 282 lt portrays the

relationship that a traveller has with the world, it "creates distance
between human beings and thing*$s

By subjecting the represented spaørd objects to exact mathematical

rules perspective makes these things contingent upon human beings.

The distancing and objectifying of phenomena is the manifestation of

the human struggle f6¡ 6s¡l¡sl.28a lt is "...a consolidation and

27e Edgarton Rediscoveq¡U 1 04

2Bo Edgarton, Rediscoverv: xvii

281 P¿¡6f5fty, Symbolic: 63

282 p3¡ef5fty, S!¡mbolic: 67

283 P¿¡6f5fty, Svmbolic: 67

284 Panofsky, Svmbolic: 67
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systemization of the external world, and an extension of the domain of
the self."28s The modern perspectival aftíst stands outside the scene of

painting. The subject is consciously
chosen to represent a clear
relationship with the viewer or owner

and spectator, disassociated from the

work except by the gaze. It is an

objective relation between observer

and observed, portrayed through a
frozen moment in time. lt is no longer

participatory, the story has been
captured. Time has been captured.

Modern painting operates in self conscious historical awareness.
Biblical scenes are no longer contemporary with society, their

costuming, locations and architecture are consciously historicized.
Modern scenes celebrate humanism and the rising epistemology.

Secular representations range from portrayals of civic power and pride,

to territory subject to control, to portraits showing the wealth and

success of the self through acquisition and exploration.

These representatÌons are descriptive, and through describing,
celebrate the power of knowledge achieved in picturing, and the power

of man, the individual as a result of that knowledge.

3.3.5 Medieval Urban Form

Urban form is a cultural manifestation which is the built expression of

the experience and aspirations, both individually and culturally, of the

members of that culture. lt is the expression of the Body in its activities.

lndividual experience and aspirations are expressed in the'common
sense' of day to day activities and are made manifest in

unselfconscious existential space. Cultural experience and aspirations

are expressed through myth and symbolism and are made manifest in
mythological or self-consciously symbolic space.286 which pofirays the

28s P¿¡6f5[y, Symbolic: 70

286 Lefebvre, Production: 1 20
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(E)very co:nstruction or fab¡ication'has the
as a. paraQigmatic,model..-the archetype of
creative human gesture.

"permanence and order of the cosmos to fragile human beings."2B7 The

structure of Medieval society was feudal consisting of a mix of local

aristocracies, with the all-pervasive Catholic church. The experiential,
.. . :-.: or unselfconscious urban
cosmogony , forms consisted of housing
everv"',"'! . and shops clustered in or

..': ' . ..:
' ,:' ' . :, 

1' ',, around a symbolic structure

of security. The self-consciously symbolic spaces and forms consisted

of the castle or tower and wall, and the church. The symbols of security
powedully represented the existing social 6¡fls¡.288

Medieval city form was meant to be

visually experienced as the meaning

giving centre in an unpredictable world.

Approaching a city, the dominant accent

of the skyline was the architecture of

sacred buildings, the church, and then

that of secular security, the baronial
levv6¡s.28e ïhe urban fabric of medieval

towns was the simple expression of

the experiential use of space. No

attempt was made to order the realm of

the profane "except perhaps on the

occasion of religious celebrations when

the ideal geometric order was made

manifest in the structure and staging of

a mystery play."2e0 The terrestrial realm of man was cosmologically

identified with mutability and decay, with no possible hope of emulating

the pedection of the celestial realm. lts representation in urban form was

"primarily the hierarchical, qualitatively differentiated structure of places

287 Tuan, Topophilia: i 50

288 $pi¡e Kostof, The Cit)¿ Shaped. Urban Patterns and Meanings Through
Histoq¡ (Canada: Little, Brown & Company (Canada)Ltd, 199'l):280

2Be Kostof, Citv Shaped: 1Bi

29o Pþ¡s7-Ç6mez, Architecture: I i 4
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given to Pêlcêption."2e1

The symbolic secular order represented by the strength of the castle

and wall were extensions of the experiential space of the inhabitant.
Although the aristocracy were at the top of the human hierarchy, no

attempt was made to bridge the distance
to the transcendent. The secular buildings

do not try to impose order on the world
through geometric relationship. ln the

Great Chain of Being the distance
between the highest earthly manifestation

and the transcendent was infinite.

"(ï)he symbolic order revealed by

architecture concerned fundamentally the

cathedral, the City of God, the only
immutable and transcendent building."zsz

The soaring verticality of the Medieval

church, the arches, towers and buttresses

are pure mathematics in stone,2e3
representing perfection and harmony

through geometry, proportion and scale. "The medieval cathedral was

meant to be experienced; it was a dense text to be read with devout

attention, and not an architectural form to be merely seen"zs+ lt was
seldom possible to see the total structure from a distance. As a
destination it was visible on the skyline, but in the town, the paths of

the streets had to be followed, the buildings blocking the distant view.

The arrival at the centre of town, the square in front of the church was a
properly dramatic event, symbolizing the expression of place.

Medieval urban form is the expression of a static culture of settlers, of

291 P(¡¿7-Çômez, Architecture: 1 14

292 P(¡s7-Ç6mez, Architecture: 1 14

293 Spengler, Decline: 44

294 l¿ln, Topophilia: 1 37
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dwellers. Those who "remain, to stay in a place"2s5 $sfllsrnent is the

delineating of an area, of a place. ln building the settler gathers the

world and gives meaning to place.zs6 Medieval space was experiential

and limited and always directly linked to place. Defining a place is the

setting of a limit, a boundary, "that from which something begins its
essential unfolding." There was a power ascribed to boundary, within

which was the presencing of the human world. The city wall as

boundary involved a greater power than simple defense from human

attack. "Medieval walls were ritually consecrated as a defense against
the devil, sickness ¿¡fl fls¿fþ."2e7

Settling somewhere- building a
village or merely a house-
represents a serious decision, for
the very existence of man is
involved; he must in short, create
his own world...Habitations are not
lightly changed, for it is not easy to
abandon s¡ g'g \¡'/q¡1cl.298

Building is the act of dwelling and is the manner in which mortals are on

{þs s¿¡[þ.2se The act of building, of representing , of defining the

existence of man in space through architecture and afi is a revealing,

the bringing fofth of the true into the þs¿utiful.300

Medieval towns came into being for a variety of reasons. Some were

Roman towns, reorganized over time to reflect the Medieval cultural
paradigms. Others were indigenous settlements which maintained and
grew. Many were formed by the late Medieval tradition of new town

building by the aristocracy, and others simply grew up around a parish

or castle.30l Morphologically these towns all share traits, with churches,

295 llsif,sgger, Basic "Building": 326

296 llsidggger, Basic "Building": 330

297 Eliade, Sacred: 50

298 Eliade, Sacred: 56

299 Heidegger Basic "Building": 326

300 þfsidsgger, Basic Writinos "Concerning Technology": 293

301 Sp¡ro Kostof,
Oxford University

A Historv of Architecture: Settings and Rituals (USA:
Press, i 985): 349
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towers, fortifications and castles the most easily recognized. Most
towns also included town halls, guild halls, granaries, bridges and

elaborately decorated gates.302 These structures punctuated a dense

and continuous residential fabric. Except for streets, the square, and

small backyard gardens there was very little open area. Topologically,

however, Medieval towns share few similarities. Viewed in plan, these

towns are organized over any number of patterns, such as radial

plans, linear plans, or grids.

Regardless of their individual manifestations, they all express the
bounded and finite way of being of the settler. All Medieval urban form

shares the trait of containment, of

boundary, whether through walls,

moats, canals, or through common

agricultural land. They also all

express the idea of path and

destination, which is the relation of

dweller to place. From the boundary,

through the gate, decorated as an

event of arrival, the street winds through the town and leads to a
destination, generally an open square of some kind. This may be the

location of the church, market, or town hall, but it is always the meaning-
giving locus. The square is where the process of discovery comes to a

conclusion and movement is stopped. "The square does not
necessarily make a particular choice manifest...it condenses what is

spread out along the street into one complex but comprehensible
image...The sense of arrival is here fulfillsfl."303

ln order to leave the town, to continue along the way, it is necessary to

choose another path. The road does not simply travel through the
destination, it ends there. lf you leave the town the road will take you

from the square, through the gate, directly to the next town and directly

to its centre where again it ends as destination. "The goal or centre is

the basic constituent of existential space."3o¿ lt is the expression of the

302 T¡¿¡, Topophilia: 183

303 Norberg-Schuz, Dwelling: 60

304 [\6¡þs¡g-Schulz, Dwelling: 20
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At a centre we shall not feel
that we are in a different place,
but where the environment is
explained- the country dweller
should experience when
visiting the centre, that his own
place becomes part of a larger
yyþ61s.305

It is here that activities of primary

importance take place, the place of participation in being. The

settlement as destination is the centre of arrival in a landscape. The

square as destination is the centre of meeting within the settlement. The

institution as explanation is the centre of meaning within the built fabric,

and the house as dwelling is the centre of Being, in the world.

For the Medieval dweller the essential stasis of his or her way of being

was expressed through the symbolism of the urban forms. They

explain the perception and experience of the world of the settler, of

finitude and of place. The path through the unselfconsciously

constructed places of experience: the countryside and urban fabric,
passes through the boundary of the wall and arrives at the meaning

giving symbolic destination of the church and square. The individual
perceptual experience is of place as of things become. The cultural

perception is of place as defined by cosmology and hierarchy. The

built expression, the actualizing of these experiences and aspirations is

of place as destination.

3.3.6 Modern Urban Form

spatiality of a culture whose paradigm

invites us to dwell.

is that of the settler. The centre

secular humanist political states, where
individualism is organized through

democracy. lt is based on movement for

trade of materials, products, ideas or

money, and as trade in vehicles, fuel,

Modern culture consists of

lJbi Pedes, ibi,patric, . :,, ,

(tuherè the feet are thtere is.the,Fathertand)
Viritio

infrastructure or tourism. Modern Urban form expresses the paradigm of

the individual traveller, of movement. Roads are the dominant feature,

3os \6¡þs¡g-Schulz, Dwelling: 31
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and few places have enough presence to withstand destruction should

the desire to build a better road emerge. Ease of movement satisfies

the desire of the individual in Modern society to be free. Free of

constraints, free to think, free to travel. Easy movement satisfies the

desire for the individual to succeed. Travel takes time, and time costs

money, so the better the route, the more money saved or earned. "The

production of turnpikes, canals, systems of communication and

administration, cleared lands and the like, put(s) the question of the

production of a space of transport clearly on the

agenda. Any change in space relations wrought

by such investments... affect(s) the profitability

of economic activity..."306 and money is the

sign of individual success.

The dominant features of the Modern skyline

are the highrise towers of commerce and

habitation. The experiential space of the

inhabitant is overlaid by the symbolic statement
of humanist transcendence: the survey grid.

The symbolic order of Modern society is

revealed by the prescriptive survey of all

space. The democratic principles are spatially
lived by the modern inhabitant. The ordering of

the world can be viewed by the invisible spectator in the tower who
asserts power and controls the land through voyeuristic acquisition.

The verticality of the tower conveys success. The homogenous space

within the tower acts as a siren song seducing the inhabitant to move

up the social ladder, to succeed so as to inhabit the space of success.
ïhe high rise tower does not speak of destination, only ambition. There

is no destination in the Modern city, only the path. "The city is but a
stopover, a point on the synoptic path of a trajectory...where the

spectator's glance and the vehicles's speed of displacement (are)

instrumentally linked... There is only habitable çi¡çLrl¿fio¡." 307 The

arrival at the centre of the city, the centre of meaning, is only a moment

at an intersection. There is no gate, no square, no stopping. Only pure

Serres, Hermes: 254

Virilio, Speed: 6

306

307
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movement. The unadulterated experience of the culture of the traveller
is symbolized in the expression of space without place.

The conquest and control of space...first requires that it be
conceived of as something useable, malleable, and therefore
capable of domination through human action. Perspectivism and
mathematical mapping did this by conceiving of space as
abstract, homogeneous and universal in its qualities, a
framework of thought and action which was stable and
knowable. Euclidean geometry provided the basic language for
the discourse, Builders, engineers, architects and land
managers... showed how Euclidean representations of
objective space could be converted into a spatially ordered
PhYsical landscaPe." soa

Modern urban fabric is the expression of the

prescriptive survey. Space is planned and

organized from the abstraction of topographical

maps. The ambition through planning is to
implement humanist ideals of good citizenship

by eliminating perceived spatial
impoverishment. Through reductivist drawings

space is known, and the future prescribed.

Built form is place precisely as is ordered, with

no 'inside' or experiential input from the users,

the neighbours, the contexts, the place. lts

representation in urban form is the democratic,

quantitatively equalized structure of space
given to prescr¡ption.3oe

Modern urban form is the expression of a
dynamic culture of travellers, those who will move to investigate the

perceived benefits of another location. For over five hundred years

Europeans have travelled seeking freedom and opportunity. From the

early colonizing efforts of the Portuguese and Dutch in the lndies, to the

exploration and settlement of the Americas by the Portuguese,

Spanish, French and English, to the successive waves of colonizing

settlers in Nofth America, generation after generation has been willing to

uproot and travel in pursuit of its aspirations. The paradigm of the

Serres, Hermes: 254

Perez-Gomez, Architecture: 1 i4
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traveller has always been supported by the lure of the unknown,

unseen lands waiting for exploration, the never ending space stretching

to infinity.

The American revolution provided the emancipation from the structures

of stasis for the humanist idealists of the lBth century. The same

thinkers and activists

from England, France

and the colonies,

meeting through the

structu re of the

Masonic lodges,
were the architects of

both the French and

American revolutions.

Both the French and the Americans immediately set about creating a

spatial manifestation of democratic ideals through caftographic gridding

of the l¿¡fl. 310 For the French however, the grid became more an

administrativeachievement3ll than a spatial one. ïhe complex

medieval spatial fabric combined with the essential embodiedness of

the rural, static inhabitant to preclude an open-ended expression of

space, movement and democracy. lt is in the United States where the

humanist experiment was implemented unencumbered by tradition, and

which has continued, based on the concept of these ideals, to be the

expression of democratic individualism, the expression of free

movement. The grid, for Modern society, represents an egalitarian

system of land distribution by favouring fundamental democracy in

property market participatio¡. s1z

Camillo Sitte decried the Jeffersonian gridding of the United States as

"obviously due to the fact that the terrain was not well known at the

time and its future could not be predicted, since America lacked a past,

had no history, and did not yet signify anything else in the civilization of

310 D. Harvey, Postmodernity: 256

311 D. Harvey, Postmodernity: 255

312 (6516f, City Shaped:100
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mankind but so many square miles of l¿¡ç1."313 Sitte's perception in

describing the underlying intent of the grid is close to accurate, his

limitation lies in the negative value he ascribes to it. The act of survey

and gridding is the act of 'knowing' through representation and

projection. lt is also an act of prediction, by prescribing the location of

sites and events in the future. The many square miles of land are of

course the mythic expression of the Western paradigm of unlimited
space and so are intrinsically valuable for the continuance of the
paradigm of the traveller.

The open grid system which was used in the U.S. and Canada

involved a fundamentally Modern attitude toward the social value of

urban land. The "...dominant view of the past had been that an urban

parcel did not realize its true purpose until a building had been put on

it." The Modern placeless experience of space denied the value of this

concept.

The 1811 plan of Manhattan (in
the U.S.) represented the
abandonment of the Colonial
closed grid for the open grid of
the new era of the Republic. The
closed grid is essentially a pre-
capitalist (pre-modern) concept. lt
is seen as having firm
boundaries and a definite design
within this fixed frame. The
boundaries might be walls, or
features of topography; they
might be determined by public
buildings placed at the extremes
of major axes, or the grid might be
encircled by common lands and
allotted farm plots which cannot
be sold...The open grid is
predicated on a capitalist
economy. The conversion of land
to a commodity to be bought and
sold on the market. The grid is left
unbounded and unlimited so it
can be expanded...314

The essential difference between the pre-modern

313 (s5tsf, Cit)¡ Shaped:102

314 (e51sf, Cit)¡ Shaped: 121

and Modern grids is
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that the first locates place, in the sense of the axis mundi, of the

crossing of the Roman Decamanus maximus and cardo maximus, and

the second defines space, facilitating movement and expansion.

The Modern survey grid was used in ordering both rural and urban

space. Urban areas are based on an open ended survey which allows

for expansion in all directions. Cities which began as pre-modern

places will have a destination-oriented centre, but as the inhabitants

adopt the Modern paradigm, the topology changes and becomes open

ended to allow limitless extension. This transition is often labelled "Old

City, New City" by the inhabitants. The pre-modern centre, having

become fundamentally unusable by a person who operates within the

paradigm of the traveller, will either be

substantially renovated, abandoned or

treated as a museum piece for tourists.

The conceptual pattern, or organizing

principle which all Modern towns share, as

their major feature, a dynamic and

uninterrupted system of roads. With the

advent of the by-pass on the highway

system, any semblance of destination
disappeared. The gate has been replaced by

an off-ramp, or perhaps a cloverleaf. Once in

the urban area, the streets are wide to

facilitate easy traffic flow. The buildings are set well back from the street

to minimize any impediment to movement. Morphologically, modern

towns share the feature that each building is individual and distinct from

its neighbours. Each stands alone on a piece of property, separated

spatially from the next building. Descartes' individualism is expressed

in the urban form of the modern town. Of course, each house is
connected directly to the road. There are no winding laneways densely

crowded with homes. lt is prohibited by law. Every building must be

freely accessible by vehicle.

The towers of downtown beckon as destination but once there the

traveller finds that there is no arrival. All the civic, commercial and

religious expressions in architecture are relegated to the corner of an

intersection. There is no destination. Nothing stops the flow of the
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traveller. No longer does the church offer exploration of place in the awe

inspiring power of the enforced stasis of the square. Today the church

sits at best on the corner of an intersection, probably not even a major

one.

It is the road that explains the Modern condition. The buildings are

simply on the path, they are of the path. They represent the relation of

the individual to the paradigm of

movement. The church relates the

'individual' to the transcendent; not

the group in a cultural agreement,

but the individual on his or her lone

spiritual journey. The commercial

tower relates the individual to
success and power; social mobility

presupposes merit in action. Thevrsùuvyvù9ù rrrsr rr

civic building relates the individual to others in a democratic meeting;the

entire humanisVdemocratic situation has come from the idea of the lone

individual of merit, who, when separated from the group through travel,

proves his/her worth through action rather than deriving status from

birth. The house as accomodation expresses the current achievements

and aspirations of the individual. The experience of the traveller
defines the mode of Being-in{he-world of Modern Western society. lt is

expressed by a secular symbolic order and urban form describing
unlimited movement and space. The path through the geometrically

gridded landscape is the meaning-giving manifestation of the
experience of a culture without destination, without place. The

individual perceptual experience is of space as seen. The cultural
perception is of space as defined by survey, mapping and

perspective. The built expression is of location along the path.

3.4 Summary of Cultural Artifacts

ïhe cultural artifacts of the West are the poetic expressions of our
unspoken cultural mythologies. Through an understanding of what

these manifestations express, of how they poetically desribe our
Being, we can understand how we are, in the world.

The manifestations of the Medieval all speak of a finite and closed
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world, and describe a way of Being within that understanding.
Medieval cosmology describes the myth of a finite world, enclosed by

the perfection of the heavenly spheres, and cared for by a pair of

attentive Deities. The heavens, earth and everything in them are all

interconnected by the Great Chain of Being. Medieval art represents

that connectedness in its form and subject matter, while Medieval urban

form actualizes it as place.

The cultural artifacts of the Modern speak of a world of unlimited

extension, open and ready for exploration. Modern cosmology

describes the myth of endless space, with the world, planets and stars

in it, where human action replaces an absent God. The heavens, earth

and everything in them are connected only through their proximal

relationship. Modern perspectival art represents that relationship

through its emphasis on geometric perspectival portrayal. Urban form

presents it through prescriptive survey and planning, and the resulting

caref ully engineered spaces.

All the Medieval manifestations are about stasis. They express the

perception of a finite world, static in the eternal, closed cosmos. This

essential stasis is shown in Medieval art and urban form in the 'closed

'landscapes: beyond the boundary there is nothing of meaning. lt is
shown in the hierarchical ordering of the world; there is no room for

movement in the Great Chain of Being. Stasis is the paradigm shown

in the Medieval embeddedness in place: all paths lead to the

destination, to the centre, to the meaning-giving place.

All the Modern manifestations are about motility. They express the

perception of a world of extended world, moving through an infinite

cosmos. The essential motility of the Modern

is shown in its art and urban form in its open

landscape: the world is known and

predicted by the survey. lt is shown in the

neutral ordering of the world: the events of

the world simply occur, it is up to the

individual to take the appropriate action to

influence his or her situation. Motility is the paradigm shown in the

Modern use of space: the never ending movement of the highway

becomes the habitable circulation of the city.
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4.0 BEING AND ARCHITECTURE

Meaning in architecture is connected to our Being as humans. lt is the

poetic expression of the potential for action of the Body; the poetic

interpretation of how we are, in the world. Architecture, the built

expression of our activities in the world, is the actualization of how we

are, in Being. lt presents a record of how we as individuals experience

the world, and how we as a culture understand the world.

A phenomenological reading allows us to understand how we as

individuals experience the world in our Being, the structure of ourselves

and of how we are in the world. We are in the world in our bodies, our

locus of all meaning. lntimately connected to our transcendent Being,

our physical being gives to us the lived experience of the world

through our senses where we experience the events of the world

bodily through the fundamental acts of stasis or motility. The Body, in

stasis, perceives the events of the world as things Become; in motility,

it perceives them as things Becoming. Thus the same event may be

perceived and understood based on either of these two perceptual

modes. How these things are perceived gives to us a particular way of

access to the existent world.

Our sharing of our experiences with others is the basis of culture. Our

common experiences are codified in order to provide a structure of

understanding within which to categorize the events of the world. ln this

way we understand the world and ourselves in it. lf the dominant

shared experience is of stasis, then the culture will reflect that
perceptual paradigm. Conversely, if the shared experience is of

motility, then motility will be the cultural standard.

ln culture, we express our Being symbolically through symbol and

myth which are interpreted and expressed in our day to day existence

as the manifestations of how we are in the world. Artifacts such as

cosmology, art, urban form and architecture are all cultural
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manifestations and are poetic expressions of Being-in-the-world.

Historically, Western culture has consciously repressed the traditional

mythological structures which celebrate the Being-in-the-world of the
Body, considering the passions of the flesh to be immoral and weak.

The result has been that we in Western culture have been left without
a mythological referent to help us understand how we are in the world.

The fact that we are denied a mythology does not mean, however, that
our activities are without meaning. They are still the expression of how

we are in the world. Thus our cultural artifacts can be studied to see

how they are the manifestations of an unspoken mythology, and to

help us understand how we arein the world.

A hermeneutic look at the cultural artifacts of Medieval Europe and the

Modern West shows the Medieval to be based on the perceptual

mode of Being of stasis, of things Become. The finite, hierarchical and

place-oriented cultural manifestations of the Medieval all speak of the

static way of Being of the settler. ïhe Modern, on the other hand, is

based on the perceptual of Being of motility, of things becoming. The

infinite, non-hierarchical and space oriented Modern manifestations all

speak of the mobile way of the traveller.

4.1 The Dweller's House

lf we return now to take another look at the Medieval

houses of Québec city, we can now understand

how they are the expression of Medieval Being,

and can try and address some of the unanswered

questions that those houses raised. To the question
'Why is there a difference between Medieval and

Modern houses' we can now answer that they were

built in response to fundamentally different cultural

and pe rceptual pa rad igms. As cu ltu ral

manifestations they can be understood hermeneutically as expressing

Being. The Medieval house expresses the way of Being of a culture
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with the understanding of the dweller, while that of the Modern

expresses the way of Being of a culture of traveller. The Being-in-the-

world of the Medieval dweller is expressed in every aspect of the

Medieval house. From construction technique to morphology to intent

they describe perception and cosmology through stasis: place,

embeddedness and interconnectedness.

The essential stasis of the Medieval era is expressed in the massive

construction of the houses. Heavy stone or wooden walls bind the

house to the earth with a sense of permanence and of place. The

unselfconscious presentation of the buildings show them to be part of

the experiential world; unselfconsciously utilitarian. Their lack of

precision or geometry, as compared to other contemporary

constructions such as the Cathedral, shows a direct response to

situation and material representative of a cosmology where the things

of the world are subject to disorder and decay. Perfection does not

represent the profane.

These houses were not pre-planned, they were simply built. And

added to. The accretive character of the Medieval house is an

expression of place. The ancestral home would be modified to meet the

needs of a current generation. There was no thought of moving to a
bigger house, this was where you were,just build another floor!

Morphologically the houses represent the cosmological order of the
Great Chain of Being. The individual house is intricately linked to all the

rest as part of the interconnected totality. The unselfconscious facades

of the houses meet with those of their neighbour's to form a continuous

street wall which links the gate to the destination (usually the

Cathedral). The wall, represents in its bounding, the finitude of the

cosmos, the gate gives passage to those who belong. The path, the

experiential definition of place, meanders along its route, defined by

age-old use. The houses flank the path, reinforcing that use and
providing an unchanging continuity, without past or future.
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lndividually each house speaks of embeddedness, as each house is

the world of its inhabitants. lt is this embeddedness which addresses

our question as to 'what gives Medieval

houses their presence'. To be embedded

is to be firmly fixed within your situation

and this is the Being expressed in

Medievalform and intent. The street level

shop f ront is given the dominant

treatment, while the living quarters are

represented at grade only by a small door

leading to an internal stair. Some houses

have no street-front door at all, with access to the upper floors gained

from inside the shop. Occupation, home and Being are interconnected

in the essential embeddedness of the dweller. The shopkeeper's role

as shopkeeper defined his or her Being in the world. The shopkeeper's

place in the Great Chain determined his or her societal rank and would

define the rank of succeeding generations. You were born into your

trade and would fulfil your role to the best of your ability. The home

was simply an extension of that Being.

Lastly, the layout of the living area itself expresses the interconnected

and hierarchical nature of the world and cosmos in that there are very
few separate living spaces. One or two rooms were sufficient for all the

interconnected functions of life. Cooking, eating, sleeping and
enteftaining all occurred in the main hall. Hierarchy was represented by

sleeping arrangements. The master and family would take the main hall,

or else an alcove or chamber off of it, while the apprentices and

servants were relegated to the attic or stairwells.

Every aspect of the Medieval house points to its essential belonging,

to its expression of the mythico-religious embodiment of the Medieval

dweller: to stasis.
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4.2 The Traveller's House

When we compare a modern house to a Medieval one we find that

every single attribute is polar opposite in intent. ïhe Modern house is

the expression of the Being-in-the-world of the traveller. The essential

motility of the Modern era is expressed in the transportability of the

components of house construction. Stick{rame houses perch, carefully

separated from the ground by the

concrete of the basement or crawl

space. These houses speak of a
temporary use of space, a space

carefully demarcated by survey.

The selfconscious presentation of

each house as a separate and

designed sculptural element in the

landscape shows them to be part

of the prescriptive defining of space. The precise geometry and

measurement gives a standard outcome regardless of situation,
representing a cosmology where the things of the world can and must

be controlled and known by man the operator.

The Modern house is usually left in the same state as originally
planned. Modern houses are about installation, not accretion. lf, for

some reason the house no longer suits the needs of its occupants,

they will move. ïhe Moderns are not connected to place. lt is not

necessary to add another floor, it would probably contravene a zoning

by-law anyway. Just move to a bigger house.

Morphologically, Modern houses represent the cosmological order of

objects in limitless perspectival space. As sculptural elements they

stand centred on their geometric fragment of the gridded terrain, where

they spread homogeneously in all directions, unbounded. The main city

streets are generally extensions of the surrounding rural survey grid, so
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the city can easily expand onto the farmer's land. The boulevard, the
prescriptive definition of space, allows easy access through the city

and is defined by efficient use. The houses turn away from the
boulevard, preferring the momentary comfort of the individual to the

overall symbolic gesture of belonging to the group. Every house
speaks of individuality, of the achievements and aspirations of the self.

Work and home tend to be totally separated in Modern society. ln a
non-hierarchical society all roles are considered equal, so monetary

wealth has come to portray rank. The more money you have the more

successful you have obviously been, and success is portrayed in the

kind of house you can afford. This is the expression of the essential

competitiveness of the Modern.

Lastly, the layout of the Modern living area expresses the detached

and distinct nature of the elements of the universe in that there are

separate rooms for every possible function: cooking, formal and informal

dining, formal and informal living, separate bedrooms, bathrooms,

exercise rooms, studies and so on. Democracy is represented by

allocating to each member of the family a separate sleeping room,

regardless of their position.

Every aspect of the Modern house points to its essential adjacency, to
its expression of the spatio-temporal detachment of the Modern

traveller: to motility.
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4.3 Meaning in Architecture

When we ask the question in Architecture:
'What does it mean', the answer is

always an expression of our Being in
culture. The meaning of the Medieval

house is that of dwelling. lt is the

expression of embeddedness, of

destination and of place by a culture of

stasis. The meaning of the Modern house

is that of accommodation. lt is the

expression of individual achievement and

aspiration in a culture of motility.

Dwelling: n. The place where one lives, (W eb s ter's ) ... as

preserving, keeps the fourJold (earth, sky, mortals,

divinities) in that with which mortals stay: in things

(Heidegger)sts

Accommodation: . . n. Lodgings ll space, capacity to receive people ll

something designed for convenience,(Webster's).

315 Heidegger, Poetr)¡ "Building": i51
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5.0 RUMINATIONS

There is something in the Medieval tradition that calls out to the
members of the Modern. Medieval cities like Quebec are full of tourists

allthe time. The old countries of Europe

Wett:,¡tmadèmydreatmssohollow are overrun with North Americans all
l.'m..s!and¡nga.t.the.depot.]'.

., With ait-steeple full,:of ,swatlows:thalcould ,,
, ,Neverrinþ,.äb"1" I " i '- ,i , , something in the ancient cities. What are

Oh t've come ten thousand miles away they (we) Iooking for?
' '' And ti ain;t gof qne thing,to show ' :

Must've,been'a train.took me away from here
But a train
Gàn't:bing'me ' '
Home

Tom Waits

ln our earlier discussion on

phenomenology we looked at the human
perceptual categories as proposed by

Husserl (p. xv). For Husserl, the 'non-

scientific categorial sense', the perception of things Become, precedes

and underlays the 'scientific categorial and conceptual sense',316 1¡"
perception of things Becoming. The implication of this for the Modern is

that we are first inherently Medieval, or pre-modern, and that our
Modern perception is something we

acquire with practice. This idea is in fact
borne out in psychological studies of

children's art. The unselfconscious
representation of the world by young

children bears a striking resemblance to
pre-modern representation. Not until

acquiring a certain kind of perceptual

awareness do people separate
themselves from the world and attempt
objective representation.

The call of the Medieval house to the Modern age is to that natural

embeddedness in the world which has been lost within the culture of

the self. lt is to the dweller in us.

316 (s¡5ts¡ "Life-World": 35
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5.1 The Umbilical Traveller

'The Moderns have arrived'. This is an event with far-reaching
implications for a culture based on the paradigm of the traveller. The

world has been explored, it has been surveyed and it has been
claimed. The great European migratory age has ended because there is

nowhere else to go. ïhe ever-westward lure of the unknown is diluted
by its own self-knowledge. Even California, that mecca of the

Westward traveller is experiencing out-migration for the first time in its

history, as the disillusioned return home. What does it mean to stop in

the Modern age?

The last great moment in the age of the

explorer, the moment that symbolized

the end of that age and the beginning

another, was the Apollo rocket mission

to reach the moon. lt marked the

awareness that the exploration of the

earth was complete, that for the

paradigm of the traveller to continue it

would have to free itself from 'geo'-graphy. lt would have to free itself

from the bounds the eafth.

lf we look to architecture, as a cultural manifestation, to see its response

to the end of the age of the explorer, we see that the purity of the

language of high modernism common to the 1950's and 60's becomes

muddied after 1969. The glass and steel abstractions of speed,

movement and ambition, clear Modern expression by masters of

architecture like Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Philip Johnson give

way to a mirrored, monolithic facelessness which denies any referent

by simply reflecting the world back on itself. The responses of the

architecture of this moment are the manifestations of a complicated
period of cultural uncertainty where the very paradigm which explains

the world has called itself into question.

It is at this time that voices emerge loudly stating the meaninglessness

of the Modern city. The discontent with Modern urban form was initially
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articulated by writers such as Jane Jacobs and architects like Robert
\,rs¡lrr¡i.317 Eventually it became so strong that by the late 1970's the

language of Modernism in architecture was no longer considered valid.

This discontent was parallelled in other cultural manifestations like

literature and philosophy, where

for some, the Modern was

declared to have ended and the

post-modern to have begun. The

mythologies of the Modern were

no longer supporting the

experiences and aspirations of

their culture.

But are we now post-modern? Post, of course, means after, so the title

reads: after the Modern. lf we are after the Modern does this mean that

we are no longer Modern? Our reading of phenomenology has led us to

the understanding that the Modern is essentially defined by movement.

It is no wonder then that the end of the age of exploration has caused

massive cultural unceftainty. The end of movement signifies the end of

the Modern.

Or does it?

Movement still defines our condition. We live in an era of

unprecedented exchange. Movement of information, goods, money and

people are all paft of our culture of travel and trade. Humanism, which is

an essentially Modern mythology, still describes our ambition. The

cultural mythology of the Modern describes the lone individual of merit,

acting on a world where meaning is given through actions, in the
perspectival expanse. The cult of the individual is stronger today than

ever. Human rights can only be an issue in a culture that values the

individual self. Understood in this way, the so called 'post-modern'

voice, that of people who previously had no cultural venue for their

317 Jane Jacob's influential book, The Death and Life of Great American
Cities decried the Modernist prescriptive agenda, proposing that
considerations of place took precedence over order. Robert Venturi's
Learning From Las Vegas proposed that architects could learn from the
disorder and enthusiasm of the vernacular in their quest for cultural
expression.

ff,$,ü,ä,1.f i
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experience, is simply demanding recognition for itself in its individuality.

The fact of this voice is not a manifestation of something after the

Modern, it is a manifestation of something more Modern. The inclusion of

every individual as equal and with

merit is the logical outcome of the

principle of the humanist meritocracy.

Thus as the Modern widens its

scope to include other voices it is
simply fulfilling its own mandate. The

previously disenf ranchised have

discovered their own right to self-

determination within the humanist

democracy. They are not saying 'we want to return to the voiceless

tribalism of the group', they are saying'l am an individual and my

experience from within this group must be heard by all'. They ground

themselves in their difference in order to find their Modern voice. This is

the voice of the umbilical traveller and this pluralist Modernism is what is

being expressed in our cultural manifestations today.

It is the desire for embeddedness which is

at the root of the discontent with the

Modern. The presence given by the

Medieval houses is the expression of their

embedded nature. lt is essentially about
place. The essence that calls to us as

Moderns, we who live totally outside the

Medieval paradigm, calls to our innate

desire to connect. The umbilical traveller,

today's Modernist, bonds to a place, or

more correctly, a type of place, in order to

be freed to move.

The manifestations of this process are

expressed in two separate ways. The first

is the enclave, where the like-minded gather and exclude others through

a barricading process. This is expressed in urban form by the walled

subdivision or bedroom city. The inhabitants of these enclaves bond

with this type of place in order to feel secure, and thus free to move in
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5.2 The

the larger city. The second expression is the locus. This is also a
gathering of people with a similar attitude, but the attitude is the

embracing of difference. The loci are not exclusionary, there are no

barricades. They are centres to which people are attracted. ln urban

form the locus is manifest in every case as an inner city Village ïhe
most famous example of this is probably New York's Greenwich

Village, but over the last twenty years Villages have developed in

every city. Several Canadian examples include: in Montreal the

Plateau, in Toronto, Queen Street, and in Winnipeg, Osbourne Village.

Regina has the Cathedral Area, Calgary has Kensington Street and

Vancouver the West End. These places are each distinct and

individual, formed by the experiences and histories of their locations,

yet they are also an interconnected part of the larger world. The Village

dweller can move to any other Village and participate knowingly in its

meaning.

The Village is the expression of the aspirations of pluralistic liberal

humanism, for it is the place where the voices of all co-exist
independently. lt is particular in its local manifestation and thus gives

the self-conscious meaning of place, yet is universal in its

accommodation, allowing movement from one to the next while still

participating in that essential belonging. lt is the Modern re-

interpretation of the age-old polarity of place and space. lt is the

contemporary expression of the dweller

and the traveller.

House in the Village

The way of Being of the umbilical traveller

is that of the dweller in an age of

movement. lnhabiting the meaning-giving

centres of Western culture, the'Villages',
he or she participates f ully in the

complexity of the place. Self-consciously

aware of how this siting permits one to
move he or she also participates fully in
the complexity of the internationalist culture of movement. The day to

day individual experiences which go into creating and knowing a place

are tempered with the exchange of people, places, ideas and
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information from around the globe. Whether physically or electronically,

the media of movement connect the individual in place, to the world.

The expression in architecture of the Being-in{he-world of the umbilical

traveller is infrequent, due to the inner city nature of the Villages. The

existing housing stock is usually poetically re-used in the inner city; the

sense of historicism adding another layer of meaning to the making of

place. There are, however, some examples of recent construction
which poetically express this way of Being. Placed within and in direct

relation to the complexity of the existing inner city core, the expression

of the umbilical traveller is found in the House in the Village. As the

architectural expression of Being, the construction technique,
morphology and intent define the experiential needs of the Body while

accepting the cultural paradigm of movement. This is not a return to the

Medieval nor is it a simple reiteration of the Modern. lt is the meaningful

re-evaluation of the experiences of stasis and motility by the individual

in contemporary culture. The essential Modernity of this way of Being

is shown in that its manifestations are highly individualistic. They are

based on the individual 'l' participating self-consciously in society.

Thus the Modern experiences of stasis are interpreted as place without

hierarchy, embeddedness without bondage, and interconnectedness

beyond situation. ïhe individual and cultural experiences of motility are

interpreted as space without emptiness, detachment without loss and

adjacency with compassion.

ïwo excellent variations of houses in the

Village are the Rousseau house in the

Plateau in Montreal, and the Shim/Sutcliffe

house in the east end of Toronto. The

Rousseau house occupies a corner lot

within the common late 1gth C triplex row-

house grid adjacent to Boulevard St

Laurent. Constructed of poured-in-place

concrete it consists of two three-storey bays or towers, connected

behind by an atrium and separated by a stair. The Shim/Sutcliffe

house is sited in a dead-end laneway, in the centre of the block, facing

the back yards of all its neighbours. The neighbourhood consists of

early 20th C single-family Toronto row housing mixed with light
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industry. Constructed of concrete block and wood, it consists of

interlocking rectangular volumes and incorporates a sunken, walled,

outdoor living space.

Each of these houses depends on the

vibrancy and intensity of their pre-existing

neighbourhoods for their interpretation of local

meaning, but each also depends on the

vitality , accessibility and critical discourse of

the larger Western cultural context in order to

express the Being of the umbilical traveller.

The construction techniques of these two houses, while different, each

express attributes of both stasis and motility. Stasis is represented

through the care in construction, where attention to detail and craft show

evidence of the creation of a place. The tactility of the materials, their

finishing and detailing, give to even the most mundane a preciousness

which adds to the appreciation of the experiential world. Motility is

represented through the Modern attributes of prescriptive planning,

precise geometries, and carefully engineered construction. These show

an understanding of a cosmology where reward is based on effort, and

where place consists of the totality of individuality.

Modernity is also expressed in that these houses

are self-conscious sculptural elements, even though

they have been inserted into the complexity of the

urban fabric. ln their expressive placement within the

existing context they represent the individual,

intimately connected to place and culture. They are

personal expressions of Modern ambition through

local and universalist interpretations of place and

belonging.

Both the Rousseau and Shim/Sutcliffe houses, while immersed in their

contexts, have boundaries. They are slightly detached from the

unselfconscious totality of the urban fabric. The living area and

entrance to the Rousseau house are lifted somewhat above the

sidewalk, while a walled 'moat' pulls the house back slightly from the

street. The actual laneway location of the Shim/Sutcliffe house is a form
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of detachment from the urban environment in that it is totally hidden from

the majority of the world. Only the local inhabitants of that particular

block would ever know it was there. Once you've found it, the living

area of the house itself is sunken several feet below grade, and is
surrounded by a walled, sunken exterior coutt which protects the living

space from view. These boundaries are necessary for the umbilical

traveller. They are enclaves for the

self, a place of grounding which in its

connecting, frees the individual to
move.

These houses are the expression of

the embeddedness of inhabitants

who are firmly within their situation.

They are places where the life and work of the architects and designers

who live there interlock. This is not embeddedness in the Medieval

sense ot'l am as architect'. Rather, the embeddedness of the umbilical

traveller says'This is me, as architect. lt is first the expression of the

Modern self.

Finally, the living areas of these two houses express the

interconnectivity of contemporary life. Living space and studio space

are under the same roof. Rooms, while individually discrete, bleed into

one another vertically and horizontally, particularly in the Rousseau

house where floors don't meet walls and flying bridges traverse the

open atrium. ln movement the particular gives way to the whole; the

awareness of place is tempered with the realization of its relation to the

complex totality.

The house in the Village is the contemporary manifestation of the

Being-in-the-world of our Modern age. lt describes both the ambition

and the essential belonging of the individual. It is the Modern

expression of particular places and of the interconnected universalized

space of Western culture. lt is the home of the umbilical traveller, the

dweller in an age of movement.
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